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ABSTRACT 

The study of Bombali district is a modest effort at ex

plaining the geography of a relatively underdeveloped part 

of Northern Sierra Leone. The environment is briefly des

cribed and some evidence 1s found concerning the early.ad

ministrator's views about the district's development pm tent

ial (ChapterI). The nature of the labour unit of production 

(the extended family) is examined; some socio-economic rest

raints to increased productivity stem from this production 

factor (Chapter II). 

Systems of land use and tenure reflect these restraints. 

the impact of motor roads and the 'reluctance of early admin

istrators to deal with the conflict between the landle'ss 

nomad and indigenous shifting cultivator(Chapter 111). Prov

incial land laws remain unchanged and traditional, but a 

land market for building purposes is emerging in the larger 

towns of Makehl and Kamakwie. 

Chiefdoms and chiefdom boundaries have had several mod

ifications within short periods of time (Chapter IV). These 

administrative areas are tribal,based. The location of aome 

chiefdom centres has often changed with the death of chiefs, 

consequently some services are transferred to new ohiefdom 

towns. The present forms of administrative units have little 

bearing upon theoretical shapes, and more permanent chiefdom 

towns tend to be centres of greater population concentration. 



The transport network and pattern of service distribution 

reflect an export oriented economic system (Chapter V). 

Motor transportation is the principal form of communicat

ion, but this caters fora bare 35% of all farm produce to 

markets. The development of the road transport system is 

limited by two main factors: a) the defunct railway which 

contributed to the growth of Makeni, the district centre< with 

no rail route to serve its hinterland, and b) the location 

of more important interdistrict centre roads to the far 

south of Bombali. Areas of main service centres are very 

small because of problems of access, poverty and reluctance 
~ ~ 

to change. 

Some,. chiefdom charateristics (49 variables) are analysed 

to assess administratiyetypes and their levels of under

development (Chapter, VI). Local human responses to devel

opment are discussed (Chapter VII)' and recommendations sugg

ested for development in the district (Chapter VIII). 
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GENERAL IN~RODUCTION . 
INTRODUCTION 

The Northern Area of Sierra Leone forms one of the 

least documented administrative divisions of the country. 

As most development priorities for future decades will 

be concerned with rural environments there is a,need to 

study the geography of Northern Sierra Leone which is 

predominantly rural. Indeed Bombali district, which forms 

part of t~is Northern Area, has only one main town -

Makeni (12,304 in 1963) - and a smaller one - Kamakwie 

(3,572 in 1963). The majority of the working population 

of this district is peasant farmers who own the land, yet 

the recently settled Fullah herdsmen contribute over 25% 

of the country's beef supplies. The development problems 

one faces in the district are both physical and human, 

and the latter seems to be more important, considering 

the present conflict between the farmer and the cattle 

herdsman. 

The present government finds little justification in 

long term feasibility studies prior to development project 

implementation, anxious as it is to speed up economic 

growth. International investment in rural development 

cannot, however, materialise without some assurance concern

ing the viability of projects; and this assurance can only 

be derived from a detailed assessment of the total environ

ment in which development takes place. The social geographer's 
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contribution to such a task can be substantial considering 

his ability to map and" relate patterns of cultural, physic

al and economic distributions of a given area. 

AIM OF STUDY 

The aim of this study is to describe the grassroots of 

underdevelopment in a ~istr1ct in Sierra Leone. As a sub

region of the underdeveloped Northern Area, Bombali is 

studied in terms of its phYSical, social, economic and 

administrative characteristics. It is thus a concise feas

ibility study ofa predominantly agricultural district for 

future development planners. As most of provincial Sierra 

Leone tends to share common characteristics of rural under

development, the study hopefully provides a basiS for 

future stUdies of this nature for. other parts of the, country. 

Indeed, four of the 13 major tribes in Sierra Leone - Temne, 

Limba, Lokko and Susu - form the majority of the inhabi~ants 

in this district, while about 30% of all the cattle in the 

cpuntry come, from this area. 

HYPOTHESIS 

The basic hypothesis in this study is that national 

development has to consider local environmental character

istics for meaningful economic growth to take placeo In 

other words characteristics of underdevelopment are varied 

and localised, and national development is baaed on the 
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sum of· all these variations. Underdeve1opme~t then becomes 

a complex phenomenon describing varying rates ot minimal 

exploitation of natural resources_ An understanding of these 

variations is of vital importance in development planning. 

The assumption is that Bombali, as part of the Northern Area 

of Sierra Leone, is underdevelop~d, but that there are 

local variations which can be described through a study of 

grassroots of underdeve19,pment. 

DATA SOURCES: 

a) Fieldwork 

Much of the data in this study is the result of twp 

years of fieldwork (1970-1971) • Questionnaires were,,, prepared 

and 1~25 household heads were interviewed to assess local, 

variations in: (i) the basis of land inheritance rights, 

(ii)the orientation of .household heads towards nuclear 

families and (iii) attitudes towards land transfers and 

sales. A census survey was carried out in 10 settlements 

(1970) to assess the nature of rural family sizes. Court 

files of four Chiefdom courts were studied to assess the 

.relationship between the extended family and traditional 

laws. The study of services was based. on a survey carried 

out in 30 settlements with a population of 450 or over by 

1971. The identification of some extinct ,settlements on 

the ground was carried out in 1970, through the help of 

1958 air photographs fOr ,which there is a complete cover

age. Current variations of land use around built-up areas 
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were studied and it was possible to detect tribal mixtures 

at settlements along local administration:'boundaries. 

bl Historical documents 

The Sierra Leone Blue Books provided scattered informat

ion concerning progress in road construction, the establish

ment of district centres, tribal warfare, Chiefdom amalgam

ation and early trends in settlement fixation. Maps on the 

1925 international boundary·.between Sierra Leone and Guinea, 

as well as those on land characteristics (1950) were obtain-

ed from the Surveys and Lands Department in Freetown. Some 

of these maps were less informative than the 1970 topograph

ic series and care has been taken to limit their use to the 

introductory chapter where it was necessary to 'illustrate 

earlier suggestions of production regions, based on partial 

information. 

c) Research publications 

Much of the information from research sources is of 

limited use for Bombali, but,it provided useful guidelines. 

Some sources are of restricted ,use as regards coverage while 

others are of a general nature, treating the country as a 

whole. For example, Clarke's Sierra Leone in Maps' (1966), 

Mutti's 'Marketing Staple Foods in Sierra Leone' (1967), 

Hussain's study of the land tenure system (1964) and Odell 

and Dijkerman's 'Soils of Sierra Leonei (1967) are general 

references from which some information can be gleaned. 

Mitra's study of costing farm productivity in the Boliland 

region provided the basis for farm income analysis (1969); 
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stobbs' work on the soils of the Bolilands of Sierra Leone 

(1963) is still an important source book on soil types in 

this region, while Dijkerman's case studies of land capa

bility in parts of Bombali are useful supplements in the 

description ot spil/slope relationships (1969). 

METHODS 

The aim of this study may'be'ambitious'but'the resultant 

efforts are a simple stepping stone because of the amplitude 

of the 'topic. 'Data analyses have tended to be 'restricted to 

characteristi'cs for which fairly reliable figures have been 

obtained. Even at this level, care has been taken not to 

predict trends, and more interest is directed "towards 

patterns of distributions. There is; 'for example, an appar

ent weakness in Chapter 7 where human obstacles'to devel

opment are described without figures. The student in trop~ 

iea1 underdevelopment studies is aware of local facts for 

which figures cannot be obtained with ease, yet there is no 

justification for omitting these taets. Figures can gener

ate less reliable generalisations and the trends adopted 

in this ,study are part of Mitchell's suggestions on the 

study of land tenure systems in Siera Leone: 

••• "We' will be glad to race! velocal information, but 

it may be \vel'l to add that we are only concerned with 

factual statements ot customs 'actually existing - we 

'are concerned with what 1"S;' n'ot with opinions as to 

'. what OUGHT TO BE. n (1964, 39). 
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~he last part of this quotation echoes one major dilemma 

in underdevelopment studies - the apparent hesitation of 

experts foreign to given environments in suggesting meas

ures for social change. In Chapter 8 this study braves 

this warning by suggesting incentives for development in 

Bombali. 

The study starts with a systematio analysis of some 

geographical indicators of underdevelopment - a) the family 

as a labour unit of production, b) land use and tenure, 

c) the. nature of local administrative boundaries, d) 

communications and basic infrastructural characteristics 

and e) patterns of underdevelopment. Various measures of 

Chiefdom s~dpes have been used (Chapter 4) together with 

Chiefdom town primacy ratios at two radii of one-mile-lengths 

from estimated central points of settlements. It was observ

ed from these ratios that while settlements showed a marked 

range in ratio at the first one-mile-radius (1-85) that 

of the second was nearly five times smaller (1-18) indic

ating the essentially rural conditions of these local 

growth poles. 

Simple analyses of transport networks and accessibility 

patterns indicate' that while larger population centres 

have higher link demands they are not most centrally loc

ated in terms of distance measures (Chapter 5). Access to 

service locations therefore tends to be an important limit

ation to sizes of service areas. The determination of 
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service scores took this limitation into consideration 

as most services are found to be used more intenSively by 

persons closest to their .1ocation. Patterns of underdev

elopment are derived from 49 variables subjected to a 

Spearman rank correlation and Q-mode factor analyses 

(Chapter 6). Factor matrix scores were used to derive var

iations of chiefdoms, while a linkage analysis by grouping 

algorithms produced simplified patterns of chiefdom types -

based on similarity in rates of underdevelopment. 

Chapters 7 and 8 are mainly conclusions b.ased on char

acteristics which are considered as generators of present 

human obstacles to development. In other words the study 

has attempted to generalise human attitudes by an assessment 

of important indicators of underdevelopment for which reli

able data can be obtained. The result indicates that while 

there is need to speed up economic growth there is also 

need for some economic and social transformation in the 

district and the country as a whole. This transformation 

probably involves a less rapid process of change than is 

desired by government, though the common goal concerns 

increased economic exploitation of natural resources in 

Bombali. 
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INTRODUCTION 

10. 

CHAPTER I' 

BACKGROUND TO STUDY AREA 

Bombali district is a transitional region between the 

north-eastern hills and central lowlands ot Sierra Leone. 

The district is fairly rectangular in shape. It stretches 

between latitudes 8°36' and 90 56', north and extends from 

longitudes 11°56' to 12°31' weet. The north-central 

portion of the district is constricted to barely 25 miles 

l40·2 km.) in breadth, compared with some 55 miles 
.J .... , 

ta8.S km.) to the south. Bombali accounts for nearly one-

ninth of the area of Sierra Leone - 2,900 sq. miles 

l7.510.97 sq. km.) and one-eleventh of the country's pop

ulation l198,776 in 1963). 

The district is adjacent to the southern hinterlands of 

Guinea (Fig. 1.1) and forms 'a ,ta1'tly important link between 

the two countries. Madina Oula, an important southern out

poet for Guinea is about 55 miles from ~arnakwie. The motor 

road linking Kamakwie and this outpost is an important 

route for Guinean goods - cattle, rice, vegetables and 

dyed cloths - destined for Sierra Leonean markets. ~ola 

nute from Bombali and manufactured goods from retail shops 

at"~~Ih,akwie, Makeni and Freetown, are supplied ,to southern 

Guinea through this road. The tradinglanSuage 1s Susu 

rather than Creole or French, as this tripe ,is preponderant 

on either side of the international bou~dary. Diamond 

mining has been a source of e'migration for Guineans and 

the Madina Oularoad is the shortest northern link to the 

mining areas of Southern Sierra Leone. 
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The location of Makeni, the district administrative 

centre, is'more of a commercial advantage at a national 

and international level. This town has the largest 

commercial services in the Northern Area of the country. 

The extension of the Freetown/Pendembu railway to Makeni 

by 1912 eased accessibility to this town at a period 

when other settlements had no motorable roads or railways. 

Local commerce in the district has tended to be attracted 

towards Makeni, Freetown and then the mining areas. 

Excluding the good links Makeni has with other major 

centres of the country this town is near the geographical, 

c'entre and mean centre of the population of the country. 

It is 110 miles (177 km.) from Freetown, the capital; 87 

miles (140 km.) from Bo, the second largest town of the 

country, and other district towns like Kabala, Port Lokko 

and Magburaka are all less than 80 miles (128-7 km.) away, 

while the northern tip of the district is some 108 miles 

(173-8 km.) from it. 

THE ENVIRONMENT 

The transitional character of the district is evident 

in the physical landscape (Fig. 1.2). The relief is more 

complex than either the 'highlands to the east or the low

lands to the west. There are three main physiographic 

diVides each with a north-west to south-east trend. The 

south-western lowlands contain tributaries of the Little 

Scarcies and Rokel rivers. To the north-east there are 
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rock outcrops at heights of over 1,000ft (304·Sm). Between 

these two features are the central uplands ranging from 

250 to 1,000ft (76·2 - 304·Sm). Streams have cut deep 

narrow valleys from the north-east, flowing southwards 

until they reach the central uplands, and thence, almost 

at right angles, head for the lowlands to the west. 

Bombali is a tropical area with climatic characteristics 

ot seasonality, small ranges of temperatures and rainfall. 

The rainy season is between mid-May and mid-September when 

rainfall reliability is over 50%. There is an annual rain

fall range of 95 inches ("2,4-13mm.) at the northern 'part of 

the district to 125 inches (3,175mm.) to the south. Temper

atures are wi thin 78° F (25· 60 C) and: 90° F (32 -2' C.) through

out the ye~~, and yet the straight line distance£~omnorth 

to south is some 60 miles (76-5 km.). Vegetation is of 

secondary bush, grading to savanna and grass in most places. 

With extensive cultivation, nomadism and uncontrolled bush 

fires, much of the original forest has been reduced to 

grassland. 

a) The South-Western Lowlands 

The south-western lowlands are generally below 200ft 

above sea-level, but most of the settlements are at heights 

between 200 and 250ft"., because below this level seasonal 

flooding for three to four months is the rule. The vegetat

ion here is predominantly swamp grass, sedges and riverain 

species merging with elephant grass and punctuating lophira 

bushes on the upper sections (Plate 1.1.). 
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Plate 1.1. Vegetation on the upper slopes of the 

bolilands (Western Bombali). Note the budding 

elephant grass (foreground) punctuated by loph

ira shrub (reddish yellow leaves) . Below the 

slopes is a broad valley bottom covered with 

lower ve getation of river species . 
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Soils in this region are of loamy clays and river 

detritus, friable and easily worked by farmers (Plate 1.2). 

The region however offers more promise to the farmer 

concentrating on swamp cultivation than to the peasant 

cultivator who is interested in growing a host of other 

crops. For example, the latter intercrops groundnuts with 

corn, beans, cassava and other vegetables. The natural 

friction between the peasant and nomad is present here, 

because between December and January the swampland region 

still has streams and herdsmen let their cattle loose in 

search of drfnking water. The lowlands form some of the 

least populated parts of the district even though they are 

of relatively high fertility (Fig. 1.3). 

b) The Central UplAnds 

Most of the Chiefdom towns in Eombali are situated with-

in the central uplands. Swamp rice is cultivated on narrow 

river terraces, while on higher land there is upland rice 

cultivation and crops like cassava, groundnuts and vege

tables. A large proportion of the farm population in the 

district is located within this region (Fig. 1.3) and land 

use problems are numerous. 

The vegetation is mainly secondary bush and savanna, but 

with one or two cultivations the prevalent soils from 

granite and acid gneiss are easily eroded and forest re

growth is very slow. The situation is generally worsened 

by the Fullah herdsman who burns the bush in January and 
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Plate 1.2. A recently ploughed rice field in 

the boliland. The extremely flat terrain permits 

mechanisation. rhe soils are rich loams, mainly 

formations of detritus from the Small Scarcies 

River and its tributaries. 
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February for fresh pastures. 

c) The North-Eastern hills 

The north-eastern hills offer more difficulties for 
r ' ""' ~~ , 

peasant cultivation than the other two regions, and yet 

here one finds Biri wa, the most populous . chiefdom in the 

district (24,546 inhabit~nts). In large "'parts of this region, 
f' • 

igneous formations of the northern hills are exposed to the 

surface (Plate 31.2·). rrhe narrow fertile belts of land avail

able are intensively cultivated. More than elsewhere there 
, ' ia good grazing land. The land owning community is comprised 

however ·of predominantly shifting cuI ti vators. Consequently 

there is the usual competition in land use between farming 

and grazing, and the conflict between the stranger }ullah 

herdsman and other indigenous tribes that have no interest 

in cattle rearing. 

-
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENrS 

Bombali district has had a very short history of devel

opment and contact with western civilization. The change 

from peasantry and barter to a cash economy started at the 

beginning of this century. Larger towns of the district at 

present - Makeni and Kamakwie - are nineteenth century off-

springs of a new system of economy within this rural envir-
, " ~-.: ~ - - ,: -; (' <" ~, ' 

onment. Makeni was not founded until .1890 although several 

villages existed previously from w~ich the town later grew. 
. ' 

(Simpson, 1968, 26) Kamakwle, the second largest town,was 
, r - ~ , 

founded about 1865 by an ousted sick man from a nearby 

village called Kathiri. 
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It is not surprising that, excluding comments on early 

trade routes, little is known about the growth of settle

ment in this part of the country. What is certain is that 

northern Sierra Leone had stronger links with Guinea than 

with the rest of the country. It was an area of secret 

exchange of goods like kola nuts for cows. It was the south

ernmost outpost of Mohammedanism. The entrepreneur who 

benefited most from this trade was the Temne trader, to an 

extent that he tried to pr~vent other adventurers from , 

reaching Bombali. As early as 1820, Sir Charles Macarthy, 

the Governor of Sierra Leone, persuaded the British govern

ment to extend the colony. Treaties were extended inland to 

Mende or Limba countries, but these alliances were often 

purely nominal (Fyfe, 1956, 117). Limba country is mainly 

in Bombali and the Lokko who form the third largest group 

in the district are a Mende offshoot. By 1878 however, 

Governor Rowe reported that traders were beginning to go 

to Limba country cutting out the Temnes who traded there 

(Fyfe, 1956, 121). The development of this district, can 

hardly be a history of more than 80 years of meaningful 

contact for progress. 

Boundaries of the Protectorate of Sierra Leone were' 
... ~"' 

fixed on January 21, 1896 (Government Printer, 1896, K6) 

and Bombali district was then part of Karene district. 
" 

Makeni became a district town on May 22, 1916 (Government 

Printer, 1916, K4) and this was four years after the rail

way'reached this outpost. Direct and active British control 
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over this part of the country came a few years after 

missionary infiltration. By 1878 Pyfe reports that 

Methodists sent missionaries to the Limba country - the 

first example of a pioneer mission in Sierra Leone going to 

a virtually unknown area to establish a permanent station 

(Fyfe 1956. 121). 

By 1889 Wesleyan Methodists had established stations in 

Bombali. The mission station at Kunsho was established in 

1889; Masomgbo, 1895; Kamabai, 1908 and Binkolo, 1908. The 

first primary' school in the district was located at Knnsho 

(1893) and a boarding school for girls was opened at Kamabai 

in 1909. The hospital at Kamakwie started as a small health 

centre in 1920. Within a period of 25 years the r~pid 

infiltration ,of missionary activity is yet to be equalled 

in this district. This form of infiltration tended to 

dictate the pattern of road development in Bombali. 

Between 1889 and 1910 there were no motorable roads in 

the whole district (Fig. 1.4). The main routes were simple 

footpaths converging on Batkanu, then the administrative 

centre of Karene district. From Batkanu people travelled to 

Port Lokko and then by sea to Free~own., The period between 

1910 and 1935 saw a rapid development in road construction. 

This in turn affected the direction in trade. The rail route 

to Freetown from Makeni offered a more direct means of 

transportation for chiefdoms south of Batkanu. By 1916 

railway construction had reached Kamabai. a distance of 
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22 miles north-east of Makeni. Further railway construction 

would have taken a north-westerly direction (from Kamabai) 

to tap the rich chiefdom of Sela Limba (Slater, 1925). 

Since rail transportation reached the district before 

the motor road, Makeni became a most central point with 

regards to early means of communication. This town became 

the main service centre for settlements north of it. By 

1925 the motor road from Makeni to Kamakwie had been 

completed up to 18~ miles, the Makeni to Kabala road had 

reached mile post 31. The Port Lokko to Batkanu toad then 
\ 

had 39 completed miles while only 8 miles of motorable road 

were constructed between Ba.tkanu and Bendembu (Lake, 1925,12). 

By 1930, the main .roads within the district had been con

structed and all are still the same as they were 40 years 

ago - dirt roads and wooden bridges. Little road construct

ion took place between 1931 and 1945. Later trunk roads 

were built linking the two major areas of Makeni to 

Kamakwie and Makeni to Kabala (Fig. 1.5), but the railway 

was scrapped in 1969 and Makeni has grown from a bare hamlet 

in 1900 to the centre of the district with a population 

that is more than half the number of the inhabitants of 

its chiefdom. 

THE PEOPLE OF BOMBALI 
.' 

The population of the Bombali district is typical of 

most rural ethnic complexities. In 1963 there were no less 
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than 10 tribal groups enumerated in the district, six of 

whom accounted for 98-8% of the population tTable 1.1). 

Table 1 .1 Major tribal srouEs in Bombali l 1963 

Tribe Number ~ total EOEulation 
Temne 70,103 35-27 
Limba 59,589 29-98 
Lokko 38,566 19-40 
Susu 10,636 5-35 
Fullah 10,584 5-32 
Mandingo 6,819 3-43 
Mende 897 0-45 
Creole 290 0-15 
Kuranko 147 0-07 
Sherbro 128 0-06 
Others 777 0-39 
Non-Sierra Leonean 240 0-03 

Total 198,776 99-99 

Source: Sierra Leone Census Report, 196:;, 25_ 

The district is subdivided into 13 administrative units 

known as chiefdoms, which are tribal in origin and compos

ition (Fig_ 1_6)_ Only in two chiefdoms can one find at 

least two main tribes forming_.,a. :combined majority of over 

72% of the total population: in the Makari Gbanti chiefdom 

45-4% of the population is Limba and 53-8% Temne, and in 

Sanda- Lokko chiefdom 35· 3% of the pop}llation is Lokko and 
- ,,;., ,.1 

:-'i. 

46-7% Temne. Four chiefdoms have a Temne majority of over 

72% of the total population. The Limba and Lokko each have 

three chiefdoms where they are preponderant, and the Sueu, 

one. 
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The distribution of population is generally related 
factors 

to the physical regions but human and economiclhave tended 

to be equally striking determinants. The highest densities 

are found at'cultural centres or chiefdom towns. From these 

centres densities decrease rapidly towards the fringe areas 

of the chiefdoms. The motorable roads have contributed to. 

the linear distribution of density patterns but the circulqr 

gradation is 'evident in most cases, from the central town 

of each chiefdom (Fig. 1.7) to outlying areas. 

Excluding tribal groups the religious complexity is 

marked: about 30% of the population is Protestant, 15% 

Catholic, 30% Moslem and 25% Pagan. 'Less than 2% of the 

inhabitants had had formal schooling by 1963. The most 

complex element concerns the rigid compartmentalisation of 

society through traditional norms to the extent that land 

exploitation is traditional in outlook. For example, 

Tambakha chiefdom is 91% Susu with about one-third of the 

total area of the district and yet acoounts for barely 5% 

of the district population (Fig.1.8). 

The different landscapes offered by the environment are 

simple compared with the human situation. As Pollock observes, 

the major problem now lies in the development and organis

ation of the human resources (1968, 1). Such a development 

should comprise major changes in the distribution ot service 

centres and the network of roads. It should be meaningful 

development at both local and national levels. While 
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Pollock denies that he suggests solutions and criticizes 

present organisational structures in part of the report on 
'0 \ 

mechanical rice farming (1) he reveals certain obstacles to 

human development that are relevant to this study. For 

example, there is the observation that about one-third of 

the farmers <using the tractor rental scheme in 1964 were 

from Makeni or Magburaka accounting for 50~ of the acreage 

(6). There is also the suggestion<that in any administration 

of mechanical cultivation the interdependence of farmers 

from villages and smaller investors from towns must be 

taken into account (8). 

These observations are indicators of organisational 

problems in the establishment of an agricultural innovation 

in a district where local human resources are far from 

developed. Farming accounted for 90·1% of the working 

population in Bombali in 1963. Illiteracy and traditionalism 

tend to have a strong grip on production factors here and 

there is the problem of finding adjustments of policies for 

agricultural development suitable for these local environ

ments. Previous attempts at agricultural development plan

ning have tended to lay less emphaSis on the impact of 

local human groups and cultures. The gravest of all mistakes 

likely concerns tolerance on the part of early administrat

ors of cattle rearera who are nomadic in lands of predom

inantly shifting cultivators. This has led to greater 

rates of land impoverishment and more conflict between the 

peasant cultivator and the herdsman. 
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LAND RESOURCES IN BOAmALI 

Earlier surveys of land resource characteristics in the 

district show some evidence of land degradation, originating 

from sho~rter fallow periods, fire, high local population 

denSities and competition in land use between land owning 
u 

peasant cultivators and sqatters who are herdsmen. About 

65% of the district is of predominantly level topography -

1,885 sq. miles (4,882·13 sq. km.). Steeply undulating land 

amount~o 21% of the district - 612 sq. miles (1,585·07 sq. 

km.) while hilly and mountainous conditions account for 

14% - 403 sq. miles (1,043·77 sq. km.). 'Aland classific

ation map based on topography alone suggests fairly suit .. · 

able conditions for upland farming especially in the south

ern half of the district (Fig. 1.9). Further north and east, 

steeper slope conditions are serious limitations to agri

culture. By 1950, estimates of land with minimal slope 

limitations .to agriculture amounted to 86%.of the total, 

land area (Table 1.2). 

Table 1.2 Land claSSification based on topography only 

Land class 

Predominantly 
level 

Steeply undulating 
Hilly/mountainous 

Approx. area 
(sq.mlles) (sq. km.) 

1,885 
612 
403 

4,882·13 
1,585·07 
1,043·77 

Source: Surveys & Lands, 1950, Freetown. 

" district 

65 
21 
14 
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The general pattern of vegetation distribution by 1950 

shows some evidence of long periods of original forest 

dep1etion~ .to a point where little virgin forest is left 

(Fig. 1.10).' Various forms of derived vegetation and 

climatic climax species have developed and these tend to 

indicate levels of fallow duration. Lophira bush, a climat

ic climax t~pe of vegetation accounts for 8% of the land 

area (223 sq., miles - 577·57 sq. km.). This is a secondary 

bush growth that is fire resistant. In Bombali lophira bush 

is mainly found to the south where shorter fallows and more 

frequent burning have reduced the volume of plant populat

ion. Farm bush represents longer periods of fallow and is 

of central distribution in the upland area of northern 

Bombali. To the south it is found north of the lophira bush 

belt. This farm bush belt accoun~s for about 19% of the 

district or 555 sq. miles - 1,437·44 sq. 'kIn. (Table 1.3). 

Table 1.3 Land classification based on principal vegetat
ion type 

Vegetation t~Ee AEErox. area ~ district 
(sq. miles) (sq. km.) 

Farm bush 555 1,437-44 19 

Lophira bush 223 577-57 8 

Savanna 1,804 4,672-34 62 
Grass 318 823·62 1 1 

Source: Surveys & Lands" 1950, Freetown. 

Two varieties of grass vegetation account for 73% of "the 

land area - grasses of swamps and hills (11%," and savanna 
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or derived grasslands of the upland region (62%). While 

much of southern Bombali is gently undulating there is a 

more complex pattern of vegetation here than in the north. 

To the south there is a combination of lophira, farm bush 

and grass, to the north there is farm bush and savanna. 

The limit of savanna to the south roughly describes the 

northern extent of the 100" isohyet. 

Previous attempts at land organisation were partly 

successful in maintaining forest reserves in regions that 

are ,topographically unsuitable for farming. Elsewhere a 

few forest plantations, each under a square mile in area, 

have been developed (Fig. 1.11). Including these forest 

plantations about 301' .sq. miles (779· 59 sq. km.) are under 

forest which is nearly 10% of the total land area. Further 

forest reservation schemes are like+y to contend with land 

ownership problems especially in places of low fallow 

periods (Fig. 1.12). Fot""example, there is the mor.e densely 

populated south-eastern portion of Bombali where fallow 

periods range between three to five years. By 1950 about 

35·5% of the district was already subjected to £allow periods 

of not more than five year~ (Table 1.4). Most of the west 
'i: 

central portion of the district was under·a five to six 

year fallow regime and this accoun:te,d for about 28- 5'~ 

of Bombali. In other words 61%';o.f·~~h:e district was sub-

jected to fallow periods of six years or less by 1950. 
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Table 1.4 Land classification based on fallow periods 

Fallow period Approx_ area % district 
(sq. miles) (sq. km.) 

3-5 years 
(dense population) 355·7 921-26 12-0 
3-5 years 
(medium pOpe) 682-9 1,768-70 23·5 
5-6 years 827·5 2,143-22 28-5 
> 6 years 1,033-9 2,667-79 36·0 

Source: Surveys & Lands, 1950, Freetown_ 

Population pressure on land is one important cause of 

shorter fallows, but the use of fire in farm clearance as 

well as the quest for fresh grazing land is a greater 

limitation to rapid vegetation regrowth. The whol~ district 

was almost entirely degraded land by 1950 (Fig. 1.13). 

Fire was the primary cause of land degradation for about 

88% of the land area (Table 1.5). Areas degraded by popul-

Table 1.5 Land cl:assification based on causes of degradation 

Primar:! causes of land Almrox_ area 
degradation (sq. miles) (sq. km.) 

Fire 1,691 4,379·67 
Natural causes & fire 515 1,333·84 
Topography & fire 277 717-43 
Population pressure 277 717·43 
Population pressure 

& fire 83 214-97 
Popu~ation pressure 

l£ topography 57 147·63 

Source: Surveys & Lands, 1950, Freetown_ 

% district 

58-3D 
17·74 
9· 57 
9·57 

2·86 
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ation pressure alone accounted for "about 10% while farming 

in'topographically unsuitable terrain was responsible for 

a bar'e 2% of Bombali land. South-western Bombali has been 

impoverished mainly by population' pressure. ]~urther north, 

larger villages along the motor road are isolated instances 

where 'fire and'~opulation pressure are primary causes. 

As indigenous settlement in the district is primarily of 

peasant farmers it 1s difficult to justify the proposed 

z'ones' of' 'agricultural production: in 1950 (Fig. 1.14). The 

FUllah herdsman had settled in the distri9t long before 

this t1me but his' acquisi tioll of land hold rights for cattle 

rearing has never been achieved beyond good will on the 

part of local landoWners. Notwithstanding this obstacle 

about ~1% of Bombali was declared a cattle zone. Arable 

farming and tree crops were to account for 29% of the land 

while 11% was devoted to forest (Table 1.6). Farm bush and 

Table 1.6 Proposed zones of production, 1950 

Zone of Eroduction Approx. area ~ district 
, '" (sq. miles) (sq. km. ) 

Arable farming 756 1,958-0'3 26·0 
Principal cattle zone 675 1,748-24 23~0 

Secondary cattle zone 530 1,372-69 18-0 
Area of low productiv-

ity 530 1,372-69 18-0 
Forest reserves '316 818-44 11-0 
Tree crops 93 240-87 3-0 

Souroe: Surveys & Lands, 1950, Freetown. 
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lophira do coincide with arable farming to the south

west, but the farm bush belt to the north is described as 

a principal cattle zone. The proposed area for tree crop 

cultivation is mainly to the north of this cattle zone -

in Tambakha chiefdom. The presently product1ve swamp rice 

region to the south-west (part of the bolilands) is des

cribed as a zone of low agricultural productivity. 

These proposed zones of production were a result of 

generalised observations of few production factors, some 

of which may not be clearly understood. For example, the 

absence of detailed land capability data makes it diffic

ult for one to delimit production zones. The conflict be

tween sedentary peasant cultivators and nomads tended to 

be underestimated while little attention was paid to the 

relative isolation of the district from more prosperous 

parts of the country. The end-product of these early 

mistakes amounts to the worst type of underdevelopment 

involving underdevelpped human resources within a hostile 

environment, where land, an important production factor, 

is already in a state of degradation. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE FAMILY AS A LABOUR UNIT IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY 

INTRODUCTION 

Agricultural productivity is labour intensive in most 

underdeveloped communities in Africa. In Bombalilabour 

for farm worWis derived mainly from communal efforts. For 

example there are 'local workmen's 'societies ("compins lt ) 

which are organiried labour groups. Farms of "compin"'members 

are operated in turns and the amount of labour in-puts at 

an individual member's farm tends to be proportional to the 

size of registered membership from his household. Farmers 

with smaller families tend to hire farm labour from these 

ucompins" for major work like brushing, clearing and plough

ing. Payment for farm labour involves token Bums of about 

£5-£10, but the farm owner has to feed the ttcompin" for 

that day of work. Membership of a work society is a less 

expensive means of acquiring labour. The'size of the family 

then becomes a strong determinant of farm sizes and peasant 

productivity. Various types of family relationships do sub

sist primarily as a'booster to the size of family labour 

units. For example, there is the traditional extended fam

ily unit wherein distant relationships are in a single 

household under the leadership of a family head. This 

chapter examines the relationship of the traditional family, 

its concepts of ownership, indebtedness and cash economics; 

with agricultural productivity. 
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There are both male and female working groups. The male 

groups do the harder farm work - brushing, clearing and 

ploughing. The women are involved in more delicate work 

like weeding, planting of maize, groundnuts, potatoes and 

sowing rice. Folygamous households tend to have a. larger 

labour force than non-polygamous households. In both 

situations there is the urge to acquire more labour by 

encouraging distant relatives to subsist in a single house

hold. Larger farms do not necessarily mean higher cash 

returns for farm operators. Labour is to a large extent 

non-remunerative but large portions of the farm produce 

form the food supply base for the labour unit. Capital 

formation is negligible and subsistence seems to be the 

rule. 

The application of experiences in development planning 

from developed to backward countries has been criticised 

as an unselective export of the dualistic concept of 

modern and traditional sectors (Eisenstadt, 1966). In 

Bombali, development planning will contend with· concepts 

of labour acquisition in productivity which" are different 

from those of developed countries. Eisenstadt has tried to 

prove that the traditional family, a generally accepted 

restraint to rural development, is capable of self-sustained 

growth (1966). This is most probable in a situation where 

tradition has evolved together with education and where 

concepts of cash economics have had longer periods of 
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crystallisation. In Bombali the concept of a cash economy 

is a twentieth century notion introduced in a predominantly 

rural and traditional community by a foreign authority. 

This authority encouraged competition in land use between 

illiterate land-owning farmers and a landless but potential 

minority of nomads. 

The integration of indigenous labour communities in agri

cultural productivity is an essential study of the reaction 

of traditionalism to modern concepts of institutional organ

isations in cash economies. In this context, an understand

ing of local characteristics tending to stabilise tradit

ional institutions is necessary. Consider, for'example, 

aspects such as ignorance, inability and unwillingnesBof 

rural societies to face the challenge of economic progress. 

In rural development. however, there are hardly any two 

regions of identical characteristics, 80 there is no single 

plan, solution or approach to rural underdevelopment. each 

region requiring study as a separate entity. An attempt 

has been made at studying aspects of unwillingness and 

land transfers in the district lChapter 3) but preliminary 

studies in this chapter concern the family unit and the 

basis of land inheritance rights. 

The unifying element in underdevelopment studies is man, 

the central object of development. Whether economic change 

in the rural landscape is generated by external or internal 

forces, man, located at a defined region, affects and is 
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affected by the entire process of change. Experiences in 

rural development from advanced ,countries can be a necess

ary background since both parts ot the ,world have under

developed regions and do face the same goal of development. 

The central idea is that rural man at a particular location 

must be taken into account'in reviewing prospects for devel

opment. This involves a process of disintegration when 

characteristics detrimental to development are observed 

and defined.:in a given rural society, and one of re-integ

ration, when adjustments are suggested and implemented to 

facilitate economic progress. 

Rural development is thus a process ~f society rebuild

ing presupposing a careful study of man from the lowest 

level at which he forms an institutional element in soc

iety. This level is the family unit, which in this study 

entails a broader connotation than the nuclear family, 

though the family unit in,Bombali varies in size and 

structure. The complex'family structures observed in the 

field are suggestive;: of deeper human relationshiJ)s which 

might be of greater interest to the social anthropologist 

or sociologist (1!'innegan,' 1965). For the geographer it is 

the variation in spatial terms of family units that is 

more interesting. 

A major setback of the study of ~amily structures in 

Bombali concerns the paucity of data. There has been only 

one na~iQnal census of the country lin 1963) and no consid-
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eration was given to data on family sizes. Previous re

search investigations have had a stronger sociological 

than geographical bias: Biyi (1913), Langley (1928), 

Ture (1939), McCulloch (1950) and Finnegan (1965). More 

current and relevant works are rather tew: Clarke ~ed. 1966), 

Gamble l1967), Turay (1967) and the Central Statistics 

Office ~1969). 

Interest in this type of study emanated from a previoue 

study of a village in the district (Turay, 1967) when it 

was judged that useful general information can be obtained 

from sample studies. Seventy-five settlements were selected 

for a etudy of family characteristics, mainly family size, 

attitudes on ethnic fusions and inheritance. Ten of these 

settlements were actually enumuerated in 1970 and 24 were 

specially studied to assess changes of peasant attitudes 

towards family sizes ~Fig.2.1). Questionnaires on land owner

ship, inheritance and tribal fusions were prepared ~Append

ix 2.1) and 1,125 family heads were interviewed. The mean 

size of an extended family was estimated as 10, based on 

previous field studies (Turay, 1967). The district populat

ion for 1970 has been estimated at 225,000 which corresponds 

with an annual growth rate of 1·5% as estimated by the 

Central Statistics Office forthis period lCSO, 1970, 4). 

An estimated 5% sample should therefore be in the neighbour

hood of 1,000 to 1,125 family heads •. 

~hree principal forms of settlement were of interest in 

this study: the population in ~a) chiefdom towns, \b) villages 
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close to chiefdom towns and ~c) relatively large villages 

situated in areas of difficult terrain. Limiting factors 

to the range of settlements were the size of the district, 

difficulties in communications, language barriers and the 

absence of previous surveys of this nature. However, by 

studying chiefdom town. 'and nearby village populations it 

was easy to detect Borne changes of local opinions from the 

cultural centres to their hinterlands. On most interviews 

it was necessary to pose as a schoolboy in search of 

knowledge and ideas from "sage l
' family heads. This attitude 

put the head of the household in his familiar position of 

authority and answers came rapidly enough to facilitate the 

level of coverage that was effected. 

THE NATURE OF THE FAMILY UNIT 

The family in Bombali is composed of blood and non-blood 

relations. The unifying factor in this type of structure 

concerns the acceptance,by the members of the household. 

of a leader or "father". normally the eldest member of the 

group. Ties within such a group can be complex. One can 

identify three principal sub-groups within a single family. 

First, there may be an. outer family nucleus when the head 

of the extended family has surviving relatives who are older 

than him. In this case decisions reached on behalf of the 

family are reached through consultations with auch older 

relations out of the group_ There is the inner group or 

family nucleus of a biological father, wife and children. 
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FAMILY SIZES IN TEN VILLAGES 
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The father in this case may not necessarily be the head of 

the extended family, but may be if he is the oldest among 

other nucleations within it lFig.2.2). 

Another small family type worth mentioning is the single 

parent type where a widow or widower aasumes leadership of 

a family. Here the extended unit may have more relatives 

than children. If there is a relative older than the parent. 

he normally becomes the functional head of the unit. Age 

is often interpreted as experience and knowledge. In most 

instances. age with the capacity to produce and reproduce 

is a vital condition for family leadership, the male sex 

being strongly favoured. 

FAMILY SIZE AND COMPOSITION 

Tables 2.1a and 2.1b concern some analyses of sizes of 

extended family units in 10 settlements enumerated in 1970. 

There is an overriding element of polygamy in the family 

units (Table 2.1a). The average number of wives per family 

head is 1'94 and this varies from a non-polygamous situation 

of one wife to 2.6 per husband. Fifty-four at those enumer

ated have no blood relations with family heads, but this 

group, together with distant relatives account for more 

than 30% of the total number of persons per family. The 

number of relations tends to be higher with increasing 

number of wives per family head. !n some cases the mean 

ratio of children to relatives is almost even (Pig. 2.3). 

The average nuclear family size is about 5.5 irrespective 



Table 2.1a FamilI sizes o~ male household heads a 1~70 - a samEle surveI 
'd 'd m 'd :a 'd 
r-i ~ ..... (I) ..... ..... ..... 
0 (I) 0 t> 0 0 0 0) Q)e.-. 
~ ~ ..c:: .r4 ..c:: III ..c:: ..cl s:: tulo 
Q) I7l 'd Q) +» (I) ~ Q) I7l (I) '-'0 oj 

Q)0)'d r-i O)'d oj 1Il'd CD 17l'd (I) 1Il'd oj III ~CD+» 
r-i~oj or4 ~ ~ CIS ..... ~ ;:::! CIS ..c:: ~ ;:::! CIS t> ~ ;:::! oj ~~ Q) N·r4 

CIS 0 CD ..c:: Q) 0 (I) CD (I) 0 (I) +» CD 0 Q) .r4 Q) 0 CD o CD > on s:: 
~..c::..c:: (.) p....c:: ~ p:: P<..c:: ..c:: 0 p...c:: ~ !3: P<..c:: ..c:: 8P< <1Il~ 

Settlement 

Mafaray 10 41 4.1 32 3.2 4 0.4 14 1.4 101 10.1 

Rogbane 5 26 5.2 26 5.2 8 1.6 8 '06 73 14.6 

Mabonk8ni. 11 73 6.6 64 5.8 0 0.0 20 1.8 168 15.3 

Kamabai 12 71 5.9 68 507 12 1.0 25 2.1 188 15.7 

Maforay 19 102 5.4 91 4.8 2 0.1 38 2.0 252 13.3 

Malokoko 3 17 5.7 9 3.0 0 0.0 3 1.0 32 10.7 \Jl 
-"' 

Kadada 12 78 6.5 64 5.3 11 0.9 30 2.5 195 16.3 • 

Kakola 18 73 4.1 37 2.1 0 0.0 25 1.4 153 8.5 

Kapete 8 57 7.1 34 403 4 0.5 21 2.6 124 15.5 

Binkolo 26 155 6.0 103 4.0 13 0.5 57 2.2 354 13.6, 
~ , 

, '-

%. ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ -x x X ~ 'X 

124 693 5.6 528 4.3 54 0.4 241 1.94 1640 13.2 



Table 2.1b FamilI sizes of female household heads l 1970 - a samEle surv~ 
I J..4 

I I I al (I) 
"d Q)OO al Q)"d (I) "d J..4 p.oo 
M s:: al Ql (I) al Ql al d Q) r-i 0 (I) ~ (I) :> ~ Q) ~ Q) Po Q)ft.i al 0 

(I)~ J..4 o.e: ..-I o~ al 0 ..t:: ~o $:I.e: r-i(l)ID 00 ..t::oo ~ ..t:: J..4 ..t:: r-i o (I) 
QlIDoo r-i d "d Q) "d a3 J..4Q)~ alaloo a ~ Ql ..-I J..4r-i r-i J..4M ..t:: ~ r-t ~m Q) No" ~ ::s d Q) 0 (I) .e: (I) 0 (I) Q) 0 ~ (I) 0 o s:: I> oM s:: (I) 0 (I) 

1%4..t::..t:: Co) p.~ ~ P<,.t:: 0 P. ~ 80 <al::S 1l.4.e:,.t:: Settlement 

Itlaforay 1 5 5.0 4 4.0 0 0.0 10 10.0 9.0 

Rogbane 11 0 0.0 8 8.0 3 3.0, 12 12.0 11.0 

Mabonkani 2 8 4.0 1 0.5 0 0.0 11 5.5 4.5 

15.5 14.5 
Vl 

Kamabai 2 1 3.5 20 10.0 2 1.0 31 N 
• 

Binkolo 5 20 4.0 16 3.2 2 0.4 43 8.6 7.6 

~ 4. - .. ~ - :4 2.. - -X .x. - x: :c X 

11 40 3.6 49 4.5 7 0.64 107 9.7 8.7 
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of its polygamous characteiatios. This is indicative of 

possibly high mortality rates offsetting high fertility 

rates prevalent in such oommunities {Turay, 1967)- The 

mean size·ofth~ extended family in all villages is 12-2, 

ranging from 8·5 at Kako1a villase to 17·3 at Kadada. 

Among families of female family heads there is a tend

ency towards smaller family sizes (Table 2.1b). The mean 

family size is 9.7 but this varies between 5.5 and 15·5. 

Non-members of the nuclear family form more than 50% of the 

household population. The mean number of children per 

female family head is 3·6, contrasting with 5·6 per male 

head. The size of the household tends to be a greater 

function of labour requirements for farmwork than repro

duction,as most female heads may have exceeded child bear

ing age. 

FAMILY ORGANISATION AND NATIVE LAW 

According to native law, the extended family is a normal 

unit of the social institution it protects. Human exploit

ation by others is normalised by the fact that the exploit

edaocept the system and form part of it. The binding factor 

in such a system concerns mutual protection; the common 

interest amounts to production for sheer survival. When a 

member of the unit is involved in a court case to an extent 

that the common interest of the group ie endangered, then 

all members are worried. In other worda, the fate of one 

member spells that of another. 



The close relationship between the law and family org

anisation is illustrated by a study of types of court cases 

in four Bomba1i chiefdoms in 1970 (Table 3.2). In all four 

chiefdom courts, 23-6% of the 543 court cases involved what 

is commonly known as "woman palaver" or "woman damage". 

These are complex marital matters like adultery, beating 

of wives, witchcraft accusations on concubines and a host 

of others_ Nearly half of the court cases concern debts 

payable in kind or cash. Most of these seem rather p~tty -

small quantities of rice, palm oil, chicken or small amounts 

of money_ Land cases account for 13-1% of all legal proceed

ings in this particular year. 

-The interesting point about courts and families is with 

respect to total family involvement. About 80-5% of all 

court cases have direct implications for the group rather 

than the individual. No debt in kind can be repaid from 

farm produce without the approval at the fam11y head. 

Most times pledgee ~f family property are made to clear a 

family member from'one court case or the other. The survival 

of the extended family is constantly maintained by reducing 

legal battles to a minimum. Cases within the family are 

settled by the head. Those involving members out of the 

group are resolved throughcaretu1 bargaining. The village 

headman.is therefore as important as the magistrate_ ~y 

settling moat inter-family disputes muoh time is saved 

from lengthy court sittings at the chiefdom town. 
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Table 2.2 Types of court cases in four Chiefdom Courts, January

December, 1970 

Chiefdom Woman i Land 

Court Palaver % Debts ~ cases % Others % Total 
I -

Kamalo 

Fl.ntonya 

Makeni 

Kamakwie 

55 

30 
12 

31 

~128 

33.3 ! 26.1 ! 43 33 
I 
I 

44.7 I 8 35.3 3 5 
8 0 0 97 64.7 13 

21.7 60 42.0: 20 

20.0 34 
12 5.9 I 

8.7 ~ 28 
14.0 ~ 32 

~ 

, 
20.6, 165 

f 8 14.1 5 

18.71 150 

22.41 143 
i 

Table 2.3 Major occupation group of working population. 1963 

occupation- District I 
al group Total % Male % ! Female % 

r Male 

16~ 
Female 

3010+ 

Profession-
aI, Technical 561 07Q 

l4 anagerial, 

Admin., Exec. 

Clerical 

.1~ 

145: .2 
I i 

434 77.36 

851 97.7 

! 
127 22.64 

2 2.3 , 
I 

i 

9 l 6.; , 
I i 

Sales 2,250 i 3. 1 ~ 1151 51.16 ~ 1099 48.84\ 
i , 

! Farmers, 

Fishermen 63,620 '90.11. 36536, 57.4 27084 
, , , ! 

! 42.6 \ 

Miners, 
Quarrymen 

, 
47 i 

I 
Transport, Com- i 

! 
munications 397 ! 05~ 

I 

Craftsmen, Lab- f • 

! 1 

oure~s 3,065 I 4.3~ 
i I 

Service, Sport 434! .611 
I I 

I i 

41t 100.00 I 

39~ 99.75 1 025 i 
I 

, 

249~ 81.4 570 ; 1806 
I 

414) 9;).39 
! 

x 

x 

/' 

Source: Government Printer, 1964, Sierra Leone Census,1963, Freetown 

VMale ,,60% Labour force 

XFemale > 3~ Labour force. 
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FiO.2·4 CRUDE CHIEFDOM ACTIVITY RATES BY SEX, 1963 
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FAMILY ORGANISATION AND LABOUR 

Four characteristics tend to sum up the situation of 

labour and productivity in the district. The working pop

ulation is predominantly agricultural, female participation 

in produc~ivity is high even though limited to some occup

ational types. Terti~ry activities are highly centralised 

and the migrational habits of the gainfully occupied are 

differential in sex and age. A classification of the work

ing population in Bombali establishes the essentially pri

mary, if not peasant, nature of productivity tTable 2.3). 

Agriculture and fishing account for 90% of the working 

population. 

The female working population is largely concentrated 

in farming and sales, but this does not obscure the relat

ively high level of its overall participation in product

ivity. A rough index of this is the Crude Activity Rate, 

by sex, expressed as the percentage of active male or 

female population to the total population of a given region 

or country. ln Bombali there is a female CAR range of 9-3 

to 23-7 compared with a male of 1S-3 to 23'9 (Table 2.4). 

Female participation accounts for more than 30% of the 

working population. Variations do occur at chiefdom levels, 

and these reflect varying attitudes of people towards work, 

limitations imposed by mass illiteracy on alternative 

work opportunities (Fig. 2.4). 

Some chiefdoms where CAR values by sex tend to be even 

have been identified as source regions of out-migrants, 



Table 2.4 Crude chiefdom activity rates by sex, 1963 

Chiefdom Total popul- Labour CAR Male Male CAR Female Female CAR Chiefdom CAR 
ation force as % district 

Biriwa 24,546 10,257 41078 5,357 21 082 4,900 19096 5.16 

Sebora 22,078 6,953 31049 4,701 21.29 2,252 10.2 3.5 

Gbanti Kamaranka 13,921 4,271 30068 2,975 21037 1,296 9.3 2.1 

Libeisaygahun 8,384 3,486 41,57 1,996 2308 1,490 17.78 1.75 
Vl 
CD 

l-1agbaimba 6,124 2,230 36.41 1 .. ,439 23.5 191 12.92 1.1 • 

Makari Gbanti 19,696 6,515 33.08 4,22~ 21047 2,286 11.61 3028 

Paki M,asabong . 11,277 4,491 39.82 2,434 21.58 2,057 18.24 2.25 
I 

GowahUn. 22,141 1,621 34.45, 4,829 21.81 2,798 12.64 3084 
,. ' 

Saf'roko Limba 16,612 5,764 3407 3,702 22.29 2,062 12.41 209 

Sanda. Tenraren 12,922 3,696 2806 2,365 1803 1,331 100 3 1086 

Sanda Lokko 12,528 4,197 38029 2,719 21.7 2,078 16059 2.41 

Sella Limba 18,763 7,588 40.44 4,062 21 065 3,526 18.19 3.82 

Tambakha 9,784 4,655 47.58 2,339 23091 2,316 23.67 2.34 

Source: Central Statistics Office 1964, Sierra Leone Census Report 1963, Vol. 3, Government Printer, Freetown. 
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CHIEFDOM AGE-SEX PYRAMIDS OF WORKING POPULATION 1963 
Fig 2-5 
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(~'orde & Harvey, 1969, 19). In eight of the thirteen chief

doms, a female surplus of the working population occurs be

tween the ages of 20 and 34 (Fig~ 2.5). Other workers have 

ideritified reasons for the inbalance - the drift to the 

mining areas (Adeokun, 1969; Gamble,1967,15), job opport

unities in bigger towns, education and casual visits (luray, 

1967). The effect of mlgration>on the Burvival of the extend

ed family leaves ample scope for further research. When 

peasants are exposed to c8sheconomies, incentives for high

er productivity and better living standards are absorbed 

and this results in a new wave of 'action. "The extended 

family gradually breaks as the migrants stay for longer 

periods from home, the nuclear family becomes 'more function

al" (Wolf, 1966, 71). 

HOUSEHOLD INCOMES 

The assessment of family incomes in peasant communities 

is a major obstacle in rural development studies. The basic 

problem stems from the fact that farm operations are not 

expressed in terms of expenditure and returns, neither is 

labour remunerative in cash. Moreover banking is not a 

common practice .• > Estimates of farm operation costa and re

turns are therefore the result of concerted efforts of more 

specialised agencies like the Central Statistics Office (OSO) 

and the FAO Agency for Integrated Development of the Agri

cultural Bector (IDAS). 

The level of accuracy in costings is subject to critic

ism especially when complex quantitative data on domestic 
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and farm expendi ture . are required in questionnaires from '" 

illiterate peasants. Experience has proved that herdsmen 

do not know how many head of'cattle they have. Even if they 

know,. one finds the same sort of taboo aa with .the, peasant 

cultivator. who upholds the trad1t1onaltenet that it is 

forbidden to count the number of cash crop trees or yields 

in a farm. To achieve any level of accuracy in cost analysis, 

the fieldworker must be ready to experiment and reduce the 

objectives of data collection to some reasonable minimum. 

For rural communities the lDAS approach comes closest 

to experimentation (Mitra, 1969). Here objectives are 

limited to typical farm activities. Cash values for inputs 

like labour and farm produce have standard rates, thus re

ducing errors on estimates while still containing' the 

basic information required in cost analysis. The more com

plex eso questionnaire approach is probably more useful in 

urban areas where people are usually more responsive. 

The average acreage per family farm in most parts of 

Bombali is 4·82 lMitra, 14). A typical family operating on 

4·5 acres, the majority of which is under upland and swamp 

rice lTable 2.5), normally has little 'interest in other 

crops. These are the responsibility of fem~le cultivators 

who raise them around the compound. The upland r1ce farm 

is intercropped with maize, pigeon peaa, guinea corn and 

beniseed (Mitra, 14; Turay, 75). Other crops like ground

nuts, potatoes. cassav8.millet and guinea corn form tiny 
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aggregates of the farmland, usually less than an acre. The 

main pre-occupation is therefore rice farming and other 

crops are dietary supplements for marketing. 

Table 2.5 Mean croE acrea6e Eer farmer tam!ll 

Crop tYEe Acreage 

Mixed upland rice 2·63 
Groundnuts ·17 
Upland maize ·13 
Sweet potatoes '15 
Cassava ·21 
Guinea corn and millet '17 
Swamp rice 1.04 -Total 4.5 -

Where labour cost is considered remunerative in cash, 

returns to management of a family farm amounts to a def

icit of Le 36'05 (£18.02S), it government tractor schemes 

are not used (Table 2.6a). In a situation where tractor 

services are used in swamp land cultivation, returns will 

increase with a smaller deficit of Le 11·61 l£5.8). The 

cost of labour in the first case accounts for 87-07% of 

the total expenditure compared with 78'59% in the second 

(Table 2.6b). 

Since labour is derived from members of the family in 

both cases, this cost element 1s added to farm returns to 



Table 2.6a Case I: Expenditure and returns of family farm operation with no mechanisation, 1969 (in Leones) 

Crop Tot~l e~enditure Lab()~ Current value of produce Returns to mana~ement 

IUxed upland rice 94.44 80.35 75.77 - 18.67 

Upland groundnuts 2.73 2.09 2.51 .22 

Upland maize 1.33 1.14 1.27 .06 

Sweet potatoes 3.91 3.51 3.61 .3 

Cassava 6 4.16 3.02 - 2.98 0\ 
~ 

Guinea cQrn and Millet 1.56 1.33 1.28 • 28 • 

SWaQP rice (transplanted) 43.33 40.9 29.79 - 13.54 

Total 153.3 133.48 11-7.25 - 36.05 



Table 2,6b Case II: Expenditure and returns of family farm operation with swamp mechanisation! 1969 (in Leones) 

Crop Total expenditure Labour Current value of produce Returns to ma~ement 

Mixed upland rice 99.44 80.35 75.77 - 18.67 

Upland groundnuts 2.73 2.09 2.51 .• 22 

Upland maize 1.33 1.14 1.27 .06 

Sweet potatoes 3.91 3.51 3.61 .3 

Cassava 6 .. 4.16 3.02 - 2.98 
0"\ 

Guinea corn and millet 1.56 1.33 1.28 .28 ~ • 
Swamp!rice (mechanical) 30.64 11.92 41.54 10.9 

Total 140.61 110.5 129 - 11.61 
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obtain positive balances of Le 97·43 (£48.72) and: Le 98.89 

(£49.45) for Cases 1 and II respectively. Considering the 

impact of social demands on such tiny returns, there'is 

hardly any capacity to save. Some tentative observations of 

incomes of farmer families do not reflect th~relatively 

small acreages and the little effect government mechanis

ation schemes tend to have on traditional farming. The size 

of the farm labourfprce, the basis for large families can 

only result in a situation of subsistence productivity. 

FAMILIES IN LARGER TOWNSHIPS (MAKENI AND KAMAKWIE) 

Slight variations in family patterns and incomes are 
" 

observable in these two largest centres (eSO, 1969); but 

such variations are not large enough to be of great impact 

on their hinterlands'. For example', in a detailed classific

ation of household types in Makeni and Kamakwie, five 

principal family types are identified by the Central Stat

istics Office, and these are the husband and wife family; 

the multiple wives type: the one parent family: single or 

unrelated persons; and others. A close examination of this 

classification reveals the same baaic family patterns obs

erved in the villages - extende'd, nuclear and one parent 

families (Table 2.7). A clearqifferential between village 

and town family patterns is the more complex structure of 
, . 

the family uni ts in ,the , latter cas~., In., M~keni t 2,· 3% of 
'. • ", ~ • • c c '+ 

all families are nuclear, 53-9% are extended. In Kamakwie. 

39·7% are nuolear,42-8% are extended. ". ..... ... 
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Table 2.7 Percentage distribution of households by family 

types in Makeni and Kamakwie, 1969 

Type of household 

A. Husband and wife 
1. with wife only 
2. with children only 
3. with children and 

relatives* 
4. with others and 

relatives* 

B. Multiple wives* 
1. with children 
2. with children and 

relatives 

o. One parent 
1. with children 
2. with children and 

relatives* 

D. Single or unrelated 

E. All others 

Group 1, 

Total 

Nuclear families 
Group II. Non-nuclear (extend-

tJIakeni 

5.6 

7'4 

9'3 

22-8 

100.0 

23'3 

ed families) 44·6 
Group 111. Single. unrelated, 

unclassified 32-1 

* Elements of non-nuclear formations. 

Kamakwie 

17'5 

100":0 

39-7 

Source: Central Statistics Office, 1969, Household Survey 
of the Northern Province Urban Areas, Freetown. 8. 
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While intertribal marriage is limited even at this 

micro-urban level, there is a general similarity ot tribal 

family patterns (Table 2.8). The mean percentage of nuclear 

families in all urban centres of the Northern Area is 40-4% 

while the extended families account tor 41'8% (CSO,1969, 19)_ 

The Fullah (38-1%) and Lokko (35'7%) have the highest pro

portion of nuclear families followed by the Limba l32-1%) 

and Temne (28-3%). A large proportion ot Mandingo families 

are extended (57'9~) and this is explained by the preponder

ance of multi-wife households in this tribe. Differences 

in tribal family patterns are a likely etfect of migration -

the migrant Fullah and Lokko in Temne lMakenl) and Limba 

lKamakwie) towns tend to have smaller families away trom 

home. 

Table 2.8 Percentage distribution ot households by tribe 

and family types, 1969 

Family 

type 

Temne Limba Fullah Mandingo 

Nuclear 28-; 
Non-nucl
ear(ext-
ended) 42,0 

Others 29'7 

47'0 

20'9 

Susu Lokko 

Source: Central Statistics Office, 1y69. Household Survey, 
Northern Province - Urban Areas, Freetown, 

Incomes in Makeni and Kamakwie are generally higher than 

those of other rural families in the district. The occupat-



Table 2.9 Major occupation groups of working population, Makeni, Kamawie, 1963. 

Occupation J'1akeni Kamakwie Total District As ~ District District~ 

Professional & Technical 120 58 178 561 31.7 .8 

Managerial, Admin., Exec-

utive 33 5 38 87 43.9 .1 

Clerical 85 8 93 145 64.1 • .2 
0\ 

Sales 812 239 1,251 2,250 55.6 3.2 CD . 
Farmers, Fisherme.n 41,9 467 886 63,620 1.4 90.1 

~1iners, Quarrymen 7 2 9 47 19.2 .1 

Transport, CO!l:lllunication 220 71 291 397 73.3 .6 

Craftsmen, Labourers 992 136 1,128 3,065 36.8 4.3 

Service, Sport 234 29 263 434 60.6 .6 

Source: Central Statistics Office,1964, Sierra Leone Census,Report 1963, Government Printer, Freetown. 
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ional composition of the working population in these two' 

towns is highly tertiary (Table 2.9). Over 5,~ of the total 

district workers in transportation, service and sport, sales 

and clerical sectors are concentrated in these two town

ships where workers in agriculture account tor less than 

2%_ Families are less dependent on farm incomes though 

essentially communal in outlook_ 

Places of work for family members are now numerous in 

the urban centres, and the financial responsibility ot the 

nouBehe~d tends to increase. Other members of the household 

contribute towards the household purse in cash (Table 2.10)_ 

~able 2.10 Mean individual contribution to monthly house

hold income, Makeni, 1969 

Relationship to Contribution to 
household household income " 
Head £ 16-5 74-1 

Wife 1- ~7 6·1 

Children -48 2-1 

Other relatives 1 -45 6-5 

Non-relatives 2·52 11-2 

Total 22-41 100·0 

Source: Central Statistics Ottice, 1969fHousehold Survey 

of the Northern Province - Urban Areas. pp.91. ' 

The average monthly income ot a family at Makeni, for 

example, is Le 44-82 l£22·41) compared with about La 16 (£8) 
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in the rural areas. A farmer family earns £10'55 per month 

or £126'06 per annum at Makeni compared with a village 

peasant with £90 to £100. This difference in income between 

village and town is more related to variations in living 

standards rather than the capacity to save. 

SOCIETAL NORMS 

The peasant in Bombali observes certain norms generally 

accepted by most peasant communities in the country. Among 

a host of auch norms are a respect for old age, the second

ary position of women in decision making, the preparation 

of young adults to manhood through initiations to secret 

societies and the communality of family property. Variations 

of attitudes towards these norms can be numerous in a region 

like Bombali where the peasantry and typical family are 

tribal in structure and outlook. 

(i) Tribal intermarriages and inheritance~ 

In the sample of 1,125 family heads ~Appendix 2.1) only 

six are ot mixed tribal marriage. In the Kamakwie area two 

Susus have Limba wives. in Bendembu two Mandingo and a 

Mende have Lokko wives. These six family heads are strangers 

trading in Limba and Lokko chiefdoms. They have acquired 

land rights by indirect inheritance from their wives, but 

none of these men is particularly interested in farming. 

What is probable is that while intermarriage is rare it is 

also very selective, generally favouring petty trading 

tribes that are not interested in land exploitation. Gamble 
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is more conclusive about this trend in Kenema: 

" ••• the most cosmopolitan element of the population 

i8 a seotion of the trad!ng oommunity among whom the 

Mandingo, Susu and Fullah are most prominent." 

(Gamble. 1967. 20). 

In situations where village intermarriages occur at the 

tribal level, it is the females who leave their places of 

birth for new homes (Turay, 55). Offspring of such marriages 

therefore have strong paternal affinities and this is re

flected by the strongly paternal basis of inheritanoe. 

According to Table 2.11, 71·3% of all land claims tend to 

be paternal. Gifts or land grants from Chiefs and village 

heads account for 11-4% of all land claims. Casual squatt

ing and ultimate occupation is even more common than mat

ernal claims. The family is thus a closed social unit 

constantly guarding against infiltration to family property 

through marriage. The legal basis of inheritance 1s quest

ionable but the logic behind it sustains the family struct

ures - land and property must transcend the generation and 

persons outside the tribal unit must not exploit it or 

further complicate the system. 

(ii) Myths' 

One common element in most peasant communities is the 

close affinity of the natural to the supernatural. In 

Bombali such a relationship has a tribal expression in 

secret societies. For example, the Temne are members of 

the 'Poro' SOCiety, while the Limba, the 'Gbamgbani'. From 



Table 2.11 Basis ~f land inheritance rights, 1971 

--- - ---- - -- - ...... -- - -, I ! i 

53.~ I 

Kamakwie (Limba/Susu) - I 58 - I 
I Kamalu (Temne/Lokko) 1 2.6 18 1 46•2 

Kamaranka (Temne/Fu1lah) 25 I - - \ 52.1 
I 

I Binkolo/Kmnabai (Limba) 1 .1 i 655 :90 
i I 

Makeni/Masomgbo (TetlIle) ! 
, - - I 58 73.4 

I 
, 
I 

I i 

Kalangba/Bende~bu(Lokko) /1.6 ! 56 45.<; 2 I 

i . 1 

-' I ! -. ~ 

4 .. 1 0036 1 f!10 
, 

~l '" Total ' 77.3-
, 

f I 

'," 

Paternal 

... _--- ... -.... - ... ~'""'v"'!- ... ,L~r· ~ 

6 5.5 19 17.4 

- - 2 5.1 

- - 3 6.3 

26 ! 3.6 1 .1 
I 

/10.1 - 8 

I 
7 . 5.7 6 ! 4.9 

1 
! 

: I 

39 ; 3.47 39 
. 3.47 

, I 

"""';'--- -_ ...... 0: ,-
i 
I I 
I I 

\ 2 1.8 : 
i 
I 

5 12.8 ! 

6 :12 0 51 

22 3.0 

1 1.3 

9 7.4 

45 4.0 
- - .--~ 

----- ~ 

I 
24 I 22 

I 
13 33.3 

14 29.2 , 
I 

23 I 3.2 
I 

12 i 15.2 

42 34.4 
i 

I 
, 

128 ' I 11.38 

-.J 
N 
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1bese differences stem variations in interpretations of 

institutional functions within the society. For example, 

the traditional Limba chief is chief of people rather than 

of a precisely bounded territorial chiefdom (Finnegan, 

1965, 89); an idea that ties up very well with the concept 

of the common family origin of the Limba gods in the 

'Gbamgbani'. 

The natural consequence of these differences, little 

though they may seem, is the limited inter-village commun

ication between chiefdoms. Migrants tend to move from places 

of birth to tribal chiefdom towns from whence they move to 

Freetown. This pattern of contact limitation is blindly 

encouraged by the administration. Tribal chieftaincies are 

established in urban areas like Bo, Kenema, Freetown and 

Makeni where migrant tribesmen regroup themselves to form 

mushroom tribal villages within what is generally accepted 

to be urban. 

FAMILY STRUCTURES IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

To many 'political leaders in developing countries, 

extended families and their attendant cultUres bring power

ful reinforcement to the carrying out of contemporary dev

elopment plana (Drake, 1960, 151). Implicitly the tradit

ional family is accepted as an advantage rather than an 

obstacle to development. Specialists in this field have 

constantly opposed this view. Hauser observes that tradit

ional value systems do not prOVide the population with 
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incentive for material ga1n or expectations of advancement 

based on merit and application. Amongst cultural restraints 

to technological advancement Hauser lists the emphasis on 

spiritual rather than material values; the pressure for 

conformance with, and often intolerance with deviations f~om, 

traditional patterns of thought and action; the relatively 

rigid definitions or roles of members of the family; and the 

paroohialism of the diverse SOCial, ethnic and territorial 

groups (Hauser, 1959, 81). 

The apparent conflict ot opinion over therrole of the 

family stems from differences in development poliCY imple

mentation. Ratlonal approaches to problems related to devel

opment have been less meaningful to unstable administrations. 

The sensational, though meaningless, is more intenSively 

utilized. Phrases like "African Socialism" have often been 

used where an administration is too weak to eradicate 

traditional restraints to progress, and yet too uplifted 

to accept its incapaCity. 

In Bomba1i, the family unit is still traditionally tribal 

and large. Productivity is at subsistence level and decision 

making is still in the hands ot the aged. Observed changes 

of peasant attitudes towards ownership and household sizes 

are elements of hope for a brighter future. Such changes 

are associated with population mobility, tor 8S soon as 

migrant peasants turn into wage-labourers the likelihood 

that nuclear families will prevail inoreases vastly {Walt, 

1966, 71). In Bombali this gradual break up of the family 
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Table 2.12 Orientation of family heads towards nuclear unite, 1971 

Village No. of heads Size AcceEtin~ 

Nuclear unite 
, 

Bendembu 134 6 15 11.2 
Marampa 14 2 7 50.0 
Mafaray 13 2 5 38.5 
Maforay 7 1 5 71.4 
Kagbumgbo 9 ,5 ' 55.6 
Kapete 11 2 5 45.5 
Kamaranka 59 4 16 27.1' 
Kalangba ,72 5 54' 75.0 
Rogbin 71 5 52 ,73.2 
Kakola 11 2 8 72.7 
IV!abunyele '5 1 20.0 
Romurthe 33 3 4 12.0 
Kamakwie 75 5 34 45.3 
Kamafufay 8 1 4 50.0 
Xamagbonso 5 1 1 20.0 
Kamabai 77 5 36 46.8 
Samaya 25 3 7 28.0 
Kamala 

" 
, ' .120 6 '37 '33.8 ' . 

Binkala 85 6 45 52.9 
Mabonkani 29 '3 14 48.3 
Makeni 69 5 " 35 50.7 
Kamasaramankay 4 1 3. ' 75.0 
Kamakubuna 4 
Falaba 2 1 
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to a nuclear system has been observed in different situat

ions. In a survey of family head responses to changes in 

household sizes each head was asked to indicate what mem

bers of the unit have rights to their property when they 

die. Answers to such questions offer a fair indication of 

changes in concepts (Table 2.12) and one discerns some 

pattern of change in several villages.. : . ''7. : 

Like migration, changes in concepts of household size 

are probably more affected bynsltuations of dense farm pop

ulation than by the presence of chiefdom townships. A 

Spearman's rank correlation of farm population densities 

with tendencies towards nuclear families gives a positive 

value of rs = '45 at a 95% confidence level (Table 2.13a). 

Similar correlations of this change with settlement size 

(Table 2.13b) and total population densities (Table 2.13c) 

have lower rs values of '11 and -25 respectively. The attend-

ant problems of such a situation can be mass disillusion, 

the emergence of a landed and landless society. Such prob

lems may well be associated with the upsurge of individual 

incentives tor maximised productivity. The important fact 

is that the family is changing and it is this vital element 

that spells some hope for economic progress. 
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Table 2.1~a Rank correlation of farm" &eIJlat1on,dQI\5ilt and ori-
entation to nuclear units, 1971 

Town/Village l>el"l,si ty Orientation to d d2. 

. '.'.' size (in nuclear.units 
ranks) (in ranks) 

Bendembu 10 22 12:} 144 
Marampa' 16,5 9.5 7 49 
Mafaray 22,5 15 7.5 56.25 
Maforay 13.5 5 8.5 72.25 
Kagbumgbo' 8.5 6 2.5 6.25 
Kapete 22.5 13 9.5 90.25 
Kamaranka· 21 18 3 9 
Kalangba 2 1.5 .5 .25 
Rogbin 11.5 3 8.5 72.25 
Kakola 13.5 4 9.5 90.25 
Mabunyele 115 19 4 16 
Romurthe 11.5 21 9.5 90.25 
Kamakwie 1 14 13 169 
Kamafuyay 7 9.5 2.5 6.25 
Kamagbonso 19 20 1 1 
ICamabai 5 12 7 49 
Samaya 24 17 7 49 
Kamalo 4 16 12 144' 
Binkolo 3 7 4 16 
Mabonkani 16.5 11 5.5 30.25 
Makeni 6 8 2 4 
Kamasaramankay 8.5 1.5 7 49 
Kamakubuna. 19 23.5 4.6 20.25 
Falaba 19 23.5 4.5 20.25 

1254 

~- ":&,.2-: IX=1".,'" =.1148.5 

~'Y ;= 6, .,:~ ~':J1 == 1144 
"J.... i , 

f 

r = 11 ~8'2 ± ll~~ - 1254 s 
=.10~.2. == .45 

~'.~ 1148.5· %1144 2292.5 
'., . "',f f 

where r == '. ~X~+~~1_ ~ d'a. s 
~'. \!I.;X;:L,~ ... .:2, . . '" . ~" y ;f..il. .C;"",} 

., 
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Table 2.13b Rank correlation of settlement size and orient-

ation to nuclear family 

Town/village settlement orientation to d d2.. 
size (rank) nuclear family 

(rank) 

Bendembu 6 22 16 256 

Marampa 18 9.5 8.5 72.25 

Mafaray 18 15 7 49 
Maforay 18 5 13 169 

Kagbumgbo 18 6 12 144 
Kapete 18 13 5 25 

Kamaranka 6 18 12 144 
Kalangba 6 1.5 4.6 20.25 
Rog-bin 6 3 3 9 
Kakola 18 4 14 196 
Mabunyele 18 19 1 1 
Romurthe 18 21 3 9 
Kamakwie 2 14 11 121, 
Kamafufay 18 9.5 8.5 72.25 
Kamagbonso 18 20 2 4 
Kamabai 6 12 6 36 
Samaya 10.5 17 6.5 42.25 
Kamal 0 6 16 10 100 
Binkolo 6 7 1 1 
Mabonkani 10.5 U .5 .25 
Kamasaramankay 18 1.5 16.5 272.25 
Kamakubuna 18 23.5 5.5 30.25 
Falaba 18 23.5 5.5 30.25 
Makeni 1 8 7 49 

~1853 

~-I~= 1.5, 2:~:I. = 1148.5~ 
2: Ty II: 210.5, 1. Y 2. :: 939~5, 

r = f1~B·5 +~2~2~5 -;18~~ I: 2~5 = .113 s 

2 J t 148.5 x 939.5 
,-. , ,-,? .. 

.2077.51 

where r :::: ~ x.:L .... ~)!~_ ~d. 
s 

2/:t.x.'-,.~ ~ 
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Table 2.13c Rank correlation of population density and otiBntation 

to nuclear family 

Town/village 

Bendembu 

Marampa 

Mafaray 

Maforay 

Kagbumgbo 

Kapete 

Kamaranka 

Kalangba 

Rogbin . 
Kakola 

Mabunyele 

. Romurthe 

Kamakwie 

Kamafufay 

Kamagbonso 

Kamabai 

Samaya 

Kamalo 

Binkolo 

Mabonkani 

Makeni 

Kamasaramankay 

Kamaku bun a 

Falaba 

r' _. 1 

Population den

sity (rank) 

8 

22.5 

6.5 
16.5 
13.5 

6~5 

15 

5 
10.5 

16.5 

18 

10.5 

2 

12 
20 

3 
24 
9 

4 

22.5 

1 

13.5 

20 

20 

Orientation to d 

nuclear family 

(rank) 

22 14 

9.5 13 

15 8.5 

5 11.5 

6 7.5 

13 7.5 

18 3 

'05 305 
3 . 7.5 

4 1205 
19 1 

g1 10.5 

1f 12 

9.5 2.5 
20 0 

12 9 
17 7 

16 7 

7 3 

11 11.5 

8 7 
1.5 12 

23.5 305 
~ : 23.5 . '3.5 

~ T x = 1.5, ~;x. :I. = 1148.5 

~ i) = 9, '2./:1.,:, '!1~1 
rs = 1141 + 1148.5 - 1715 

2 ~1141 x 1148.5 
= 574.'2 

2289.49 

196 

169 

72.25 

132025 

56.25 

56.25 

9 

12.25 

56.25 

156 0 25 

1 

110.25 

144 

6.25 

o 
81 

49 
49 

9 
132.25 

49 
144 
12.25 

12.25 

1715 

= .25 

where rs = I x "+ £~f";.,. £J a. 

2' J "E. x,,1 ~.Y" 
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lNTRODUCTION 

83. 

CHAPTER III 

LAND USE AND TENURE 

There is no ideal approach to the study of land use and 

tenure in tropical Africa. Much of what has been done in 

stuaies of these aspects is of a general nature. Methods 

of approach from generalisations of such a complex and 

little documented system of human organisation have tended 

to"be simple applications of theory to localised studies. 

The human element in rural land use studies has been less 

emphasised. ~tloyd's conceptualisation of land use in tropic

al Africa is '8 singular exception. In this recent study, the 

importance of structuring geographical methods is implicit 

t1972). For him the farm is a focus of study which is re

lated to all other aspects of the environment ~3). The 

farm is then 'humanised' as its focal position is replaced 

by 'decisions affecting farming systems' in a second model 

which concerns farmers' perception of the physical and 

cultural environment (14). Deviations ot the shifting 

cultivator's farm from the modern are observed and the 

geographer is able to recognise and explain local underdev

elopment. 

The sociologist can examine land tenure and explain its 

structure in relation to family organisation (Pitkin. 1959, 

169). This approach describes socio-economio factors oper

ating in a given peasant community but omits physical 
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factors which are equally related to this level of land 

exploitation. Some sociologists have braved more to explain 

the spread of rural settlement through migrations of fam

ilies and ethnic groups. The social stratification of farm 

and founder village may be explained in this way, but its 

functional impact cannot be fully appreciated without 

spatial dimensions. For example, In her study ot the Limba 

people of North~rn Sierra Leone, Finnegan observes that 

each important Limba town has around it a ring of perhaps 

seven or eight villages connected to it by bush paths which 

it 'owns' as being the original settlement (1965, 60). On 

land tenure, she concludes that the system, cannot be des

cribed in economic terms but in terms of rights _,and oblig

ations with social, political and ritual as well as material 

aspects (89). The central idea in this conclusion suggests 

a multiplicity of influences affecting peasant organisation. 

Oluwasanmi, an agricultural economist, describes land 

tenure as the study of the interrelationship between men 

in the use and control of land resources, and an aspect of 

the legal and political systems of a society. For him, 

land tenure represents a stage in the evolution of the 

economic and social institutions of a country l1966.23). 

A few questions spring from such apt definitions - for ex

ample it will be interesting to dis~ern Btage~, in the evol

ution of land tenure practlpes, the legal baSis of owner-
" - ~ 

ship, size, location and type of, land under, exploitation. 

These are questions which have I'been left for the sociologist: 
, , 
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"Sociological fieldwork would need to be carried 

out district by district in order to discover the 

nature and extent of land holdings by individuals 

and families, and which are subject to what indigen

ous third party rights arising from practices such 

as borrowing of land, perpetually redeemable pledges 

of lands, lands held in widely separated villages by 

members of exogamous lineages and similar other spec

ial customs and usages." (194). 

Oluwasanmits suggestions are based on Nigerian experi

ence. For Sierra Leone, Hussain suggests the development 

of customary land law. the introduction of survey, demarc

ation and registration of land property. the"institution of 

a machinery for land administration and adjudication, and 

the organisation of co-operative farming societies {1964. 

43). Data on such, studies cannot be easily o~tained. The 

rate at which farm land Ch~~g~~~t~~m one ,hand to the other 
, ~ ,,,! • v," \. '., <I I" ~ ~' ~ 

can be seasonal or as fast as the transfer from one rice 

farm to another fresh piece of bush. The geographer cannot 

easily map this change and yet, he, among adequately armed 

researchers in rural land exploitation, 8e~~s to have 

contributed least in this field. 

Most development projects andland,poli~ies have been 
, ";" 

introduced in, tropical Africa without any de~th ot know-

ledge on local variations of tenur~,and land use. r~eBident 

Benghor of Senegal reverted to tradi tional, A.frican , myths 
_ It' ~ > • • f, ... 
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and values as a basis for implementing land policies that 

will facilitate rural development. His Prime Minister Diou! 

recalls this new policy in ritual terms: 

"Dans Is conception negro-africaine, la terre 

appartient ~ la divinite, aux genies et aux anc~tres. 

Elle n'eet pas susceptible d'appropr1at10n 1nd1v1d-
, , 

uelle. et doit aervir a la vie de la collectivite. 

Ainsi, le paysan Senegalais nten a que I t uBufru1t 

et un droit d'occupat1on"(1971, 4). 

The dependence on tradition to resolve modern problems is 

a simple means to an end, but does not otfer an objective 

solut1on to current land problems. 

The time-scale problem of relating land use to ownership 

beyond the built up zone has often driven workers to isol

ated stUdies of either settlement, land use or tenure. !n 

development studies, however, an interrelation of these 

three aspects is of vital importance. The main elements in 

such an interact10n are man and land at any defined stage 

of development. The implication here is that one understands 

land characteristics - both phYSical and human, which are 

generators of localised reactions to changes in accepted 

concepts of land use and tenure. 

aamble's original study,of two Gambian villages, 1e one 
! < I 

of the earliest contributions to rural land organisation 

in West Africa. ln this study. detailed cdea-o'rrptlons ot 
,~" , 

socio-economic and physical characteristics of these 
• J 11", 
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villages are systematically given and the reader is left 

to build an independent impression ot the interaction of 

cultural, physical and economic factors from which two 

organised peasant communities have emerged ~1954). The 

apparent basis of study concerns some ability to discern 

ecological controls of peasant systems. 

ln the study of Bombali, land use characteristics are 

examined in relation to physical and cultural controls on 

land exploitation. An assessment 1s made of current attit

udes of landowners concerning land sales and transfers of 

freehold rights. Changes in local attitudes are then anal

ysed in relation to observed human and physical limitations 

to land exploitation. Sample studies in human attitudes 

revealed changes in tenure concepts, which were localised 

and related to the size of sample or settlement.Observe~ 
, " " 

changes in tenure concepts are suggestive of changing 

peasant communities. Since land laws in Provincial Sierra 

Leone are uniform and unmodified from colon1altimes, prob

lems of land rights are likely to be directly caused by 

these laws which are not flexible enough to be adjusted to 

changing patterns of human distribution and land exploitat-

ion. 

THE PROCESS OF SETTLEMENT FIXATION 

Apart from stories concerning first ocoupants of a vill-
. t ., ' - .,.": 

age or farmland there is little visible evidence of limits 
, ~ ~,~' ~ 

of land rights in Bombali. Detailed,field studies with air 

photographs, however, are useful guides to early, recent 
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and extinct locations. In open grassland extinct villages 

are often associated with isolated circular domes of high 

forest towering over lower vegetation. These circular for

ests are easily spotted from air photographs and are dist

inctly different from existing villages which have a central 

open section - the built-up area - flanked by a green belt 

of cash crop trees like the kola nut, mango and orange. 

Different shades and heights of vegetation suggest different 

periods of forest or bush clearance. With some general know

ledge of local languages, it is possible to eke out inform

ation of geographical Significance from place names which 

often describe sites of settlements, their relative age 

and early functions. For example, a settlement situated on 

rocky terrain is called "Rogbalan" lTemne) or "Matara" 

(limba)."Rogbane" (Temne) is a junction settlement or meet

ing place, "Rogbin" - refuge site of "place of swearing". 

"Petbana" (Temne) is a large settlement or founder village, 

while "Petifu" is a "new" settlement. l'he prefixes "Ro" 

(Temne), "Ka" (Limba) and the suffix lIya tt (Susu) are dir

ectional words meaning "tOil or "at". 

Names of se~ttlements are indicative of, scattered human 

occupance. Consequently the pattern of land use is ~atchy' 

(Fig. 3.1, oversize, see pocket of thesis). Squatting is 

still practised in the district but things were probably 

worse 72 years ago when a government report commented 

that it was common in Sierra Leone (Blue Book, 1901., A). 

Tribal conflicts, warfare, the introduction of colonial 
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administration and religious loyalties all had varying 

effects on the instability of settlements. In Bombal!, 

internal warfare was so intense that the importation of . , 

flint, lock guns and common gun-powder was prohibited in 

four chiefdoms in 1894 - Sanda ~okko, Sanda Tenraren, 

Gbanti Kamaranka and Magbaimba lBlue Book, 1894. K1). 

These a~chiefdoms with substantial minorities of Fullah 

tribesmen who were probably migrating from Guinea in large 

groups during this period. 

When the colonial administrators introduced taxation 

and forced vaccination, people tended to abandon establish

ed settlements and new dwellings emerged in more remote 

locations. During the later part of the Hut Tax War l1896-

1898) ravages of the Bai Bureh army were telt as tar as 

Kamala, a Temne village eight miles from Kamakwie. More 

recently the IslamiC Haidara War which ended in 1935 

created more internal movements. A missionary report comm

ents that in 1931 Moslems demonstrated against the govern

ment and threatened Ghristians. scattering the people (The 
. , 

Wesleyan Church, 1969. 11). The gradual crushing of tribal 

and religious revolts by the oolonial administrators prob

ably resulted in a host of other ~dju~tmeits in settlement 

location. 

. . 
The establishment of local administrative centres was 

followed by the construotion of perman~nt' oommunication 

links, and this, more than any single faotor, determined 

the present pattern ot settlement. in places where good road 
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links were not developed fast enough, squatting was pre

ponderant, for as a district commissioner put it in 192,: 

"There still lingers in the minds of the old men, 

the memory of Samery and his raiders who turned this 

district into a desert, and they even now retain a 

fear of sowing what they shall not reap.u (Slater, 

1925, 11). 

Probably it was during this period of pacification that a 

large influx of Fullah migrants Ba~.tled p~rmanently in this 

part of the country. lt is however certain that motives for 

trioal pacification were more related to the smooth organ

isation of subjects rather than the protection of indigenous 

rights of freehold against Fullah squatters. 

Fullah settlers were first attracted towards the new 

motor roads before spreading to the open woodlands. Large 

Fullah villages like Mateb,~i and Rokulan were founded betw

een 1900 and 1910 and the tormer was already well establish

ed by 1925. The Fullah are predominantly moslems and their 

role as religious leaders among peasant pagans was a comp

etitive force against early miSSionaries, to an extent that 

uncontrolled ,cattle grazing was accepted as a necessary 

evil. lntermarriages betwe~n the Fullah and other tribesmen 

gave Islam a stronger fo~ting in the district and today 

there are. sub-ethnic gro~ps like t~e Sanda-Temne-Fullah 

and the Lokko-Fullah. This ethnic admixture was to the ad

vantage o'f the Fullah who had acquired some rights over 

land. The bargaining position of native landoWners 1s waning 
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because the Fullah are wealthier, more resourceful and in

fluential. For example, the lineage ot chiefs in Sella 

Limba chiefdom is of partial Fullah descent, so too is that 

of Sanda Tenraren. The current Fullah chief tor the North

ern Area resides at Rokulan, 29 miles from Makeni. 

Reactions of natives to problems of freehold rights have 

been mixed. One certainty is that the moslem world knows 

no internal boundaries_ Excluding cropped lands there is 

no limitation to cattle grazing land. Between December and 

March the bush must be burnt for fresh pastures ,to develop_ 

For most Lokko tribesmen, the control of bush fir~s;is be-
. ,";'" -, . 

yond their might and the dry season is fas,t ,becoming the 

best hunting period. The .Temne .are prone to,,',kill, stranger 
• f ~. • <.~' ",., 't f '!. 

cattle caught on 'farms. ,The ,Limba po~i,sonstre~~s:to catch 
,.. , -71;', ,J~ ,\ .' >, ' "<' ' 

fish at this time of year and reports of cattle deaths 

through water poisoning are frequent. The prosecution of 

cattle killers is difficult because culprits are hardly 

caught in the act. The Fullah have two alternatives, either 

settling permanently to practice controlled grazing or 

moving away from hostile territoriea. Most of these herds

men take ~he seconCl alternative. Incidentally these iaolated 

squatter territories are fallow lands of shifting cultivat

ors (Plate ~.1). While settlement remains unnoticed and 

temporarily undisturbed cattle are lett to graze freely and 

the expected cover of bush never develops. 

SOILS, SLOPE AND ACCESS 

The usual tendency of researchers when taced with problems 



Plate 3.1. A squatter settlement in central 

Bombali. Note the small size of the dwellings; 

their temporary nature reflected by the use of 

cheap building material from the surroundings -

palm leaves and savanna grass for roof thatch

ing; the absence of fixed exit roads. This is 

an abandon~ed farm area, the central part of 

the picture showing some cultivation and beyond 

the huts to the background, a zone of vegetat

ion regrowth. 
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of land use competition in shifting cultivation is to 

vindicate the system a~ a logic(ll response to:the envir

onment. ,~Shifting cultivation in this context means the 

seasonal change of main crop lot location and may not nec

essarily m~an_changes in residence.~,In Bombali this res

ponse is more related to the human than physical environ

ment. It is _~mportant at,this stage to recall Irvine's ob

servation.that shifting cultivation serves as a natural 
- - . 

control of pests: . 

IIAt ~he end'of two or-three years the farm is ab

andoned, and any pests or diseases present suddenly 

find themselves wlthouttheir 'host' plants and are 

·,therefore often checked. In thenew'plece of bush 

that the-farmer'clears _there are generally few dis

eases or injurious insects, and many of them are 

destroyed when he burns the rubbish before planting 

his crops" (1956, 29). 

Observed farm practices in ~ombali indicate localised rot

ational patterns with no conscientious efforts to protect 

crops against insects or other diseases. This is essentially 

a function of farm gods who are appeased before sowing the 

seed. One therefore wonders 'whether the farmer realises 

this possible advantage in -shifting cultivation, uertainly. 

if this were a major reason for shifting, measures of crop 

protection can be devised', The study of 'Boniball does not 

justify patterns ot land exploitation; rather it attempts 

to explain the nature of land tenure:'·through an appraisal 

of constraints on land use. 
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a). Soils ~ 

There are three main soil groups in the district -

valley bottom soils. terrace and upland soils. Variations 

in the distribution of these soils are mainly determined 

by slope and drainage oonditions as moat parts of the' 

district are of granite and gneissic parent material. The 

south-western lowlands are mainly composed of valley 

bottom soils, and where land rises above about 200 feet 

these'soils are .repla.ced by lithosols'which account for, 

about 30% of:theAsoils in this region. In the fairly well 

drained central uplands one finds all three soil groups. 

Upland soils and 1ithosols have a wider distribution and 

account for'about half of 'the "so11s in, this ,region. Terrace 

soils form"30% of the topsoils while valley ,bottom varieties 

account for 20%. The more hilly region to the' east and 

north-eaatis mainly composed of upland soils and litho

sols ,l70%) which grade from reddlsh brown varieties to 

iron pan concretions and bare rock. " 

Valley "bottom 'soils are an assortment of alluvial drifts 

ranging from skeletal deposits,to,much more 'mature series. 

There-is a gradation of soil'profiles fromrsilts to fine 

grained shale siltstones weathering~insitulStobbs; 1963 

18). These soils are of relatively high fertility but lim

ited to swamp rice cultivation. Upland terrace so11s tend 

to be more fertile and mosteultable,for'upland crops but 

these are of fragmented distribution. 'The least fertile' 

upland soils form the'largest'singleeoll group In the 
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district. These normally survive one or two growing seasons 

before they are left to fallow. 

-
b). Slope and access: 

Of the three main physiographic regions. the most densely 

settled is the central uplands where one finds a fair comb

ination of all major so11 groups. A typical seasonal farm 

operation involves' two or three farm lots - the swamp. 

terrace and upland. Swamp rice farms provide food tor dom

estic consumption, while upland rice is both for the market 

and the home. At the peak of the .rainy season lJuly-August). 

rice is scarce, but cassava and maize are ready for harvest 

at terrace and upland farms where intercropplng is practic

able. Before the second growing season. potatoes and cassava 

are planted on the swamp lots and harvested just before 

rice is transplanted. A constant food supply is therefore 

guaranteed, but farm operations involve movements from 

swamp to terrace and upland (Table ,.1). In smaller settle

ments the distances involved are under a mile. Swamp land 

subdivision among village farmers is common and sizes of 

paddy rice lots tend to decrease with the growth of a 

settlement's population. Movements to swamp farms may in

volve longer distances (2-3 miles) beyond which seasonal 

migration takes place. 

The farmer's migratory habits in search of freshi farm

land tend to vary from one soil type to another lTable 3.1). 

Terrace soils are often marginal to valley bottom soils. 
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Table 3.1 Fallow regimes in three major ooil groups in Bomba!i district 

Growing ! Valley bott- Upland terr- Lithosols &: 
f.lonths '/ am soils ace soils , upland soils season 

: 
: June-October First : swamp rice mixed upland; mixed upland 

! 
I rice rice 

Inter-grow- November- potatoes 

ing season January 

Second June-October swamp rice cassava groundnuts 

Inter-grow- .November- cassava potatoes fallow 

ing season January 

Third June-October swamp rice groundnuts , millet 

Inter-grow- November- potatoes cassava fallow 

ing season January 

Fourth June-October swamp rice millet &: fallow 

guinea corn i 

Inter-grow- November- cassaVa fallow fallow 
ing season January 

Fifth June-Qctober SWamp rice fallow fallow 

Inter-grow- ! November- potatoes fallow fallow 
ing season January 

, 

Sixth ' June-October fallow fallow fallow 

Seventh June-October fallow fallow fallow 
I 
I 

Eighth I June-October swamp rice I upland rico i fallow/upland 
t [ 

, 
rice 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF SOILS 
NORTH EAST OF MAKENI 'ItH. 
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The farmer moves further away from his original farm~and 

for a new upl'Elnd rice plot but he is tied down to his swamp 

and terrace plots which are tilled for longer periods. 

Swamp and terrace farms are more valuable to the farmer , , 

and are more permanent family possessions. The combination 

of swamp. terrace and upland operates as a fixation ele

ment in settlement. A good example of this pattern of soil 

and slope combination is found near Mayanka to the north

east of Makeni. In an ideal site for peasant land occupance 

cropping of all domestic food needs is as important as 

sources of water supply. The distribution of soil types 

fol' Mayanka is shown in Figure 3. 2a, land 'capabili ty char

acteristics for swamp rice cultivation, in Figure 3.2b and 

for general crops in 3.2c. 

North-west of Makeni, along the Lunsar road, settlements 

tend to be fairly regularly spaced ~Fig.3.3a) and generally 

situated at margins of fertile soile,(Fig. 3.3b). Even 

where motor roads run across this area the linearity of 

settlement shape and location does not alter the apparent 

regularity of distances separating one village from the 

other. There tends to be some competition of settlements 

for. farmland area. ln auch areas of dense settlement, swamp 

and terraoe farming are intensified as fallow periods be

come shorter. 

The rocky hills to the north-east present a lese complex 

pattern of land uee, ae the constraint to, settlement and 
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land exploitation is more rigid. Farming is only possible 

within the narrow riverain terraces and valley bottoms 

(Plate 3.2). The general pattern of land exploitation is 

, axial and corresponds with the general trend of rock out

crops, except along the motor roads where a linear formation 

of built-up area is noticeable. Uncontrolled grazing is a 

bigger problem here than disputes on individual land rights. 

Narrow swamp farms are unfenced and these are the easiest 

sources of drinking water for cattle. 

Settlement and land use may be affected by the introduct

ion of a new motor road across a region. ln Bombali, villages 

tend to move to locations along this line of communication 

for two reasons: a) rela'ti va ease ,:01'; accessibili ty to other 
,,, ~t\" < 

settlements, ~b) the, protection ,of e,xtended family llnd from 

squatters and rival claimants. The dust road from Kamakwie 

to Kamalo is only eight miles long. This road was construct

ed between 1925 and 1Y28. Within a period of 40 years, 

eight villages have moved to pOSitions along this road. A 

previous study of the impact of new roads between Rokulan 

and Kamaranka in the Rogbin area identified about 20 

extinct villages (Turay, 1967). These migratory tendencies 

in settlement produce very complex patterns of land use 

especially when distance to place of work 1s beyond three 

miles. 

The general pattern of land use between Kamakw1e and 

Kamalo shows a gradation of grass and bush, punctuated by 

circular-shaped .t'orests (Fig. ;.4). In densely settled 
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Plate 3. 2 · Topographic constraint to land use 

(Eastern Hombali). The rock outcrop lbackground) 

is part of the eastern hills. At the foot of 

the outcrop an older terrace lleft) is cleared 

for root crop cultivation (cassava , groundnuts, 

potatoes). Swamp rice (brownish yellow) is ready 

f or harvest on the narrow valley bottom . 
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THE IMPACT OF ROADS ON LAND USE 
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towns like Kamakwie and Kama10 there is little forest lett. 

Even the traditional forest belt beyond the bUilt-up area 
; 

is disappearing. Farming is increasingly rotational around 

these townships but further away, shifting practices are 

preponderant. One observes a general absence of virgin 

forest, a patchy distribution of small, freshly cleared farm 

plots of various shapes. The large portions ot'grass and 

woodland areas are suggestive of some range 'of three to 

five year fallows. Some swamp and riverain terrace slopes 

are yet to be cultivated and the impression of the landscape 

is suggestive of occupance to assert land ownership. 

LAND USE TYPES 

The system of land use in Bomba1! 'is fairly simple. In 

a district where agriculture is the main occupation, land 

exp10i tation is mainly concerned with ne'eds for farming 

and the construction of dwellings. There seems to be no 

ideal sub-classification of land use in shifting cultivat

ion, but a number of geographers have attempted to map loc

alised patterns in tropical Africa: Prothero (ed.) 1972, 

de Wilde 1967, Hunter 1967. Floyd 1967,1969. 1972; Wills 

1962, de Schlippe 1956, Thomas and Whi~ington (eds.) 1969, 

Biebvok (ed.) 1963, and Allan 1965. Details of sequential 

cropping for specific periods 'have alSO' been studied 

(Floyd, 1972,44). Changes in land use with time are best 

studied from air photographs and field data. The air photo

graph is the mean performance ot the peasant farmer "in ex

ploiting his territory. Each shift from one seasonal clearing 
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to another is an indirect measure of the rate at which land 

depletion and vegetation regrowth are progressing, given 

the ecological conditions of the environment. 

The current topographic sheets for Bombali (1970, 

1:50,000) are produced by photogrammetric mapping and indic

ate distribution of vegetation types, rock outcrops. swamp 

and upland cultivation as well as built-up areas. Actual 

limits of land use types are not fully indicated though 

general patterns can be derived. By use of air photographs, 

field studies and slope analysis it is possible to describe 

less arbitrary boundaries of land use types in the district 

(Fig. 3.1). The patterns described in Figure 3.1 are based 

primarily on photographs taken between 1958 and 1960 when 

a full coverage of the district was available. Areas of 

rapid changes in land use are limited to the Boliland reg

ion where mechanical cultivation has tended to increase 

acreages under swamp rice, and in larger settlements where 

small scale orange plantations are currently being developed. 

These changes are yet too small and localised to distort 

the pattern of land exploitation in the district, as a 

whole. 

Areas of high forest account for about 49,200 acres. 
~. 

which is about 2.6% ot the total land area (Table 3.2). 

The estimated forest area in the district 1s lower than 

the national average ot 4.0%. Lo~ forest and thickets 

(farm bush) pave an approxi~ate ~creage of 100.806 acres 
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Table 3.2 Land use types in Bombali 1958-1960 

Approximate 
Type Acreage 

~in 'OOOs) 

High forest 49-20 

Low forest and thickets 400 -83' 

Savanna 1,006_00 

urassland ~Mountain 
Variety) 23-42 

Rock outcr9ps 7-24 

Swamps 103-08 

Narrow valley swamp 
cultivation 12-61 

Upland cultivation 222-93 

Built-up areas 29-84 

2-59 

21-60 

54-25 

1-26 

0-39 

5-55 

0-68 

12 -01 

1-67 

(21-6 %). These are derived climax varieties found in two 

fairly large areas - to the south-east and northern margins 

of the district. Elsewhere the!'r distribution is very patchy 

except for the rapidly degraded bits south-east of Kamakwie 

and west of Rokulan (Fig. 3_1). 

A greater proportion of district land 1s under savanna 

and scrub vegetation ~54-25%). In the south and central 

parts of ~ombali this vegetation type has a south-west to 

north-east trend, forming a wedge between the south-eastern 

low forest region and the cultivated region to the north

west. !n the two east central chiefdoms of Biriwa and 

Magbaimba, 90% of the land 'is under savanna and scrub. jjeyond 
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Kamakwie another fairly large band of scrubland tends to 

separate the low forest region further north from the 

cultivated regions to the south. There thus tends to be 

a general progression of forest deplet10n from areas of 

dense and more permanent settlement to their hinterlands 

~Fig. 3.1). 

Together with an estimated 1~,608 acres of cult1vated 

narrow valley swamps, no lesa ,than 6·2% of the district is 

swamp land. There are about 103,084-8 acres of boli swamps 

which alone account for 5-,5% of the district area. The 

boli swamps form the most consolidated areas of swamp -

beyond them are more isolated and uncultivated depressions 

to the north contrasting with narrow upland swamps which 

are of scattered distribution. Predominantly grassy vege

tation is associated with high elevation and rocky condit

ions and in Bombali, grass and rock outcrops account for 

1·66% of the land. The built-up area is estimated at 29,843 

acres which is 1-7% of the district. In Borne bigger settle

ments like Makeni or Kamakwie it is eas~,to differentiate 

the built-up area from other land use zones. In smaller 

villages where the hut is partially enclosed by the fore

yard and backyard, it is difficult to estimate actual limits 

of built-up areas {Plates 3.1, 3.3). For this study, the 

margin of the backyard nearest to the built-up area has 

been taken as the outer limit of the bu~-up area. As the 

settlement grows there is a tendency for the foreyard to be 

absorbed within the built-up area. 
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Plate 3.3 . Land use around the built-up area 

t Northern Bombali). ote the fence on this side 

view of a living house (left), formJ.n the "bath

room" for the family. Behind the house a canopy 

of tree crops forms a green belt. lntercropping 

o groundnuts, maize and potatoes is taking 

place on the little clearing tcentre). ~hen the 

family size increases, this clearing will be the 

next construction site for the xtend d unit. 
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Upland cultivation accounts for approximately 12~0% 

(222,900 acres) of the district area. The distribution of 

farmland tends to be more associated with the pattern of 

settlement than actual location of cultivable land. One 

third of the district is over 500 feet high. At this level 

the land is either too rocky or too steep for upland cult

ivation without generating erosional problems. It is est

imated that about 60 to 65% of district land is suitable 

for peasant cultivation, While all the cultivated land 

accounts for about 14" of the cultivable area, 511~ of pot

ential farmland is either under fallow, at points of diff

icult accessibility, or being held by land owning groups 

that cannot cultivate more than the traditional acreage 

limits per farmer family. The distribution of land use types 

is consequently patchy, and if one conSiders the cattle 

herder's unmapped movements the pattern is still more 

chaotic. 

u 
DEVIATIONS OF LAND USE ZONES FROM THUNEN'S MODEL 

Changes in farm practices are taking place in the dist

rict but shifting cultivation is still preponderant. This 

traditional form of land exploitation, together with limit

ations of marginal transport facilities has lured geograph

ers to fit Thanen's concentric zones in tropical land use 

systems. Work on this apparent similarity has had its mo

mento of success (Horvath, 1969; Siddle, 19'70). Departures 

" from the Thunen model are explained by assuming a less 

homogenous surface around the territory of the settlement. 
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In Bombali, for example, some settlements are at high ele

vation, some on slopes further down. Some are along river 
(" , 

banks, at river bends and crossing points. Some are at road 

junctions while others avoid marshy conditions (Fig. 3.1). 

Even when ali these conditions are considered there are 

local patterns of settlement distribution and limitations 

of an individual's capacity in land exploitation, which tend 

to'be functions ot decision processes of local communities 

and historical accidents. The transportation network that 

subsists can hardly be described in economic terms, limited 

as it is to footpaths until recently. 

One Important6bstacle to studies of this nature concerns 

the impermanence of crop zones beyond the backyard. Distance 

to farms cannot be measured in terms of transport costs 

since farmers travel mostly on foot. Productivity'is essent

ially traditional, subsistence, and the orientation of eco

nomic activity towards marketing is not fully developed. 

Villages, however, have changes of land use beyond the built

up area. Each dwelling has a backyard and sometimes a fore

yard where assorted vegetables and food crops are grown 

(Plate 3.3). Beyond the backyard there is the narrow green 

belt of economic trees, which may describe the outer margin 

of a settlement or may be partially cleared as the settle

ment expands (Siddle, 1969). Beyond this green belt, a plot 

of land under intense crop rotation merges with the outer 
,: t 

territory of the settlement. Upland rice is cultivated at 

this outer margin where crop rotation is less intense and 
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ta11ow-perio4s rather·1ong • 

. ,A concentric .pattern,ot land .use zones em~rg~s tram 

this type of. o,rganis,ation but there are a host ot varia

tions. In.new~y founded "farm villages the rice farm may be 

located immediately behind the built-up area, and its pos

i tionadvances ~·.farther ,away i'rom this point. cas the settle

ment gets older. An analysis o~.land use zones by expend-

i ture and income values ,of farm opera,tion retains the step

like structure o~. changes from one land use zone to another 

(Haggett, 1965, 158); but the concentric pattern is disrupted. 

~he baCkyard is the,nearest cropped zone~o the collecting 

centre ot farm produce •. It,1~ more fertile than any other 

piece of. land ,but productivity here is for domestic consump

tion. lt is limited in size - usually under ~alt an acre, 

and its economic rent cannot be easily determined. oThe 

green belt zone produces, bulkier cash crops like kola nuts, 

bananas and oranges which a~e not a basiC necessity.tor 

survival. Some of. these trees 81:'e, planted to mark specil'ic 

1pcations ot graves, some are the result ot dumping rubb~sh 

at the ,fringe ,of the backyard. This zone has more cultural 

than agricultural significance. 

The land beyond the green belt may have a crop combln

ation of potatoes, cassava and groundnuts. In thlS shift

ing system there is usually an uncultivated zone between 

the general crop and rice zones, representing previous 

tarmland now under fallow. Peas, groundnuts and potatoes 
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often reach local markets in small quantities as these are 

essential domestic food supplements. SOils in this general 

crop zone may be of medium fertility but produotion oannot 

be interpreted in terms of economic rent - the demand 

factor being modified by consumption needs of the labour 

element in the production unit. Upland and swamp rioe farms 

can be most distant from the village but these provide the 

most important marketable commodity - rice. The zone of 

highest economic rent seems to be located at the rice farm 

zone which is most migratory. 

An attempt has been made to illustrate the theoretioal 

spatial structure of land use in shifting cultivation, 

using cash returns on farming. For this study the economic 

rent. or returns is the difference between the mean price of 

farm produce per acre, and the incurred expenditure on farm 

operation. Expenditure on wages is not subtracted from the 

price of farm produce as family labour is non-remunerative. 

In Bombali, a farming family operating a seasonal acreage 

of 4·47 acres will end the season harvesting eight cr~ps 

with produotion prices ranging from Le 7·54 for a guinea 

corn-with-millet farm to Le 28·82 for an acre of upland 

rice lTable 3.3). The assumption in this example is that 

crop zonee merge with each other in an order like maize, 

groundnuts, potatoes, cassava, guinea corn with millet, 

mixed upland rice and swamp rice. If one computes the eco

nomio rent per acre of crop a step-like pattern of crop 

zones can be derived (Fig. 3.5). The area of highest 



Table 3.3 Economic rent per acre of food crop, Bombali, 1969 

Food crop Man days Price per acre of Production cost Economic rent 

(labour) production 

(in Leones) (in Leones) (in Leones) 

Mixed upland rice 47.0 28081 5.36 23.45 

Groundnuts 23.0 17.94 4.58 13.36 

Maize 13.5 9.79 1.47 8.32 
-"' 
-a. 

Sweet potatoes 36.0 24.08 2068 21.40 VI . 
Cassava 30.5 20.16 4.63 15.53 

Guinea corn ct- millet 12.0 7.54 2.71 4.83 

Swamp rice 60.5 28.64 2.34- 26.30 

Source: Mitra, 1969. 



Table ,.4 Economic rent on mean crop acreage. Bombali, 1969 

Food croE Acreage Man daIs Production price Costs Economic rent 

(in Leones) (in Leones) (in Leones) 

}Hxed upland 

rice 2.63 123e60 75.77 14.09 61.68 

Groundnuts 0.14 3.22 2.51 0.64 1.87 

Maize 0.13 1.76 1e27 0.19 1.08 
...... 

Sweet potatoes 0.15 5.40 3.61 0.40 3.21 
...... 
~ . 

Cassava 0.21 6.41 4e23 0.97 3.26 

Guinea corn/ 

millet 0.17 2.04 1.28 0.46 0.82 

Swamp rice 1.04 62.92 29.78 2.43 27.35 

Source: Mitra, 1969 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF CITRUS PLANTATIONS 
IN KAMAKWIE Fig 3·7 
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economic rent will be farthest away from the collecting 

centre, followed by medium distance crop zones of ground

nuts potatoes and cassava. 

In Table 3.4, actual mean acreages per crop are shown 

and economic rent values across the farmer's territory are 

graphically illustrated in Figure 3.6. There is an uneven 

distribution of acreage per crop zone. The area of highest 

economic rent is consequently not necessarily nearest to 

the collecting point of farm produce. There is a 'gap' in 

the graph representing either abandonned land or fallow. 

This pattern may further be complicated by seasonal trans

fers of land to other cultivators. in a larger settlement 

like Kamakwie, permanent crop zones tend to develop, baring 

greater concentricity than in less permanent settlements 

(Fig. 3.7). However future town planners have to contend 

with current limitations to urban expansion - a) territor

ial boundaries of elder villages surrounding the town, 

b) the location of tree crop plantations at sites with 

greater potential for urban expansion. 

LAND USE PRACTIOES AS A BASIS OF CLASSIFYING'SliI FTING CULT~ 
IVATION 

An attempt has been made to olassifY', land use acoording 
~,' '" ... 

to the intensity of rotational prac~iOei-!n such a classi

fication swampland ,cultivation and ,. oropping near built-up 

areas are of highly intensive rotational practice. terrace 
, "iN" 

farming is medium, while upland farming is.low. No actual 
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weighting is given to such a classification but the density 

of the agricultural population and size of settlements 

were considered in the determination of variations in rot

ational: practices. One therefore deacribes regions of high 

crop rotation, medium to low, low and marginal levels 

(Fig. 3.8). 

Areas of" high crop rotation are 'of patchy distribution 

in thecsouthern portion of the district and associated with 

shorter fallow periods of two to three years. Further north 

intense land use is observed along streams. Settlement is 

nucleated and denser distributions along valley bottoms 

tend to reduce fallow periods. Access tends to be a limit

ation to the growth of area under intense crop rotation. 

While the main communication lines link large towns they 

tend to avoid more marshy areas which are more easily sub

jected to intense cultivation. Moderate to low rotational 

practices are more preponderant in the central uplands. 

Here narrow valley swamps are under intense rotation, the 

terraces are moderately rotational while upland soil areas 

are under shifting cultivation. 

Most farmland in the district is under low to marginal 

crop rotation lTable 3.5). With poor transport facilities, 

uncontrolled grazing, bush fires and squatting, the district 

farmla~ds are least organised. The north and south-east 

have the largest portions of remnant farm bush vegetation. 

Fallow perioda however differ - to the north low population 

densities permit shifting cultivation and longer fallow 
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Table 3.5 Predominant farm practices on cultivable land 

Farm practice Approximate acreage .-1-
Intense crop rotation 278,252-8 16 

Moderate crop rotation 208,684-8 12 

Low crop rotation 929,708·8 53 

Marginal crop rotation 330,4t!5·6 19 

periods of six to eight years; to the south-east. greater 

rainfall (> 100 inches) and more humid conditions sustain 

rapid vegetation regrowth and fallows are generally under 

five yeara. The main factors affeoting intensities of crop 

rotation are summarised in Table 3.6. 

Human factors in land use are not only related to pop

ulation density_ The appropriation of land for different 

purposes is a managerial function of the village head at 

the upper social level and that of the family or clan head 

at a lower level. The size and quality of farmland are not 

dependent upon an individual's ability to .operate but upon 

the group leader's consideration and determination of the 

individual·s· and other people's land needs. While la~ge 

areas may be susceptible to a certain farm practice, its 

actual areal extent will depend upon decisions taken at a 

higher level. In other words, pressures on land tend to be 

localised demographic .and traditional administrative phen

omena in the district. Oluwasanmi's ObserVation of the 

situation in Nigeria is rather ,startling but similar to 

findings in ~ombali: 



Table 3.6 Factors affecting intensity of crop rotation 

Intensity of crop rotation 
Intense Moderate LoW' Very Low 

Main types swamp rice, cassava 
of produce sweet potatoes. 

mixed upland rice,nar- mixed upland rice, nar
row valley swamp rice, row valley swamp rice, 
cassava, maize,ground- groundnuts, cassava, 
nuts, guinea corn, mil cattle 

mixed upland rice, cass
ava, potatoes, guinea corn, 
millet, yams. 

Fallow 
periods 

Farm 
practices 

Drainage, 

.Soils 

1-2 years 

traditional rice 
transplanting with 
increasing mechan
isation. 

millet, yams. 

3-5 years 

traditional rice 
transplanting, upland 
farmiUg, increasing 
rotation of crops 
near townships. 

mainlY depositional slight leaching, mod
area, seasonal floodserate, fairly gentle 
of 3-4 months~ slopes on terraces, 

occasional floods on 

valley botto~ var
ieties and litho
sols in upland 
area. 

streru:lS. 

narrow valley bottom 
soils, terrace soils 
but more of upland 
varieties and litho
sols. 

6-8 years 6-8 years 

mainly shifting, un- mainly shifting and com-
controlled cattle graz- pound farming in south
ingj and frequent bush west. 
fires. ' .-

heavy soil leaching, 
moderate to steeper 
conditions towards the 
eastern hills, soil 
erosion. 

mostly upland soils, 
to iron pan concret
ions and rock outcrops. 

steeper slopes eastward, 
gulley erosion on margins 
of steep valleys. 

upland soils with heavy 
iron content, easily er
oded with first brushing 
especially at steep 
slopes. 

Vegetat- swamp varieties & open bush to savanna open grassland with is- savanI!a in the north, der
giant grass, lophira grass, mainly derived olated trees, develop- ived forest and open wood-
bush on higher land. savanna. ing lophira bush. . land in the south • 

. Access ~ow7poor moderate low low/poor 

Settlement low high moderate moderate/low 
density 

~ 

I\) 
~ 

• 
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liAs a consequence of the tenure system, there ex

ists an anomalous situat10n in which, in a country 

that has 50% of its cultivable land in uncultivated 

bush, certain sections or the community starve for 

lack of good agr1cul tural land II, {19'). 

The criticism of traditional methods of land distribution 

may be as difticult aa that of shifting cultivation. For 

example in a situation where a farmer's seasonal need 1s 

2i acres of fresh farm bush, sixty farmers will need 150 

acres at every growing season and within a period of eight 

years when the original !arm:is ready for recultivation, 

1,200 acrea of farmland will have been cleared. The applic

ation of improved farm practices is therefore localised and 

tends to develop around larger settlements where land dist

ribution i8 fairly permanent. 

LAND TENURE 

The tenure system in Bombali has been studied at three 

administrative levels - the national, chiefdom and village 

levels. Provincial land is regarded as communal property 

with no individual rights ot sale or transfer. ~he binding 

factor in such group owners,~ip is the clan which is united 

by a common medium of expression or by a common lineage. 
; I ~ • , 

Land is a destined property of the dead"its traditional 
,. ," . ,: ... 

undertakers in the world ot the dead, the living ita pres

ent caretakers, and the unborn its future caretakers. As a , , ,: 

unit of production, land property ,held in trust belongs to 

memb~rs:'of' a given lineage belie,ved to be acti vel¥: , operatl ve 
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on land, matters, whether 'dead, ·living or unborn. The dead 

are appeased. by. sacrifice, the l1vinghope to live long 

enough to see their children and grandchildren. Landis 

priceless and can only be ,transferred from one group of 

individuals to another with the understanding that the 

transaction is temporary - a communal'allocation or a 

pledge. 

At the national level only transfers of land sanctioned 

by the central government are legal. At th~ district level, 

the district commissioner represents the orown on all land 

matters. Government itself can appropriate land only for 

development purposes. it holds the right to sponsor land 

Bcquisi tion ig,r mission schools and hospitals. I t also 

provides lease conditions for aliens with, commercial inter

ests. Land transactions actually reaching this stage of 

legal documentation with cadastral definitions are very few 

and limited to commercial and missionary concessions. 

The system of leasing in the district has its special 

peou1iarity. Normally, there are four participant groups 

in a lease transaction - the district officer, the chief, 

tribal authority and ,a r~presentativeof ~he land-owning 

group. In leases involving B large area of land, claimants 
, ' • f 

have, no bargaining pow~rs as the ch!~! and. tr! bal author,! ty 

assume this function. The lease money is shared in three 

equal parts so that land owners receive only one third of . ". " 

it. A., third is paid t~ the, chiefdom treasury and the re-

mainder, to the chief (Kamal, 1971). Thi,s sys,~em of distrib-
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uting lease money stifles interest in land sales but tends 

to generate some awareness that land has a monetary value. 

Land ownership is thus a base for social prestige eventhough 

the owner has little bargaining power. 

Foreigners, especially Lebanese, prefer small land trans

actions involving fewer participants. In Kamakwie, for ex

ample, a 40 acre plot can cost a shrewd Lebanese negotiator 

a lease fee of under £15 per annum. Such a transaction in

volves two interested persons - the Lebanese and landowner. 
\ 

The land is surveyed, the chief and one tribal authority' 
~ . 

sign or stamp their th~ prints on a plan that may be little 

understood and sent to the district office for formal appro

val. ln such transactions the Lebanese negotiator offers 

undisclosed sums of money to all interested parties in the 

form of 'handshakes'. Transactions of this:nature are, of 

course, short-lived and subject to disputes especially if 

there is a misunderstanding concerning the distribution of 

money among claimants in the land owning group. 

Most land transactions take place at the village level, 

and involve group bargaining. They are naturally undocu

mented and partiCipants are expected to remember conclus

ions reached during negotiation. Trees, streams and roads 

are normal boundary posts; some of these may change course 

or disappear in time and actual delimitations of specific 

land boundaries are impossible. This is why the duration of 

land transfers is more dependent on tolerance and mutual 

understanding than on money. At individual family levels 
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Plate 3.4 - A recently abandon~ed upland rice 

farm in Bombali . This picture was taken 14 miles 

north of Makeni . :E'orest re growth is rapid, be

cause this farm was abandon~ed for a single 

growing season but here female farmers are in

stituting a second slash and burn process to 

cultivate groundnutso 
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land transfers may be temporary or permanent. Temporary 

holding rights are often given to stranger farmers who 

are expected to donate part of their harvest to land lords 

as a token of appreciation and as an acknowledgement of the 

stranger's position as a temporary land occupant. Fledging 

is common, but this. as with other local transfers involves 

very small sums of money meant to tide the pledger over a 

period of hardship. The new land owner assumes absolute 

rights over pledged land until the debt is paid. 

Women form the bulk of temporary landowners in the dist

rict - as predominantly general· crop farmers. As male farm

ers require fresh pieces of farm bush. the women are perm

itted to crop abandoned rice farms which are easier to 

brush (Plate 3.4). The occupance is mainly seasonal and this 

introduces a crude rotation system with little control over 

types of crops grown. Forced land transfers are the oppos

ite of female land transactions. Here the conflict concerns 

land needs of a founder village over territories of 'daugh

ter' villages. Settlers in a founder village hold land 

rights over the territ~ry of'a farm village just as those 

of the latter can. by lineage, enjoy freehold rights in 

the te~ritory of the former. Usually, however, it is farm

ers from the older village that migrate to smaller farm 

villages because this is where access to fresh farm bush 

is less problematic. An aggressive founder village may 

virtually be at war with surrounding younger farm villages 

wnen there is a shortage of farm bush. 
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FIG 3-9 Directions of Matara villooe pressures for land 
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Matara is one of the oldest, founder villages in Sella 

Limba chiefdom, sharing land rights with 12 other younger 

settiements (Fig. 3.9). In 1940, villagers from this settle

ment clashed over land rights with villagers of Kadele, 1i 

miles from Matara., In tY56., they .quarelledover' the use of 

narrow valley'swamps worked by,farmers.at Mafufi, a village 

1i miles from Matara.' '.cheir latest quarrel 'is with villagers 

of Magbenkere, :whofor the past s1x years have 'been called 

to testify on the land situation at court sittings. !n a ' 

spatial context,the direction of Mataraagression has been 

fairly logical though not necessarily legal. Within aradi

us of" half a mile there are two villages flanking Matara 

in a south-west - north-easterly direction, limiting any 

moves at expansion (Fig. 3.9). Within a radius of one mile 

there aretive villages and at 1i miles no less than 12, 

settlements surround Matara. The only logical direction in 

searoh of fresh farmland is either ,to the ,south-east, where 

Matara has clashed with Kadele, or to the north-west where 

there have been quarrels with Mafu.ti and Magbenkere farmers. 

Aggressive tendencies are rare in land,transaotions 

involving in-laws, but there ,is a recognised stratification 

in rights ot tenure. Claimanta,to land on paternal grounds 

hold higher order rights than maternal olaims. At the bott

om are ,the lower order rights of freehold for stranger 

farmers and squatters. The main olai~s to land rights are 

sex-differential. For example, a stranger marrying a vill

age girl enjoys temporary, rights ottenure through inherit

anoe rights of the wife. Such rights are only' viable provided 
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that there is no divorce, death ~f the wife and that there 

are offspring. 

At the 1nterchiefdom level, land transactions depend 

largely on tolerance on the part of the host chiefdom. This 

type of land transfer may be temporary, but permanent settle

ment may lead to an ultimate acquisition of freehold rights. 

Migrant farmers deal directly with village heads rather 

than the chief. Chiefdom disputes are thus reduced as the 

central authority is usually not aware of stranger land

occupance - a more common practice in the swamplands where 

settlement is sparse. 

OBSERVED CHANGES FROM TRADITIONAL CONOEPTS OF LAND TENURE 

Land tenure systems tend to vary with particular locat

ions and circumstances. These variations are extremely diff

icult to unravel especially as they are an outcome of the 

physical environment and a complexity of human relation

ships. The rate at which these systems evolve will, to a 

large extent depend on the development of incentives for 

gainful productivity, a realisation~hat land as a unit of 

production can be valued in economic and monetary terms 

and an awareness that a permanent allocation of land to 

individual families may create a greater concern for land 

management. A generalisation of this nature has an assumpt

ion that condemns communality and shifting cultivation. A 

study of local attitudes to land transfers largely contra

dicts this generalisation but observed changes in concepts 

were suggestive of a fairly dynamic peasant society that is 
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wedged in a static system. 

In this study of local attitudes, 923 family heads were 

interviewed from 24 settlements. A questionnaire was pre

pared which required a simple answer of 'yes' or 'no' to 

the following six questions: 

"1. If government devises to buy your land and settle 

you elsewhere will you agree? 

2. If someone offers you a good price for your land 

will you sell it? 

3. If someone from Freetown (Western Area) wishes to 

build a house in your town/village will you sell 

him some of your land? 

4. If someone from Southern Sierra Leone wishes to 

build a house in your town/Village will you sell 

him some of your land? 

5. Are you willing to sell your land to government? 

6. Are you willing to sell your land to a co-operat-

ive society? " 

The questions were baSically very similar and this was de

liberately done to test the relative consistency of attit

udes towards' parting with land. Questions 3 and 4 were 

meant to assess local preferences of possible neighbours -

the man from the former colony area as opposed to the prov

incial from the south. The first and last questions were 

a test of local opinions on the possibility of settlement 

schemes and large-scale farming. 
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Of the 923 people interviewed, 236 or 25-57% were will

ing to sell.~and"to government and be settled elsewhere. 

Family heads interested in "selling land to a buyer from 

Freetown accounted for 30-23% of those interviewed. while 

25-46% would sell some of their land to a southerner. These 

three questions had higher positive answers than the second 

question (8-2%), the fifth (7-5~%~' and the sixth (7-58%). 

There tended tCo? be aJ"greater preference.for Freetown buyers 

than for southern ''buyers' '( Tabfe~'3 ~ 7) _ Qu~ations on the sale 

of land for a 'good price, to goy~rnme~t and a co-operative 
, r ~ 

socie ty, all invo1 ved~'a,,,,.pomplete transfer" of freehold rights. 
, '-

; ,-

The consistency of low positivJe answers is 'remarkable comp

ared with higher positive answers'to qUf)stions involving a 

partial loss of rights. At the indiVidual ,town or village 

level, there is a~ similar consistency o'i answers. Most of 

the smallest villages - Falaba. ~amakubuna.'Kamagbonso -

express absolute unwillingness to sell land or/be settled 

elsewhere. Large towns like MQkeni and Bendembu tend to have 

a medium positive response to land sales. ' 

Observed positive answers to these questions represent 

devia tions:-from ,tra~i tional ideas about land transfers. 

These deviations are relatively low, but as an index of 

change it is'reasori"able 'to assume that 'some' landowners are 

willing to sell their land. Such an assumption runs counter 

to the land laws' wh'i'cn ~rohibi t direct sales of land. This 

assumption is therefore subjected to some statistical tests 

to find out whether ''it fs significantly related to the size 
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RANK CORRELATION OF SAMPLE SIZ E AND POSITIVE 
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 1-6 
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of the sample and hence, that of settlement. A rank cor

relation matrix of actual sample si~e and positive answers 

to the six questions shows relatively high correlations 

that are significant at a 95% level of confidence (Table 

3.8). The lowest correlation of ·27 is between the third 

and fourth questions, reflecting the competitive nature 

of preferences involved. The highest correlations{·85-·94) 

are between the size of samples and the first question, 

the third and first, and fifth and sixth. Most of the other 

correlations with sample size range from -,5 to -84 (Fig. 

3.10) • 

Since the rate of change from traditional unwillingness 

to sell land varies with locality. an attempt has been 

made ~~ grouping positive individual settlement responses 

and relating them to observed land use problems in these 
~ 

locali ties. Individual village values are ranked flnd the.' ',. 

ranks,summed~to produce cumulative ranks per settlement 

lTable 3.7). Mean village ranks are oQtained from these 

sums and a quartile distribution was calculated (Fig. 3.11) 

from which a classification of settlements was obtained 

(Table 3.9). 

Most of the larger villages and towns are within the 

upper quartile and upper sector ot the interquartile range, 

Maken1, Kamakwie. Kamabai. Bendembu, Kalangba and Samaya. 

These are chiefdom towns, areas ot relatively high eco

nomic activity and dense farm populations. Crop rotation 
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Table 3.8 Rank correlation matrix of positive answers and 

sample size 

Sample siz e 

Question 1 0927 

Question 2 .605 .716 

Question 3 0829 .868 .636 

Question 4 0821 .809 .643 027 
• 

Question 5 • 762 .805 .529 .707 .701 

Q.uestion 6 .704 .75 .498 .717 .689 .916 

(J] 
N 
.~ - N t('I ..;t I.f'\ \0 

~ ~ ~ ~ s::I ~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
.~ -r-! or-! .r-! .r-! 'r-! 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
rIl III III rIl rIl III 
Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) 

6- 8- & & & & 
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Table 3.9 A quartile calculation of changes in attitudes on land 

Sales I 1971 

Settlement 

Kamalo 

Binkolo 

Rogbin 

Bendembu 

Makeni 

Kamaranka 

Kalangba 

Kamakwie 

Kamabai 

Romurthe 

Samaya 

Mabonkani 

Kamasaramankay 

Kagbumgbo 

Mafaray 

Marampa 

Kamafufay 

Mabunyele 

Kapete 

Kakola 

Maforay 

Kamagbonso 

Kamakubuna 

Falaba 

Mean cumulat
ive rank 

2.63 

2.79 

3.21 

7.9..l..!!Pper 
quartile 

8.14 

8.36 

8 .. 5 

11.86 

12.43 

13014 inter 
quartile 

13.71 r ge 

14.29 

15.29 
15.4 

16093 
17 

'lower 
17.64quartile 

18.07 

18.79 
20.29 

20.79 

21.07 

Size and type of 
settlement 

Observed land 
problems 

small chiefdom town. cattle,tribal 
conflictso 

small chiefdom town. cattle, diffic
ult terrain. 

large village. cattle, populat
ion pressure. 

small chiefdom town. cattle,populat-
ion pressure. 

very large chief- population press-
dom town. ure. 

small chiefdom town. cattle 

small chiefdom town. cattle 

large chiefdom town. pop. pressure. 

small chiefdom town. cattle, diffio-

medium village. 

large village 

medium village 

medium village 

small farm village. 

small farm village. 

very small farm 
village 

medium village 

medium village 

medium village 

small farm village. 

ult terrain. 

cattle 

cattle 

popopressuro; ,ter
rain 
cattle, terrain 

• 
cattle, terrain 

cattle, terrain 

cattle, terrain 

pop. preosureo 

pop. pressure. 

cattle, terrain 

cattle, tradition 
v.omall farm village.cattle.tra.dition 

v.small fatm village.cattle,tradition 

v.small farm village.cattle,terrain, 
tradition. 

v.small farm village. cattle,terra.in, 
tradition. 
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practices.ar~ more intense in such locations. ~he connect

ivity of these centres to main transportation routes makes 

them attractive to in-migrants and there is a general 

tendency for landowners to part with land. Settlements in 

the lower sector ot the 1nterquart1le range are medium to 

large villages at hinterlands at larger townships. These 

settlements tend to have greatest level of change. situated 

as they are at locations where shifting c~ltivation and un

controlled cattle grazing encourage farmers to move into 

chiefdom towns and abandon farms. Rogbin i~.a special land 

problem area where pressure on land is caused by high rural 

densities of population and herding communities. 

,', ' 

The farmer's attachment to rapidy degrading land 1s less 

rigid and people tend to be liberal about the transfer of 

freehold rights. The lower quartile contains all the small 

farm villages, most of which are accessible by footpaths. 

Tradition's strongest foothold is in these isolated comm

unities of peasant farmers who tend to be satisfied with 

their lot. The study of village responses to land matters 

illustrates the localised nature of human change. It also 

proves that rural society in Bombali is not static but at 

various levels of development. As population denSities in

crease, changes in the application of land laws are volunt

arily initiated and these generate alterations in tradit

ional systems of land use. Provincial land laws are not 

flexible enough to accomodate these variations - this. per

haps is the most important restraint on the introduotion of 

more modern systems of land use. 
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LAND TENURE 'AS AN OBSTACLE TO DEVELOFMENT IN BOMBALI 

A primary functi~n of provinciai land laws concerns 
," 

the protection of freehold rights of illiterate peasants, 

farmers whose main asset is farmland. At a national level 

differences in land laws between the Western Area and 

Frovinces tend to be permanent dividers of Sierra Leone 

into "Colony" and "Protectorat~". Such a view has political 

overtones but there is little demand for 'provincial land 

by Western Area people who are not farmers. The modific

ation of laws to a level of individual freehold as in the 

Western Area will likely result in massive land sales, a 

short term growth of newly rich ethnic group leaders, a 

long term'intr~duction of absentee landlords and a mass of 
• , • ~ "i' , • 

landless farmers. Current land laws protect illiterate 

landowners from educated members of their groups. Appar

ently these laws do not prevent any Sierra Leonean from 

settling or farming where he likes. The deterrent to such 

a migratory practice stems from isolation trom more devel

oped areas, language barriers and the inability of the 

migrant farmer and land owner to resolve cultural differ-

ences. 

Provincial land laws have thus been'so unchallenged' that 

planners for rural development havegiven'llttle consider

ation to their impact' on policy implementation.' .h'or ex

ample, Childs t district plane fo'r '1949 suggested the devel

opment of local agricul tura'l extensio'n work, settlement 

schemes and the introduction of measures to increase the 
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numbers of livestock (1949, 10} •. After 22 years of care-

ful planning the landless cattle herder has not come to 

terms with the traditional farmer. Settlement schemes are 

more likely to be successful if both herdsmen and peasant 

cultivators are encouraged to practi6e mixed farming. Inter

marriages have taken place between the l~llah and native, 

to an extent that sub-ethnic groups have evolved. An intro

duction of mixed farming within such groups'willmost 

likely result in a simplification of tenure practices, def

initions of land property boundaries and more controlled 

cattle grazing. 

The tenure system in Bombali has'three main limitations 

to rural development: a) the system limits acreage on 

family farms and such a limitation is closely related to 

the communal structure of society and its decision process

es, b) it is a constraint ,to the development of individual 

incentives for increased productivity, cJ it has little 

control over squatting and grazing. Unless cattle he.ders 

and squatters are prosecuted the law does not provide immed

iate protection over land use rights. Neither does it pro

vide suitable conditions for large-scale farming. Any modi

fications of these laws depends upon some popular awareness 

that the system is outdated. New regulations must be prov

ided to neutralise the pervading influence of the Fullah 

herdsman over the peasan~. At the same ,time it may be nec

essary to introduce land taxation. SU9h a measure will like

ly generate some sense of responsibility to protect what one 

owns. This may then create an awareness that land becomes 
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a potential natural resource only when properly managed 

to maximise productivity. 

Hussain has proposed the institution ot local and depart

mental agency schemes of agricultural development, to which 

will be subjected all land rights: 

liThe tribal authorities must be charged with both 

administrative and legislative measures with the task 

of formulating and implementing agricultural develop

ment plans in their chiefdoms. These plans should cov

er all aspects ot land use - food crops, economic trees, 

forests, cattle grazing, water control, reclamation, 

soil conservation, etc. The exercise of land rights, 

no matter what category and in what form, should be 

subordinated to the purposes of such p1ans"(1964, 20). 

A local authority with a responsibility of this magnitude 

must be able to define its objectives in development, and 

those in Bombali have' hardly reached this level of sophist

ication. Local participation in development planning is of 

vital importance but the masses must be taught to define 

their needs and how to achieve them. 

The impact of the tenure system on farm size remains an 

open question. While some researchers defend the economic 

viability of small peasant farms (Farmer. 1960; Oluwasanmi, 

1966; Igbozurike, 1970)1t is logical to suggest that in

creased peasant productivity may involve larger farm sizes 

and improved farm practices. The main advantage of peasant 
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land tenure that has been noticed concerns its permissive 

nature when faced with press~re: 

"So flexible and adaptable are the provisions of 

traditional tenure that it has accomodated the cult-
- , -

ivation of such perennial crops as cocoa, oil palm 

and rubber without dOing violence to its essential 

features" (Oluwasanmi, 1966, 46). 

This comment is an apparent simplification of a more complex 

evblution. Plantations are colonial innovations which tend

ed to be forced onthe system. The result was a development 

of large plantations of educated indigenous elites and 

smaller ones of relatively advanced illiterate farmers. The 

local,distrust of the latter in land tran~actions with ed

ucated elements in t~eir group~has not been studied in 

depth in Bombali or Sierra Leone. Until land holding masses 

are educated, it will be difficult to justify the need for 

flexibility of peasant land tenure. ln Bombali this flex

ibility has tended to emerge from uncontrolled forces of 

population mobility and concentration, hitherto described 

as tolerance on the part of the land owners. 
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CHAFTER I V 

CHIEFDOMS AND CHIEFDOM 'BOUNDARIES 

INTRODUCTION 

This ,study .of local. administrative .boundaries and chief

doms invplves a search for the nature and basis of chief

dom boundary delimitation, best-fit geometric figures in 

chiefdoms ,as admi~istrativ~~ unita,.:the relationship of 

physiography.and population :d1stribution with ,shapes of 

chiefdoms,and" the. deviations of shapes from a. theoretical 

basis of local administrative unit· forms in a multi-tribal 

district, .~NC)~e. A. t). To so~e extent, the structures of 

local. administration .. pre,,;,~a~~ colonial rule, and changes 

in thes~ structures may only be necessary if. administration 

and development are not eff1ciently pperative. This study 

is. therefore limited, to an assessment of the varying de

partures of chiefdoms from ideal situations for human org

anisation.lthe 1mpact of chiefdom boundaries ,on .the people 

they divide, and an explanat10n.of major obstacles to 
. . 

poasible boundary changes. 

THE BASIS AND NATURE OF CHIEFDOMS 

The main administrative objective in the colonial design

ation of local administrative units in PrOVincIal Sierra 

Leone·was the preservation of ethnic group development 

through which effective administration was achieved. This 

objeotive had two evolutionary phases - one in which 10'Ca1 

boundaries enclosed small tribal, chiefdoms; .and a aecond 
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involving the subsequent amalgamation of chiefdoms with 

identical tribes. The process of local boundary formation 

has actually never gone, beyond the stage of delimitation. 

The pacification of warlike tribes had been achieved long 

refore restructuring boundaries on a more complex function

al basis. 

The institution of local boundaries was effected with 

little knowledge about the nature of tribal population 

distribution. Early administrators seemed to have depended 

upon the physiographic characteristics of the district for 

"the delimitation of chiefdoms. For example, the use of 

rivers and streams as boundaries can hardly be justified 

considering~the fact that the drainage system in the dist

rict has had little control over the pattern of tribal 

settlement. The chiefdoms were, however, multi-functional 

and under a central agency. the distriot office. The chief

dom was responsible for its internal administration and 

development. The building of roads and native administrat

ion buildings has always been carried out by the chiefdom 

authority. Mission establishments like schoOls and health 

centres have otten depended on local efforts. 

The importance of local administrative boundaries has 

however been grossly underrated, just as the attitudes of 

local people enclosed within such diviSions have had little 

attention in development planning. As Prescott observes: 

" ••• it seems likely that people are more aware of 

the influence on their lives of federal and internal 
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boundaries than of international boundaries. II l1968 .. 

153)., 

Such an awareness 'may be more observable where local bound

ar±es cut across densely populated administrative units, 

fertile agricultural lands, or where a boundary lies with

in a zone of tension between two ethnic groups. 

Where a government institutes a national economic devel

opment plan affecting the smallest administrative units of 

a country, local boundaries should have'~a functional viabil

ity that transcends-tribal isolation. In most development 

plans of developing countries, the district is often re

garded as an ideal development region. At the district lev

el government civil service agencies supplement district 

council 'efforts at chiefdom development. Local feelings 

about adminlstration'~and development are presented at this 

level,siuca local chiefdom representatives are permitted 

to discuss their problems at district co~ncilmeetings, 

the success of which depends to some extent on the educat

ional standards of chiefdom councillors and their ability 

to discern a chiefdom's development priorities. The only 

official entrusted to resolve chiefdom problems is the 

distric~ officer who is, normally so overworked that he is 

unable to sense local attitudes and aspirations. 

A ,basic assumption .in this study is that the organisat

ion of adminlstrative units by tribal components greatly 

impedes SOCial, economic and political development. What 
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can be more unfortunate is the situation where the distr

ict officer is unaware of real obstacles; for as early as 

1949 a Colonial Office conference on African Administration 

observed this insufficient recognition of the real problem 

underlying agricultural development; which is not one of 

agricultural development but is how to overcome social, 

economic and political obstacles that bar the way to agri

cultural development (African, 1949, 37). One consolation 

is that these obstacles stem from tribalism and clanhood 

which are of national and local significance. Another cons

olation is that districts are not necessarily the ideal 

definition of a development region. As Weitz observes, an 

agricultural development region can be given a geographic 

definition and a demographic definition; but these are 

both unsatisfactory: 

"the most appropriate definition is functional; it 

states that the development region covers the area in 

which the effects of a certain development process 

are felt and within which certain goals can best be 

achieved and their implementation best planned." 

(Weitz, 1963, 105). 

The functional definition explained by Weitz has some 

element of uncertainty concerning the goals in development 

plans, but this is broadly explained by Malgavkar and 

Ghiara who, in their study of development in developing 

countries, conclude that the boundaries of a development 

region are a function of the nature of aotlvites we have in 
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mind l1969, 75-76). In other words, development can be of 

various forms and the creation of development regions large

ly depends on the developer. In Bombali local administrat

ive units are multi-functional and fulfill an important 

development condition of being under 'one administrative 

agency. Beyond this one faces the problem of tribal chief

taincy. Assuming that for a smooth transition to objective 

structuring of administrative units the present chiefdom 

boundaries are accepted with no radical changes, a govern

ment faces a massive administrative legacy in which th~ 

central authority over a chiefdom is vested in a tradit

ional tribal ruler whose native court is empowered to func

tion in a normal traditional way. Where 13 such establish

ments have tended to evolve independently of each other, 

the establishment of a uniform law and administration can 

be a difficult task at local and national levels. 

While the division of territory into tribal groups had 

an immediate effect of pacifying people, this administrative 

weapon failed to achieve peaceful coexistence. There seemed 

to have been a misinterpretation of territoriality in tri

bal terms although the impOsition of limits of tribal ex

pansion generated a merging of groups at certain points 

of contact - the loc~l boundaries. A tribal chief is regard

ed as a leader with no fixed territorial limits of power; 

and the supremacy of one leader over another is based on 

the ability to, expand one's domain. There is a hierarchy 

of leaders ranging from the chief to the Bub-chie! and sub

section chief. The sub-section chief cannot hold a court 
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but he is empowered to collect harvest dues and report the 

spread of tribal settlements in new farm villages and ham

lets. The extent of a chief's territory is not described by 

definite lines of demarcation but by the extent of settle

ment of a ruler's subjects. Thel:chiefdom boundary is there

fore within an undefined zone of contact between one tribal 

group and another; a zone that is usually inhabited by a 

group that has in the past been mixed through intermarriage. 

An understanding ot local concepts ot territory did not, 

however, seem necessary for the early colonial administrator 

whose primary objective was to achieve peace at all costs 

and establish sound administration within the shortest per

iod' at time. One important result was the rapid development 

of permanent settlement and human organisation. Some at the 

original chiefdom boundaries were as short-lived as the 

phase of tribal pacification (Fig. 4.1a, b). The provision 

of facilities of access to administrative centres was slow, 

so too was administrative policy implementation. For ex

ample. in Kono country the district headquarter for the 

Kana tribe was in Mende country. Slater's report to the 

Colonial Secretary in 1925 had overtones of~is apparent 

abnormality: 

" ••• though Panguma is th.e capi tal of the K ana Admin

istrative District, it is in Mende country. Consequ

ently Kono, like Koinadugu and parts of Karene is al

most entirely undeveloped commercially and agricultur

ally." (1 92 5 , 1 2 ) . 
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LOCAL BOUNDARY CHANGES IN BOMBALI 
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The futility' of such a policy is best tested in Bombali 

which is an amalgama~n of two former districts of Karene 

and Bombali. The administrative centre of Karene was Bat

kanu which is in Lokko country and yet the d'istrict con

tained Limba, Susu and Temne territories. The administrat

ive centre for former Bombali was Makeni, a Temne town, but 

part of Bombali'was Limba country. Modern Bombali's admin

istrative centre,' Makeni, administers Limba, Lokko, Susu 

and Temne territory. Changes of district and chiefdom 

boundaries were enormous, considering the ten-year period 

within which such adjustments were made. In 1948 Karene had 

16 chiefdoms while its southern neighbour, Bombali had 15 

(Fig. 4.1a). By 1958, Karene 'disappeared from the local ad

ministration map, the new Bombali contained 21 chiefdoms, 

14 of which were previously under Karene. Eight of former 

Bombali's 15 chiefdoms were transferred to TQnkolili while 

two of Karenets were added to Port Lokko district (Fig.4.1c). 

Bombali was readjusted to contain 13 chiefdoms out of an 

original 21 (Fig. 4.1b). Seven of the 13 new chiefdoms 

were amalgamations of other administrative units and the 

only chiefdoms not greatly affected by internal boundary 

changes were Sella Limba, Sanda Lokko, 'Sanda l'enraren, 

Safroko, Biriwa and Makari Gbanti (Fig. 4.1d). 

A study of present basic service patterns is capable of 

demonstrating the spatial impact of such rapid changes. 

Within Bombali the establishment of major services at Mak

eni has been associated with the decline of other centres. 

While some towns situated along major transportation routes 
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have expanded, others like Batkanu and the three settle

ments of Binko10, Masomgbo and Kunsho, all within seven 

miles of Makeni and at the turn or the century larger and 

more important settlements, are today no more than glori

fied villages. 

Wi thin the amalgamated chiefdoms ,.ri valri~s have erupted 

concerning the location of seats of power. For the early 

administrator, the most reasonable solution to this problem 

was to transfer the seat of power. from the place\,of birth 

of one ruling . family to that of another •. For example. in 

Gowahun" th~ chiefdom centre was Bendemb~. untiJ. the late 

fifties when.KandeBaba died. The new chief was elected {: ~" ' 

from Kalangba which became the new chiefdom centre. This 

constant change of administrative centres is still pract-

1~ed in five of the thirteen chiefdoms in Bombali -

Gowahun, Gbanti Kamaranka, Sanda xenraren, Biriwa and 

Tambakha. Uhanges incent~al service locations are so fre

quent that local conflicts have often resulted in meaning

less actions. For example, in Biriwa chiefdom the corrug

ated iron sheet roof of the native administration court 

house in Bumban was dismantled and transferred .to a newly 

errected court house ,at Kamabai where the present chief 

resides •. ,.ln, situations where . serv~,ces like health, schools 

and postal agencies are not transferred a whole range of 

similar facilities are established at the new seat of power. 

There is an obvious spread of services. but this is limit

ed to one or two chiefdom towns which consequently grow at 

faster rates than any others in the chiefdoms. 
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THE PRESENT ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARIES - SOME HUMAN AND 

PRYSI CAL I MPLI CATIONS 

The district boundary in Bombali is 384 miles long, 

57% of it runs through land and 4}% (165 miles) is along 

streams. Part of the international boundary bet~n Sierra 

Leone and Guinea marks the northern extent of Tambakha 

chiefdom and divides the Susu who are settled on either 

side of it. West of Tambakha the international boundary is 

parallel to the right bank of the Great Scarcies River for 

22 miles and runs north eastward for 41 miles. reaching 

the Tambakha hills. Further south of Bombali, the Little 

Scarcies and its tributary the Mabole River form the west

ern boundaries of five chiefdoms - Sella Limba, Sanda Lokko, 

Gbanti Kamaranka, Sanda Tenraren and Libeisaygahun. The 

Rokel River to the far south forms the southern boundary 

of Makari Gbanti, part of Sebora, the eastern boundary of 

Paki Masabong and part of eastern Biriwa chiefdoms (Fig. 

4.1d).The area enclosed by these streams comprises two 

main physiographic regions - a lowland swampy region and 

an upland region. Yet between the Little Soarcies and Mab

ole Rivers there are six chiefdoms and between the Mabole 

and Rokel there are seven. The only river boundary forming 

a sharp physiographic divide is more likely to be along 

the upper Mabole where deep narrOW valleys separate the 

Gowahun uplands from the mountainous region in Blrlwa and 

Safroko Limba chiefdoms. 

There are marked variations in chiefdom boundary lengths 

which reflect differences in the size and shape of these 



Table 4.1. Characteristics of Chiefdom boundaries in Bombali, 1972 

Chiefdom Boundarv length Land boundary ~ River Boundary ~ International 

(in miles) (in miles) (in miles) Boundary (in miles) 

Biriwa 111 89 80.2 22 190 8 

Sebora 56 50 89.3 6 10.7 

Gbanti Kamaranka 78 54 69.2 24 30.8 

Libeisaygahun 78 34 43 .. 6 44 56.4 

Magbaimba 64 61 95.3 3 4.7 
..... 

Makari Gbanti 112 64 57.1 48 42.9 
\.J1 
-J 
• 

Paki Masabong 52 28 53.8 24 46.2 

Gowalntn 102 43 42.2 59 57.8 

Safroko Limba 98 74 75 .. 5 24 24.5 

Sanda Tenraren 64 48 7500 16 25.0 

Sanda Lokko 87 80 92.0 7 8.0 

Sella Limba 74 40 54.1 34 45.9 

Tambakha 145 64 44.1 81 55.9 63 

District (External) 384 219 57.0 165 43.0 63 



Table 4.2 Tribal composition of chiefdoms, 1963 

.ahiefdom Temne Limba Lokko Susu Fullah Mandingo Others 

% % % % ~ % % 

Biriwa 78.4 6.2 12.9 2.5 
Sebora 77 .. 7 4.8 2.1 1.3 4.0 3.2 6.9 

Gbanti Kemaranka 88.7 3.6 6.1 1.6 

Libeisaygahun 18.4 72.5 6.1 1.2 1.8 

!-1agbaimba 7.5 76.5 509 6.7 3.4 

Makari Gbanti 76.0 3.1 18.0 2.4 0.5 .... 
Paki Masabong 53.a 45 .. 4 0.8 U1 

()) 

• 
Gowahun 2.7 84.9 6.5 4.3 1.6 

Sa.froko Lillba 1.5 97.5 1.0 

Sanda Tenraren 77.9 1.0 19.0 1.3 0.8 

Sanda Lokko 46.7 9.2 35.3 1.0 4.5 2.8 0.5 

Sella Limba 4.3 81.6 3.6 6.9 1.6 2.0 

Tembakha 1.2 90.7 , 1.8 5.2 '101 

Source: Central Statistics Office, 1963, Freetown. 
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administrative units (Table 4.1). Tambakha chiefdom alone 

is described by a boundary that is 145 miles long. The 

international boundary in this chiefdom is longer than 

the Sebora chiefdom boundary (56 miles) and almost equal 

to the boundary lengths of Magbaimba and Sanda Tenraren (64 

miles). 

The creation of local boundaries to enclose identical 

tribal groups was to a large extent successful in ~ombali. 

Excluding Paki Masabong and Sanda Lokko all other chiefdoms 

have a single tribe accounting for over 70% of the popul

ation (Table 4.2)_ In other words, the tribal composition 

in most chiefdoms is homogenous. Minority groups in some 

of these administrative units form majorities in neighbour

ing chiefdoms. For example, the Lokko in Makari Gbanti 

account for 18% of the chiefdom population while in neigh

bouring Gowahun it forms 84-9%_ In Biriwa, 97-5% of the 

population is Limba, but in Gowahun and Makar! Gbanti the 

Limba population has low representations of 0-8% and 3-1% 

respectively. Large tribal groups were possibly subdivided 

into smaller chiefdoms. For example, Biriwa, Safroko Limba 

and north-western Paki Masabong are predominantly Limba 

administrative units sharing common boundaries. Sanda Lokko, 

Sanda Tenraren and Gbanti Kamaranka are mainly Temne chief

doms with common boundaries. In the south the same can be 

said of Sebora, Makari Gbanti and southern Paki Masabong 

chiefdoms. 

It is fairly evident that the administrative divisions 

inherited from past colonial times were devised to curb 
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tribal uprising. ~y subdividing large tribal groups like 

the Temne, L1mb~ and Lokko the rivalry for group supremacy 
, ~"OJ ", " 

was d1 vertedfron( a tribal to a less powerful individual 

and clannish base, thereby reducing tension. 

The present composition of tribal population in chiefdoms 

subjects the administrative system to tribal bias rather 
) 

than a regional one. The entire structure for administrat-

ion and development reflects a political system that is 

tribally deep-rooted. The problem that is often least talk

ed about concerns the development of local thought to a 

standard where one does not reason in terms of tribal 

boundary limitations but in terms of regional and national 

development objectives. As a corrective measure, a radical 

change of local boundaries can disrupt the present admin

istrative system and thwart any chances of improvement. 

Case studies do indicate that such a disruption may not be 

effected by the masses, but by traditional rulers whose 

function in a developing society is gradually losing ground. 

Ohiefdom boundary disputes are not frequent in Hombali. 

As a relatively underdeveloped part of the country the 

district is an area of conSiderable out-migration. Individ

ual land needs are less accentuated. The most efficient 

means of transportation is the truck on dusty motor roads. 

In Bombali the few all season roads barely cut across chief

doms. Seasonal trunk roads are few and unreliable. The gen

eral trend ot chiefdoms is along an east to west axis 
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while the main road runs north to south. Since roads are 

ank',attractive force'to human occupance such an attraction 

is at an opposite direction to chiefdom boundaries. Con

sequently ethnic contacts are minimised and limited within 

areas of boundary intersection with a major transportation 

route. 

Kamakwle, the chiefdom town of Sella Limba, is only eight 

miles from Kamalo, the chiefdom town of Sanda Lokko. ~he 

Mawolkon stream which forms the original boundary of the 

two chiefdoms is only one and a half miles from Kamalo. Grad

ual occupance of Temne farmer families had taken place 

north of this boundary. From Kenendi, a Limba village four 

miles from Kamakwie, a seasonal motor road runs westward 

linking the Temne village of Chembu to the main road lFig. 

4.2). Another seasonal trunk road from Kamalo runs westward 

reaching farm villages around the Chembu area. lntertribal 

marriages have taken place within this south-western part 

of Sella Limba chiefdom and the Temne element has wedged 

far into Sella country \Fig. 4.2). There are few land dis

putes in this mixed community of ~mba and Temne; but the 

latter pays local tax to the Sanda rather than the Sella 

chief. 

In 1965 the new chief at Kamakwie was faced with a prob

lem of ruling Temne migrants who paid taxes to their orig

inal chiefdom rather than Sella. and this generated a 

boundary problem between the two administrative areas. Kande 

Luseni II, the chief at Kamakwie did not seem to hold a 
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strong bargaining position because 10 of his 26 wives were 

Temne and one of them is related to the chief at Kamalo, an 

older ruler who had been in power ~or 25 years. The Kamalo 

chief succeeded in directing the court to believe that what 

mattered was the main tribal composition of farm villages 

along the boundary and within the d1sputed terr1tory rather 

than the land area involved. A survey wa~ carried out and 

villages were apportioned to both administrative units acc

ording to their major tribalco~position. Xhe survey, how

ever, had its shortcomings as women were not consulted. 

Chiefdom authorities assembled men of taxable age and asked 

them what language they spoke and what tribe they belonged 

to. The Limba element in the new Temne villages was mainly 

feminine and was not apparent during the s~rvey. 

The Temne thus succeeded in claiming territory on a 

tribal basis and the boundary was shifted from Mawolkon 

stream further north to contain villages like Chembu and 

Madina (Fig. 4.2). The south-western part of Sella is settled 

by Temne farmers. The boundary dispute did not affect this 

part of the chiefdom, but the precedent already set nullif

ies the official boundary. A more intriguing aituation is 

that while villages were separated legally for administrat

ive purposes there was no actual delimitation of the extent 

of territories of hamlets and new farm villages. Land use 

rights are an open question and one would have thought that 

an acceptance of Temne settlers in Limba country would have 

had a more forceful and constructive detribalising effect 

than the constant process of tribal isolation. 
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Plate 4 . 1. Changes in land use with Temne settle

ment in Sella Limba territory . ~he ~emne house 

(left) is roofed with corrugated 1ron sheet . 

The backyard is relatively large forming a zone 

of domestic and cash crop cultivation : maize , 

groundnuts , potatoes and cassava . Beyond this 

is a zone of secondary bush lbackground) . The 

absence of a forest zone indicates recent settle

ment . 
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Plate 4.2 . Mixed settlement along the Sella 

Ll mba/Sanda ~okko chiefdom boundary. ~he grass 

houses to the right are of Limba settlers. ~ore 

modern buildings with corrugated lron sheet 

roofs are recent r emne houses. Large portions 

of the forest belt have been cleared to increase 

the backyard area. I lhe .Low e,rass wi th shrub ve ge

tation (fore ground) is the result of constant 

cultivation. 
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~late 4.3a. A Limba farm in southern Sella Limba 

chiefdom ready for hoeing and rice broadcasting. 

The tree stumps are indicative of longer fallow 

periods (4-6 years) . 

Plate 4.3b. A recently acquired Temne farm in 

southern Sella Limba . The thin grass (foreground) 

is good rough pasture but the vegetation does not 

assure good upland rice yields. This land is more 

suitable for cassava and groundnut cultivation 

rather than rice . 
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Native geographical names demonstrate ample ev1dence 

that territorialfscrambles took place in south-western 

Sella Limba chiefdom.The Mawolkon stream has a Temne name, 

but its main tr1butary, the Masig1ri is Limba. FUrther south 

a distributary of the Masigiri has'a Temne name -"Bathbana" 

which'means large stream. The southernmost tr1butary of 

the lvfawolkon is called "Materemu" t a Temne word meaning 

"never to be abandoned". The south-western part of Sella 

Limba chiefdom has become a zone of contact. The tribal 

boundary between Kamalo and Kamakwie seems to'have been 

further north than the official boundary, where some sep

aration of Limba and Temne can be observed (Fig. 4.2). 

The practice of mod~fying local boundaries on tribal 

grounds accentuates land use problems. Some differences 

were observed between Temne and Limba land use. The o~der 

Limba villages have traditional ci~cular belts of tall trees 

and the small backyard. The Temne villages have larger 

backyards (Plates 4.1 & 4.2). Temne rice farms are on de

graded uplands where the vegetation has been reduced to 

giant grasses and shrubs (Plate 4.;). The aim behind such 

rice farms is not necessarily maximised yields, but an est

ablishment ot squatter rights through undisturbed possession 

of farmland. The Limba, on the other hand, cultivate swamp 

rice, and the uplands are left for longer tallows after 

being subjected to constant groundnut cultivation. 

The advantages of ethnic mixtures have not been fully 

exploited; but in Sella and Sanda Lokko there is ample 
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justification for optimism in detribalisation~ Objective 

planning in land exploitation and the attendant services 

at Kamakwie and Kamalo may generate increased productivity. 

In this respect, emphasis can be put on co-operative farm

ing in which rice farming is limited to the swamps and 

cash crops are intr~duced in the uplands. An amalgamation 

of these chiefdoms tor development purposes is unlikely to 

create any tribal conflict as long as there is a reasonable 

improvement in individual farm incomes. The major obstacle 

may be the ruling class of chiefs and .sub-chiefs who may 

view such changes as a threat to their livelihood. 

Further north the Little Scarcle.s river separates Sella 

from Tambakha ,Chiefdom. This bpundary has never been a 

source of tribal conflict despite Limba transgresaions of 

it. Limba farmers are known to farm and settle in Susu 

country just as the lat~er enjoy freehold rights in some 

Limba villages. It is even accepted in Tambakha th~t the 

southwe.stern portion of the chiefdom was originally occup

ied by the Limba. The, story goes. that Samaya, the alternate 

chiefdom town of Tambakha, was founded by a Limba farmer 

who came from Magbenkere.(Fig •. 4.2) .pamaya in Susu means 

"at Sama's village". The Susu of Tambakha have always acc

epted the Sella Limba as one people though they are separ

ated by an administrative boundary. As in the previous ex

ample the boundary here merely conserves tribal chieftaincy 

Which 1s too traditional to absorb the preconditions of 

efficient administration and agricultural development. 
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Other chiefdom boundaries in Bombali have survived not 

because of a rigid limitation to territorial expansion, but 

because of a natural unifying element in tribal intermarr

iages. Ethnic mixtures of this nature are limited to bound

ary margins beyond which tribally homogenous cores are 

reached. In some instances the length of boundary separat

ing different tribes tends to be proportional to the ethni.c 

representation in the respective chiefdoms it separates. 

For example Makar! Gbant! shares a longer chiefdom bound

ary with Gowahun and Safroko Limba than with either of the 

other two chiefdoms. The population in Makari isconsequently 

more heterogenous than that of either Gowahun or Safroko 

Limba. Paki Masabong shares a boundary with Temne and Limba 

chiefdoms; 53-8% of its population is Temne and 45-4% is 

Limba. Safroko Limba has a boundary length of 98 miles_ It 

shares a 6-5 mile boundary with Gowahun chiefdom which is 

Lokko, a 13 mile boundary with Makari Gbanti which is pre

dominantly Temne and the remaining 78-5 miles of boundary 

are with Limba chiefdoms of Biriwa and Paki Masabong_ The 

population in Safroko is 97-5% Limba, 1-5% Temne and 

0·1% Lokko l compare Table 4 _ 2a', b)_ 

Table 4.2a Tribal contiguity and population composition in 
three chiefdoms, 1963 

Chiefdom Temne ! Lokko ~ Limba ~ 
Gowahun 2-7 84-9 0-8 
Makari Gbant! 76-0 18-0 3 -1 
Safroko Limba 1-5 0-1 97-5 

Source: Central Statistics Office, 1963, Freetown. 
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Table 4.2b Tribal contiguity and chiefdom boundary lengths 
in three chiefdoms {in miles) 

Gowahun 
Makari Gbanti 
Safroko Limba 

Gowahun Makari Gbanti Safroko Limba 
25-5 6-5 

13-0 
13·0 

Chiefdom boundaries in the bolilands, a fairly homogen

ous physical region, describe five chiefdoms - Sanda Ten

raren, Makari Gbanti, Gowahun, Libeisaygahun and Sebora. 

The boliland region commands an advantage of a relatively 

complex ethnic admixture .rhe Fullah account for 19?~ of the 

population in Sanda Tenraren, ~·4% in Makari Gbanti, 6-5% 

in Gowahun, 4-0% in Sebora and 6-5% in Libeisaygahun chief

doms. The Temne account for 18'4% of the population in Lib

eisaygahun which is a Lokko chiefdom. The study area is 286 

square miles in area, roughly enclosed by a rectangular 

network of roads linking Makeni, Kalangba, Bendembu, Batkanu 

and Masomgbo (Fig. 4.3). 

The main occupations ,for settlers in this reg10n are 

swamp rice cultivation and cattle rearing. Individual farm 

acreages are small and there seems to be an abundance of 

unexploited swamp land. One limitation to increased 1ndiv

idual acreage may be related to problems of access. Road 

development has been slow because of high expenses involved 

in construction across swamps. Government development efforts 

have concentrated on large-Bcale mechanical ploughing and 
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sub-allocation ot ploughed land to individual tenants. The 

scheme start.d in 195~ but it appears that the absentee 

tenants :from the big. towns and m,ining areas have had a 

better bite of this cake. Yet, so undisturbed are settlers 

in the four chiefdoms, that they have tolerated external ex

ploitation for 20, years. The new townsmen froID. Makeni, 

Kono, Lunsar and Port Lokko are normally relatives of peas

ant settlers in the bolilands. They know that their relat

ives can hardly afford to pay £2.50 for a ploughed acre of 

swampland. They are also aware of the fact that their rel

atives are accustomed to intercropping for the provision 

of domestic food needs rather than market needs. They also 

know that their peasant relatives trust their motives in 

absentee landlordism ,far more than government motives in 

mechanisation. The periodic visits of such town dwellers to 

their places of birth reassures the peasant of the unbreak

able structure of the family and its extensions. The part

icipation in local farming by a town dweller reassures 

the villager that his relative will always defend family 

land rights. 

J.n the absence o:f qualitative reports on the perform~ 

ance of government development schemes, it 1s not surpris

ing that some authoritative circles in agricultural devel

opment think that African ,customary land law is 80 advant-
• 

ageous that the phenomenon of absentee land lordism and a 

landless peasantry has not so far appeared~(Mitsud, 1967, 2) 
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By 1~68, however, Pollock had observed a subtle development 

of absentee landlordism in the bolilands, a sort backed 

by politicians and important policy makers {Pollock, 1968). 

Future boundary problems will be generated by these growing 

numbers of aDsentee landlords who are more interested in 

profiteering and large-scale farming. One possible correct

ive measure concerns the construction of feeder roads, 

health and educational establishments and the introduction 

of settler schemes based on mixed farming~ The peasantry 

can be much more interested in its development as a human 

resource then in its perpetual subjection to tradition. 

This sort of local feeling is clearly illustrated in Sebora 

chiefdom where Makeni is spreading beyond the bounds of 

its chiefdom. Land sales are booming and the northern ex

tent of Sebora wedges into MAkari Gbanti even though there 

are no official changes in boundaries. 

The Sierra Leone/Guinea border north of Bombali haa sim

ilar characteristics to chiefdom boundaries. The presence 

of identical tribal groups on either side of the boundary, 

the difficulty of controlling human movements in a region 

where most of the roads are footpaths and the current cont

radiction in the actual location of an administrative div

ide are common obstacles to efficient administration and 

development. Officially the international boundary between 

the two countries ,is known to be demarcated. Earlier maps 

of this part of the country indicate actual boundary posts 

marling territorial limits (Fig. 4.4a). Recent maps do not 

show these ddails nor have they any indication of a boundary 
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line. There·'is thus a growing uncertainty .about an actual 

line of demarcation between Sierra Leone and Guinea (Fig. 

4.4b) • 

The main footpaths' linking villages north-east of 

Samaya"converge on Madina OUla which is a Guinea outpost. 

The only motorable road 'from Kamakwie'links 'Sanya to Madina 

OuIa, but this road is three to four miles away from vill

ages east of Sanya (Fig. 4.4b). A more intriguing situation 

concerns the actual location of the boundary along the 

Great·Scarcies River. A 1925 Sierra Leone map indicates the 

boundary along the left bank of the Great Scarcies, but all 

other~current maps place it on the right. The 1970 topogra

phic sheets of this area clearly state that the internat

ional boundary follows the right bank of the river, even 

though. there is an indication on the map that other parts 

of the boundary are not shown (Fig. 4.4b). Guinean maps 

have always indicated the boundary on the left bank. The 

important point to note is that the location of this bound

aryl on either·· side of the Great Scarcies could have been 

convenient for colonial administrations; with the achieve

ment of nationhood it 1s d1fficult.to!1magine that either 

side can be' satisfied in placing the boundarynalong a bank. 

Rather than regarding this boundary as a source ot conflict, 

potentially, President Sekou Toure of Guinea stated in 1971 

that there is no need for a boundary between the two count

ries. Local opinions about this comment have not been test

ed but the establishment ot a batallion of the Sierra Leone 

armed forces at lv!akeni in 1971 may have .far-reaching implic

ations. 
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AREA AND POPULATION COMPACTNESS: THE PROBLEM OF BEST-FIT 

GEOMETRIC FIGURES IN CHIEFDOMS 

Chiefdom boundaries in Eombali have not been greatly 

modified since 1961, when the country achieved independence. 

The definition of administrative areas for more efficient 

human organisation must have 'some high priority it this new 

nation hopes to develop its hinterland. The modification 

of present local boundaries without generating social in

stability, the location of chiefdom towns and the attendant 

problems of access to these towns, and the physical charact

eristics of chiefdoms as well as population distribution 

patterns are a few topiCS that can explain limitations in 

chiefdoms as functional areas. More theoretical aspects of 

chiefdom variations in shape and form can only be related 

to these problems for a better understanding of the struct~ 

ural characteristics of these local administrative units. 

Measurements of shape and form in geographical analysis, 

however, are still in an experimental stage and there appears 

to be no Single method that has had a conclusive acceptance 

(Note 4.1). The basic problems in measurements of shape 

stem from the minimal comparability of results between one 

method and another; and the problem ot relat1ng the abstract 

to real situations. In this study of shape, aspects of com

pactness are emphasised and shape is examined in relation 

to a functional rather than a geometric centre. The select

ion of a functional centre may be arbitrary 01 deterministic: 

but it is more meaningful in assessing the functional essence 



of a traditional centre of administration considering the 

fact that the determinants of a chiefdom town location are 

traditional and subjective. Also, in human geography, stud

ies of shapes tend to be more meaningful when related to 

their impact on population distribution within given areas. 

The first measure of shape in this study produces gener

al variations in outline compactness of chiefdoms. The 

index of outline compactness is obtained from the ratio 

of the radius of the largest inscribed circle (rI ) to that 

of the smallest circumscribing circle (rE) of a given chief

dom (i.e. rI/rE ). A second measure of compactness is ex-

pressed by the ratio of the length of a chiefdom boundary, 

to the area of the enclosed chiefdom (i.e. length of 

boundary/area). The third measure is an index of dimension

less area compactness derived from the ratio of two indices 

of area compactness - a) the mean distance of a chiefdom 

area (dA) from its administrative centre, and b) the mean 

distance of a circle of equal area (dr ) from the centre ... 
d /-(i.e. r dAle A second index of dimensionless compactness, 

that of population, is derived from the ratio of the mean 

distance of chiefdom area ~dA) to the mean distanoe of 

chiefdom populaxion (dp) from the chiefdom town ~i.e.aA/dp). 

These measures are not highly comparable but they indicate 

variations that are useful in assessing the viability of 

chiefdoms as administrative and develop~ment areas (Table 4.3). 

For example, the index of outline compactness increases 

towards 1·0 while the ratio of boundary to area is the 



Table 4.3 Some indices o~ compactness in Bombali Chiefdoms 

Chiefdom Area Boundary Boundary 

(sq.mls) Length area -rI err -dA 
rE - - ---(miles) '1 re d A dr dp -erA Ci~ 

Biriwa 283 111 0.39 505 1706 0.31 9.3 603 0.68 7.6 1.2 

Sebora 97 56 58 3.0 9.3 0.32 8.4 3.9 0.46 3.7 2.3 

Gbanti Kamaranka 148 78 0.53 4.0 11.5 0.35 6.9 5.0 0.72 5.9 1.2 

Libcisaygahun 147 78 0.53 3.3 11,6 0.28 801 4.8 0.59 7.7 1.1 

1-1agbaimba 98 64 0.65 3.5 11.0 0.32 7.7 3.8 0.49 6.8 1.1 
~ 

Makari Gbanti 219 112 0.51 6.0 14.6 0.41 7.8 6 0 1 0.78 6.0 103 -'l co 
• 

Paki Mas bong 79 52 0.61 3.5 10.0 0.35 4.3 3.6 0.84 4.2 1.0 

Gowahun 285 102 0.36 6.5 15.0 0.43 704 6.6 0.90 6.1 102 

Safxolo Limba 149 98 0.66 3.5 11.8 0.30 7.Z 4.8 0.67 6.0 1.2 

Sanda Tenraren 139 64 0.46 4.1 10.8 0.38 9.0 4.5 0.50 7.4 1.2 

Satda Lokko 228 87 0.38 5.8 14.4 0.40 9.0 5.8 0.64 6.0 1.5 

Sella Limba 150 74 0.49 4.3 17.8 0.39 5.9 4.5 0.71 3.8 1.6 

Tambakha 880 145 0.17 10.4 26.3 0.40 13.1 11.4 0.88 ~O.O 1.3 
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INDICES OF COMPACTNESS IN BOMBALI CHIEFDOMS 
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converse, givi~g a higher. value qf co~pactness with decreas

ing values !rom 1·0. The index of dimensionless population 

compactness has a lowest expected value of 1·0. The index 

of dimensionle~sarea compactness is the deviation of a 

given shape from the circle which has an index of 1·0. In 

the first index (rI/rE) variations in shapes of administ

rative areas tend to be determined by the bUlkiness of the 

administrative unit lrI ) and its general elongation lrE). 

ln the second index the size of the administrative unit 

larea) tends to> determine its level of compactness. fhere 

are thus two measures of the general forms of chiefdoms 

and two others concerning torm with respect to the locat

ion 9f chiefdom towns • 

. Values> obtained on. the index of. outline compactness are 

group~d. into .four categories ranging.from high to very low 

lFig~ 4. 5a). Sanda Lokko, Gowahun,. and Makari Gbanti have 

relatively high. values .ot· ou~line compactness. Tambakha, 

Sella Limba.and Sanda Tenraren have medium values, while 

Libeisaygahun, Safroko Limba and Biriwa have very low indic

es of outline c~mpactness. The ratio of boundary to area is 

lowest in Tambakha, Gowahun and Biriwa, indicating higher 

levels of compactness. These three chiefdoms are the largest 

individual units in Eombali. Smaller chiefdoms like Magbai

mba and Pakl Masabong had higher ratios, and hence, lower 

indices of compactness. The importance ot this particular 

ratio stems from the premise ~, all things being equal a 

larger political unit has more potential than a smaller 

one. Variations that obtain in chiefdoms are illustrated 
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in Figure 4.5b. An interesting situation is that smaller 

chiefdoms tend to be more populated. 

The variations observed in compactness can be more mean-

ingful when related to aspects like the amount of rugged 

terrain in the respective chiefdoms and the location of 

chiefdom towns. The latter is of greater significance be

cause one is interested in assessing problems of access in 

terms of distance from an administrative centre. For ex

ample, in all the chiefdoms in Hombali, the mean distance 

of area from individual administrative centres is higher 

than the mean distance of population (Table 4.3)- There are 

however, inter-chiefdom variations which reflect the att

ractive force of individual chiefdom towns to outlying 

settlements and the problem of access in a given topography. 

For example, in Sebora chiefdom the mean distance of popul

ation from Makeni, the chiefdom town, is 3·7 miles, while 

the mean distance of chiefdom area is 8-4 miles, indicating 

a higher hinterland population attraction to the administ

rative centre. ln Paki Masabong the mean distance of area 

(4·3 miles) is almost equal to that of population. Simil

arly, in Tambakha chiefdom the mean distance of population 

is as high as that of area ~Table 4.3). Overhead costs in 

the provision of access facilities are generally higher 

and less economical in administrative areas w1th~more dist

ant population from the administrative centre. In other 

words, chiefdoms with lower values at dimensionless popul--
ation compactness (dA/dp) tend to have greater demands for 
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access facilites lFig. 4.5b). 

Within the chiefdoms, population densities tend to de

cline away from the chiefdom towns lFigs. 4.6 a-m). In 

the Sebora and Sella Limba chiefdoms this decline is very 

sharp (Fig. 4.6b,m). Some hierarchical structures within 

and without chiefdoms are observable though actual sizes 

of settlements are not compared. For example the population 

density within a radius of one mile in Makeni lSebora chief

dom) is 2·5 times that of Kamakwie (Sella Limba) and 85 

times that of Fintonya (Tambakha), the smallest chiefdom 

town in Bombali (Table 4.4). One thus obtains a crude 

primacy ratio of chiefdom towns explained by an analYSis of 

area and population density patterns of chiefdoms, with 

incremental radii of one mile from these administrative 

centres. 

The area between the first and second radius from the 

chiefdom town describes an annulus with a lower range of 

primacy than the first radius. The density of population 

at this annulus is only 18 times that of Tambakha but this 

does not improve the latte~s rank. unly Kamakwie and Makeni 

retain their higher ranks. Towns like Kalangba, ~amabai, 

Binkolo and Kagbaray with lower ranks in ~his annulus do 

not have trunk roads within a two mile radius. Rogboreh 

has an improved rank and has two trunk roads within a radius 

of two miles. Masomgbo and Mapakihhave improved ranks; the 

former town is only five miles from Makeni While the latter 

is located between two district headquarters of Magboraka 



Table 4.4 An assessment of chiefdom town primacy by population density 

Chiefdom Town Chiefdom Primacy at 1 mile radius Rank Primacy at 2nd mile Rank 

Makeni Sebora 1.0 1 1.0 1 

KaI:lakwie Sella Limba 2.5 2 2.1 2 

Binkolo Safroko Limba 5.1 3 3.1 5 

Kalangba Gowahun 6.4 4 30 6 7 
/.. 

Masomgbo Makari Gbanti 6.6 5 3.0 4 
fJ 

Kamalo SBll:ia Lokko 6.8 6 3.2 6 en 
+:" • 

Kamabai Biriwa; 7.6 7 4.0 ro 

Batkanu Libeisaygahun 10.1 8 4.5 11 

Rogboreh " Sanda Tenraren 11.4 9 2.4 3 

Kamaranka Gbenti Kamaranka 12.0 10 3.7 9 

Kagbaray Magbaimba 12.5 11 4.9 12 

Mapaki Paki Masabong 14.6 12 3.6 7 

Fintonya >~ Tambakha 85.0 13 17.9 13 
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and Makeni which are only 15 miles apart. Towns with. 

hinterlands of difficult terrain and having lower ranks 

in the annulus are. Binkolo, Kamabai, ~atkanu and Kagbaray. 

The variations in primacy ratios are higher in the first 

radius and it is probable that beyond th~ built -up areas 

of these glorified villages called towns, human occupance, 

administration and development tend to be restrained by 

similar factors of access, rugged terrain and the nature of 

population distribution in a peasant agricultural system. 

This probability is tested in the next chapter which deals 

with the distribution ,of services in the district. At this 

stage, one is limited to an assessment of general variations 

of population and area, with respect to shapes of chiefdoms. 

Values obtained for the dimensionless compactness of 

population range from 1·0 to 2-3 (table 4.3). Paki Masabong, 

Magbaimba and Libeisaygahun have values under 1-2 ~Flg. 

4·5b) compared with a relatively high value of 2-; in 

Sebora. 1-6 in Sella Limba and 1·5 in Sanda ~okko chief

doms_ Most of the other chiefdoms have low to medium values 

- Tambakha, uowahun, Sanda Tenraren, Safroko Limba, 

Makari Gbanti, Gbanti Kamaranka and ~iriwa. which.are med

ium to large in area and have lower densities of popul

ation. There are some interesting contrasts between the 

dimensionless compactness of area and population. Chiefdoms 

with higher values of dimensionless area compactness, like 

Tambakha, liowahun and Paki Masa~ong have low values of 

population compactness. In other wordS, the areal forms of 
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some chiefdoms contrast with the1r population compactness, 

Such a contrast 1s associated with structural weaknesses 

within chiefdoms which may be too large in terms of the 

functional capacity of 1ts administrative centre. The chief

dom town itself may be'located at too far a distance from 

the point of minimum aggregate travel within the administ

rative unit and this can affect administrative and develop

ment efforts irrespective of the size of the chiefdom. 

In Bombali, no chiefdom haa a circular shape which is 

generally accepted as the ideal for functional efficiency. 

According to Baggett's values of geometric shapes, a circle 

has a-value of 1-0; a ten-sided polygon, 0'935; a hexagon, 

0-827; a square,0·637; and an equilateral triangle, 0'413 

l1965. 50-51). Comparing these standard values with those 

obtained for dimensionless area compactness in chiefdoms 

(Table 4.3), one finds that Tambakha. Gowahun and Paki 

Masabong are of geometric forms between a hexagon and a 

ten-sided polygon. Six chiefdoms have values between hexa

gons and square forms - Biriwa, Sanda Tenraren, Makari 

Gbanti, Safroko Limba, Sanda Lokko and Sella Limba. Four 
9-

have values between a ~are and a triangle (Fig.4.5c). 

Chiefdoms with geometric forms similar to an equilateral 

triangle tend to have their chiefdom towns farthest away 

from pOints of minimum aggregate travel - Sebora, Magbaim

ba and Sanda Tenraren. 

Chiefdom boundaries were, however, not instituted on a 

[asis of spatial rationality but on that of indirect rule. 



In nationhood, indirect rule "has adverse efrects on multi

tribal communities. One of the greatest tasks in the intern

al administration of new" natIons involves "a process'of de

tribalisationto subdue clannish and·tribal interests in 

the face of natIonal aspirations. Studies in tribal con

flicts are numerous but these have'had little relevance to 

development studies because there'·are no clearcut solutions 

to deeply based human conflicts. Adejuyigbe'sstudy of 

problems of political 'unification in Nigeria '(1967) is a 

detailed work on local conflicts, but the suggested solut

ions' :in his conclusions (344ft. ) . have not been heeded. In his 

study of Nigeria's state political structure Sada suggests 

the creation of administrative units in which the ethnic 

composition of population is balanced enough to 'prevent 

group· supremacy: 

••• "the prospects of stability are very high in a state 

where ethnic groups are sufficiently many and balanced 

in numerical strength to prevent one single group 

"from dominating the rest."(Sada, 1971). 

In other wordS, internal administrative units in a multi

tribal nation must be heterogenous in ethnic composition 

to achieve national stability. 

THE CRITERIA IN CHIEFDOM DELINEATION AND PROBLEMS OF BOUND

ARY MODIFICATION 

If chiefdoms are to outlive their traditional essence, 

they should be flexible enough to absorb adjustments that 

would generate local administrative units befitting a devel-
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oping society. In Bombali these adjustments are more likely 

to be dependent upon local attitudes towards changes in 

boundaries and upon the ability to subject tribal interests 

to national priorities. Sada's suggestions are that for 

more efficient administration, low density population areas 

should be converted to special development projects; ethnic 

and minority areas should be merged with adjoining admin

istrative units most of which are inhabited by ethnic groups 

of the same origin; and that administrative areas with diff

icult terrain should be made as compact and small as is 

possible a~d as is compatible within economic and cultural 

limitations (20). 

Based on Sadats suggestions and on the indices of shape 

in Bombali chiefdoms, changes in boundaries are necessary 

for economic progress and efficient administration. This 

option must come from the people and their rulers. and where 

it is not forthcoming any attempts at changes can be dis-

8sterous. A tew important characteristics of present 

chiefdoms in Bombali have been briefly summarised to indic

ate individual chiefdom weaknesses (Table 4.5). For example, 

Tambakha, the largest chiefdom in Bombali, has a high value 

of dimenSionless area compactness. but population compact

ness is low. The denSity of population is 11 people per 

square mile. About 23-8% of the chiefdom is rugged terrain 

and the largest single tribe, the Susu, account for 90-7% 

of the chiefdom population. Based on Sada's conditions for 

national stability this chiefdom can be declared a national 

development area. 



Table 4.5 Some characteristics of chiefdoms in Bombali 
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Biriwa 283 24,546 87 78.4 40 0.14 48.1 0.68 1.2 

Sebora 97 22,078 228 77.7 41 0.42 0.0 0.46 2.3 

Gbanti Kamaranka 148 13,921 94 88.7 27 0.18 4.6 0.72 1.2 

Libeisaygahun 147 8,384 57 72.5 36 0025 0.0 0.59 1.t 

Magbaimba 98 6,124 62 76.5 9 0.09 23.7 0.49 1.1 
~ 

Makari Gbanti 219 19,696 90 76.0 46 0.21 0.2 0.78 1.3 co 
\0 

Paki Masabong 79 11,227 142 53.8 10 0.13 6.3 0.84 1.0 • 

Gowahun 285 22,141 78 84.9 29 0.10 6.3 0.90 1.2 

Safroko Limba 149 16,612 112 97.5 15 0.10 13.2 0.67 1.2 

Sanda Tenraren 139 12,922 93 77.9 27 0.19 3.6 0.50 1.2 

Sanda Lokko 228 12,528 55 46.7 16 0.07 17.2 0.64 1.5 

Sella Limba 150 18,763 125 81.6 4~ 0.27 3.0 Ol77 1.6 

Tambakha 880 9,784 11 90.7 45 0.05 23.8 0.88 1.3 
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In Sella Limba the dimensionless compactness ot area 

and population is medium and the density of population is 

relatively high {125 persons per sq. mile~_ Only 3-0% of 

the chiefdom is of rugged terrain; and the Limba alone 

account for 81-6% of the 18,763 people in the chiefdom. 

This high level of tribal homogeneity is a weakness in 

Sella chiefdom_ In Sanda Lokko chiefdom-the largest tribal 

group accounts for only 46-7% of the total population, but 

the Lokko and Limba respectively account for 35-3% and 9-2%

These large minority tribes are majority groups in Magbaimba 

and Sella Limba which are contigUous_ (Table 4.2). A fairly 

large part of the chiefdom is of rugged terrain (17-2%) 

and the density of population (55 per sq, mile) is lower 

than the district average of 69 per sq. mile. So that even 

though the chiefdom is fairly compact in area and population 

it has attendant problems of terrain and ethnic mixtures. 

In Sanda Tenraren 77-9% of the population is Temne. The 

non-indigenous Fullah account for 19- 5~~ of the population 

while the remaining 2·6% is accounted for by neighbouring 

tribes- The density of population is medium (93 per sq. mile). 

Only 3-6% of this chiefdom is oft rugged terrain but it is 

compact in ares and population. In Safroko Limbs 97-5% of 

the people are Limbs. In neighbouring Paki Masabong this 

tribe accounts for 45-4§ of the population_ North of Safroko 

in Biriwa 78-4% of the population is also Limba. In other 

words Safroko chiefdom is not only least diverse in tribal 

compOSition, it also shares common administrative boundaries 

with identioal groups_ The area compactness is low and 13.~% 
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of the chiefdom is of rugged terrain. Gowahun chiefdom 

has a high index of a~ea compactness but a low population 

compactness ratio. Only 6-3% of the. chiefdom" is rugged 

terrain. Although the density of population is above the 

dist~ict average, the Lokko alone form 84-9% of· the popul

ation. 

Higher percentages of ethnic minorities, and hence great

er ethnic mixtures are observed in Makar! Gbanti, Magbaimba, 

and Libe1saygahunj but like most other cases these minorit

ies are major groups in neighbouring chiefdoms. For example, 

18'4 % of the population of Libeisaygahun is Temne, but in 

Mkari Gbanti to the south this tribe forms 76'0% of the pop

ulation. In Magbaimba 23-7% of the land is rugged, the den

sity of population is low, as well as its compactness. 

Contrasting with these three chiefdoms is Paki Masabong 

which has a relatively high popuation density (142 per sq. 

mile) a high level of ethnic heterogeneity and a high index 

of area compactness. Population compactness is however 

lowest in this chiefdom even though only 6~;% of the land 

is rugged. 

In Gbanti Kamaranka, only 11'3% of the populat1on·is 

not Temne. The Fullah and Susu respectively account for 

6·1% and 3-6% of the population. The chiefdom has low 

indices of area and population compactness, Sebora chief

dom has the highest density of population ( 228 per sq. 

mile) but 77-7% of its people are Temne. The Limba, ~ullah 
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Mende, Lokko and Susu together form 17-9% of this chlef

dom 1 s population (Table 4.2). There is no rugged terrain 

but Sebora is least compact in area. Contrasting to Sebora 

is Biriwa to the east where4~-1% of the land is rugged, 

and the population density drops to 87 per sq. mile. The 

main minority tribes in this chiefdom are the Mandingo, 

(12·9%) and Fullah (6-2%), groups that are non-indigenous. 

Evidently the basic conditions for chiefdom structures 

do not fully obtain in anyone chiefdom in Bombali. Exclud

ing Sebora and Sella Limba, the ratios of motorable roads 

to chiefdom areas are very low, and this is especially sig

nificant in Tambakha, Sanda Lokko, Satroko Limba, Magbaimba, 

and #iriwa, where over 10% of the terrain is rugged. Sim

ilarly, chiefdoms with low population densities tend to be 

least compact and this reflects tha administrative burden 

of reaching dispersed settlements from chiefdom towns. 

Changes in present local boundaries can be a difficult.axer

cise conSidering the present limitations of tradition,~and 

tribal rulers. Modifications should be designed to minimise 

the disparity in sizes ot local administrative units, to 

increase·~their diversity of ethnic groups without straining 

the present infrastructural patterns and more important, 

current traditional norms. Settlement schemes inyolving all 

tribes should be encouraged and these schemes may well be 

successful provided that chiefdoms are grouped into develop

ment project areas within the district. One subtle condition . 
in such project areas is that each should contain at least 

three different tribal rulers. Such a move may have the much 
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needed effect of indu-clng local author! ties' to start think

ing of regional rather than chiefdom priorities. 

, ,', ' 

Much optimism cannot, however, be placed on possible 

changes in attitudes of traditional rulers towards the des

ignation of development project area~ even though this 

does not mean a change in the-status of chiefdoms. Qperat-, 

ions of this nature may be successful provided sugge~tions 

to this' end were made by chiefs themselves. OtherWise, 

development project areas may be regarded as a thoughtless 

imposition of demands oD,ru1ers. The development officer's 

services are most needed at this,stage to direct the thoughts 

of local authorities towards this objective. Experience in 

local administration has proved that while traditional 

rule cannot be phased out immediatley, much can be achieved 

by-some'subtle direction of local leadership. 

This very important aspect of early colonial rule. does, 

'not seem to be currently exploited and the result of intro

ducing legislative changes without the backing ,of chiefs 

has had ita aide-effects, in several instances. The intro

due.tion of court preSidents and chie.tdom speakers in local 

administration during the early sixties ·did not only tend 

:to rob chiefs of their legal powers, but also the tradition

al belief in their absolute wisdom. The internal instabil

ity engendered by such a policy has left chiefs with altern

atives associated with feudalism and unflinching support 

for what they believe to be government ambitions. A current 
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report on activities of chiefs in Sierra Leone politics 

brings out much of this attitude: 

"At a meeting of paramount chiefs from allover 

the country, a resolution was passed calling for a 

one party system of government .... other chiefs claimed 

that much of the 'trouble in chiefdoms was create-d by 

speakers and court preSidents who considered themselves 

more important than chiefs." (West Africa Review, 1972 .. 

. 639). 

Another major obstacle to boundary changes concerns the 

implications such modifications may have on neighbouring 

districts. Western ~ombaii forms the eastern margin of the 

boliland area which extends to Brimaia and Tonko Limba 

chiefdoms in Kambia district: Kholifa, Kholifa Mabang and 

Malal in Tonkolili district: and Sanda Magbolonto chiefdom 

in Port Lokko district. In other wordS, the physical regions 

in Bombali are simple extensions of what obtain in neighbour

ing districts. Similarly. tribal chiefdoms tend to be cont

iguous to identical groups in the neighbouring districts. 

Hence, the problems of local boundaries in Bombali transcend 

regional administrative units. ~n this respect, these are 

national problems which must interest people keen on accel~ 

arated 'development of the country. 
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NOTE 4.1 

The most,. current definitive work on the measurement of 
. , 

shape, in geography, is by ~lairand Biss (1961). uther 
" 

important previous works include ~unge \1962), ~oyce and 

Clark \1964), Stoddart \1965) and Haggett \1965). The basic 

interest in boundaries and the shapes they describe lIes 

in the problems and limitations they impose on human org

anisations. When consideration is given to the fact that 

local boun'daries in most underdeveloped areas were not de

lineaj;ed:' on geometric lines, the complexi ty of problems 

that can be involved in possible modifications have human 

a~d economic implications. The use of shape in this study 

is related with the functional efficiency of chiefdoms 

which are administered from chiefdom towps. The functional 

cent~e for this study is thus the chiefdom town; and the 

chiefdom's efficiency is measured by the mean distance 

from any point within the chiefdom to~e chiefdom town. The 

distances of chiefdom area and population from the chiefdom 

town are other useful measures of efficiency. 

The mean distance of area from the administrative centre 

is calculated by means of concentric circles of incremental 

radii of one mile. Since the lengths of concentric arCB 

are proportional to the areas at the appropriate distances, 

it is possible to calculate frequencies of area at given 

distances from administrative areas. Hence,~dA =~Ad; 
il 
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and fora circle of equal area~ dr = 2/3 J ~1 • 

The area of a complete annulus described by inner and outer 

radii r 1 ' r 2 and perimeters P1' P2 z (r§) P2 - (-i-) P1 

and for an incomplete annulus of radii r i , rj and perimeters 

Area = ( (r i - r'j) =' (P j + Pi' ) '( r i - r j ). 

2"', 

" , 

Indentations are calculated manually and added or subtrated 
. , 

as the case may be. The mean distance of population is 

calcUlated by using the class midpoint of population with

in an annulus described by.radii r i , r j ; i.e.' 
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CHAPTER V 

THE INFRASTRUCTURE IN BOMBALI 

INTRODUCTION 

The infrastructure of Bombali has been studied under 

two main topics: a) the system of transportation and b) the 

distribution of basic services. Both characteristics are 

fairly simple and typical of hinterland situations of a 

colonial market oriented system. Feeder roads have started 

developing and services tend to be concentrated at administ

rative centres. For several years, makeni was the terminus 

of the railway in Northern Sierra Leone. The motor roads that 

were later constructed to converge on this township were a 

secondary development of a large hinterland's transportat

ion system. the railway has now been phased out in this part 

of the country and replaced by motor transportation. ln 

other words, hinterland routes are presently the primary 

lines of communication, and this study puts special emphasis 

on this change within the district. The importance 01' indiv

idual settlements and chiefdoms is studied in relation to 

other parts of the district without considering: a) the old 

railway, which has had greater effect on the growth of 

Makeni, and b) national infrastructures which give greater 

importance to the district centre. By omitting these two 

important factors, it has been possible to examine the dis

trict as if it had been a closed infrastructural system. 

TRANSPORTATI ON 

The availability of motorable roads is probably the most 

important factor~determining the distribution ~f basic 
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services'in" Bombali ; The': problem of linking chiefdom towns 

by a network of motor roads tends to override physical 

limitations; so that human and' cultural' .factors are likely 

to be equally important determinants of the 'location of 

basic services. Major motor roads in the district are struct

ured ,to~link district headquarters with most chiefdom 

towns. Since each aistrict has only one main'centre, the 

transport system is basically an inter-dfstrict centre link 

which is of a higher hierarchy-than links within a chief

dom. 'The' problem one faces on road ne'tworks relates to a 

primary'stage of rural development in which internal links 

of" hinterlands, the sour'ces of primary production) are yet 

to be developed. 

Human occupance and the ultimate growth of settlement in 

Bombalihave tended to be more closely related to cultural 

than to"economic conditions. An explanation of the 'pattern 

of roads'in this di~tri~t should ref1ect'this cultural ele

ment if any objective conclusions can be reached. Religion 

paved the way for administrative organisation in Bo~ba1i. 

Early missionaries instituted schools, health centres 

and community organisation long before the impact of col

onial administration was felt. These early elements of an 

organised community generated a possible hierarchy between 

'the footpaths linking the locations of missionary activity 

and other'settlements. Later, when the colonial administ

rator arrived it was probably eaSier for him to select con

venient centres for administrative purposes •. At present 

six of the thirteen chiefdomwwns are locations of early 
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missionary work - Kamabai, Binkolo, Mapaki, Bendembu, Mas

omgbo, and Kamakwie. Only two chiefdom towns do not have 

primary schools operated by missionaries, Batkanu and 

Rogbore. 

The study of transport networks in Bombali is probably 

limited in scope because the linkage of Makeni, the distr

ict centre, to other district centres of the country tends 

to be of greater significance at a national level. However, 

the importance of Makeni as a nodal point in the national 

transport system is reduced if there i8 minimal connectiv

ity with its immediate hinterland. This study is therefore 

directed towards an explanation ot these district centrel 

hinterland characteristics in transport networks. This in 

itself is more important in rural development studies where 

the distance factor can be of tremendous importance in eco

nomic productivity. Even in planned socialist economies 

where the consumption of certain goods is controlled by 

government, the distance from place of residence to the 

location ofacgood is normally of considerable importance. 

In rural areas of dispersed settlement like Bombali.progress 

in road construction and Bubsequentservice:dlstrlbution 

are even more problem~atic. The present concentration ot 

essential services in ch~efdom towns is 'amost reasonable 
c. 

alternative, especially when confronted with dispersed 

settlements and limited transportation. 

The most efficient means of tran'sportatlon in Bombal! 

are the dusty motor roads, most of which have not had any 
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major improvement since their construction. The odd wooden 

bridge has had to be replaced atter an old one is swept off 

by floods or worn out by heavy trunk traffic. Well graded 

short distances on these narrow roads are occasional road 

"luxuries" which are provided when heaps of gravel accum

ulated on the roads become too deadly for traffiC, when the 

pot-holes become so numerous that speed is reduced to a bare 

10 miles per hour, or when muddy conditions do not allow 

any traffic at all. 

The reader is asked to accept that these roads are in 

fact the all-weather roads that appear in road maps of this 

part of the country; and one is lett to imagine attendant 

problems of vehicle wear and tear, travelling hazards and 

travelling times. There are 314 miles of such all-weather 

roads and 71 miles of seasonal motor roads in the district 

(Table 5.1). In 1972 a 14 mile stretch of metalled road 

emerged in the district linking Makeni and Lunsar. This road 

represents the best improvement in roads since the early 

'50's. 

Most chiefdoms do not have adequate motor roads. Out of 

1; chiefdoms only 4 have motorable roads of at least ;0 

miles' length. Most of the· roads tend to cut across chief

doms to form a simple network (Fig. 5.1) largely depicting 

Logan's external export oriented system where the regional 

centre becomes a major node of most transportation routes 

(1970, 118). An interesting situation in Bombali is that 

excluding palm kernels there is no other important commodity 



Table 5.1 Lengths of motorable roads in Bomba!i Chiefdoms, 1972 

Chiefdom 

Biriwa 

Sebora 

Gbanti Kamaranka 

Libe~~aygahun 

Magbaimba 

Makari Gbanti 

PaId Masabllmg 

Gowahun 

Safroko Limba 

Sanda Tenraren 

Sanda Lokko 

Sella Limba 

Tambakha 

" 
~ 

~ (sqo miles) All-weather roads Seasonal roads 

283 

97 

148 

147 

98 

219 

79 
" 

285 

149 

139 

228 

150 

880 

"' 

(in miles) (in miles) 

40 

31 

25 

26 

5 

38 

10 

29 

9 

25 

17 

28 

31 

314 

, -, 

10 

2 

10 

4 

8 

6 

2 

2 

13 

14 

71 
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for foreign markets. Rather, the district is a source of 

local surpluses of domestic products like rice, groundnuts. 

cassava, pineapples and other vegetables with ready intern

al markets in Freetown (Fig. 5.1). The transportation of 

cattle from this major source region probably has a higher 

demand on more efficient communications than all other farm 

products put together (Clarke, 1966, 83). The supply area 

of groundnuts for Freetown markets extends to the north

eastern sector of the district. A lot of rice from the boli

lands is destined for markets in Freetown, 1unsar and the 

diamond mines farther south. Makeni, with an urban populat

ion of over 12,000 in 1963, absorbs a lot of the more per

ishable commodities in Bombali. The market for cattle on 

the other hand tends to be larger than any other single 

agricultural produce. 

Traffic densities on these roads are rather low {Table 

5.2); but it is worth noting that 80% of the vehicles 

braving them are heavy trucks. The two mile distance 

between Pamlap and Makeni had a mean traffic density of 

106 vehicles per day each way between 1~66 and 1971 ~P.W.D., 

1972). The Pamlap/Sendugu road had a northern flow of 66 

vehicles and a southbound traffic of 78 per day for the 

same period {Fig. 5.2). The flow pattern in most northern 

routes beyond Sendugu are similar to the Pamlap/Kabala 

route where the volume of traffic tends to be the same in 

either direction. 

The flow pattern has two complications at Pamlap. vehicles 

from Guinea and Port Lokko often head for Kabala without 
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Table 5.2 Mean traffic density on main routes in Bombali,1966-197t; 

, t Route No. vehicles per day 

Port Lokko junction to Batkanu 27 
.e 

Batkanu to Prt.Lokko Junction 11 

Batkanu to Sendugu Junction 14 

Sendugu Junction to Batkanu 14 

SendugU Junction to Kamakwie 37 

Kamakwie to Sendugu Junction 37 

Kamakwie to Tomparie 28 

Tomparie to Kamakwie 27 

Sendugu Junction to Pamlap 78 

Pamlap to Sendugu Junction 66 

Pamlap to Kabala 68 

Kabala to Pamlap 69 

Makeni to Pamlap 106 

Pamlap to Makeni 106 

Source: Public Works Department, 1972, Makeni. 



necessarily reaching Makeni. Within Jjombali itself, 10 

of the 13 chiefdom towns are north of Pamlap; and these are 

small staging posts and centres of destination for many 

passenger vehicles. It so happens that a tribesman driver 

from a locality is more trusted by his neighbourhood than 

others, especially for trips involving long journeys to 

relatives in the big towns. A lorry driver is often prone 

to wait on his tribesmen passengers for two or three days, 

knowing full well that when he leaves his chiefdom he is 

less likely to attract long distance passengers who do not 

understand his language. Similarly fellow tribesmen can 

wait for days for the arrival of their truck from places 

like Bo or Freetown. 

A government bus service operates between l'lreetown, Lun

sar and Makeni. This road transport service has only been 

extended to ~in~olo and Masomgbo which are barely seven and 

five miles from Makeni respectively. The rest of the dist

rict has to contend with local drivers who have strong 

monopolies n their chiefdoms. It is not surprising that 

the greatest public hazards and problems for the traffic 

policaman are associated with overloading, and the mixture 

of goods like bags of palm kernels, rice with sheep, goats, 

one or two cows and human beings. 

Traffic statistics available do not include night travel 

which accounts for the movement of most contraband goods, 

illegal movements of Guineans and Sierra Leoneans from one 
" 

country to the other. Roads beyond Pamlap are little better 
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than classical pioneer fringe situations where the police 

are expected to grappte with all s6rts of problems ranging 

from accidents, dangerous driving, licenses and insurance 

policies to contraband goods and illegal entry into the 

country, Excluding the police division at Makeni, there are 

five policemen stationed at Kamakwie and two at Yana. These 

outpost officers are arme'd but have no access to police 

transportation or telecommunication facilities; so that 

their operations are more or less dependent on the goodwill 

of local drivers. 

TRAVEL TIME AS AN HISTORICAL MODEL IN TRANSPORT iNNOVATION 

The relationship between settlement growth and the pro

gress in road construction in Bombali is best explained by 

an historical model in whicp travel times at specific per

iods are compared and used as indices of accessibility to 

settlement locations. rrhe assumptions in ;such a model are 

that settlements were already existent at a given period 

before an innovation - in this case by 1900 - and' that t~e 

motor road is a transport innovation in Bombali where travel 

has for long periods been by foot) ,and load porterage by 

head. Janelle describes this model in his explanation of 

the dynamics of the settlement-transport complex {1969. 

348-68), in which travel time from one place to the other 

1s measured in relation to transport innovations that have 

taken place within given periods of time. From this model 

one obtains an average travel time per annum - the time

space convergence rate or the aggregate time-expenditure in 
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transport required for that place or area to satisfy its 

operational needs lJanelle, 1969, 349). 

In other words, one has a measure of the travel time 

saved for a given period during which some transportation 

innovation is generated. A hypothesis here is that settle

ments tend to increase their interaction and hence, their 

growth potentials as travel time is minimised. In Bombali 

this tendency has had moments of increasing and stagnating 

trends in conformity with the progress in road construction. 

The present district towns and settlements with a population 

of about 450 by 1963 are used to exemplify this character

istic. 

Distances from one chiefdom town to another are held 

constant. based on the present road mileage (Table 5.3) and 

one derives a sum of all distances of other chiefdom towns 

from a particular town; that 
n 

i = 4d (i,j) 

is -

where d is the distance 

from a chiefdom centre i to j and other (n) centres. This 

sum of distance value is in tact a crude index of accessib-

illty. 

Rogbore, the chiefdom centre for Sanda Tenraren, has the 

lowest sum of distances to other centres (317miles). Fintonya 

in Tambakha chietdom,has a value that is more than double 

that of the most accessible centre (644 miles). Makeni, in 



Table 5.3 Road mileage and Chiefdom towns in Bombali (1972) 

cd 
cd Q) 

~ 
~ cd 0 

~ ..-t cd § "1"4 fa .0 0 s:: 
~ 

0 ~ ~ cd Ill) ..-t .-f "1"4 0 .-f k 0 .0 ~ S .!.4 0 s:: ~ cd CIS .g, .0 .!.4 CIS 0 CIS ~ 
Q) 

~ a ! m ~ ~ i1 r-f III A ~ ..-t CIS CIS 0 CIS cd cd CIS "1"4 
~ ~ ::4 ~ ~ ~ ::4 ~ ~ ;:;:: ~ ~ 

Fintonya 13 21 30 44 41 62 86 53 73 82 71 68 

Kamakwie 13 8 17 31 28 49 73 :40 60 69 58 55 
Kar:1a1o 21 8 9 23 20 41 65 32 52 61 50 47 

Kamaranka 30 17 9 14 11 32 56 23 43 52 41 38 N 
I-' 

Kagbaray 44 31 23 14 9 30 54 21 41 50 39 36 N • 
Rogbore 41 28 20 11 9 21 45 12 32 41 30 27 

Batkanu 62 49 41 32 30 21 60 27 47 56 45 42 
Kamabai 86 73 65 56 54 45 60 33 27 36 15 22 

Kalangba 53 40 32 23 21 12 27 33 20 29 18 15 

~18.Somgbo 73 60 52 43 41 32 47 27 20 19 12 5 

Mapaki 82 69 61 52 50 41 56 36 29 19 21 14 

Binkolo 71 58 50 41 39 30 45 15 18 12 21. 7 

~'~akeni 68 55 47 38 36 27 42 22 15 5 14 7 

644 501 429 366 392 317 512 572 323 431 540 407 326 
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Sebora chiefdom, has the third lowest value (326 miles) 

and hence third in rank of accessibility. ln other words, 

the district centre is not the most accessible; but Rogbore 

which ranks first happens to be one of the smallest chief

dom centres, with a population of less than 500 by 1963. 

Rates on travel time are assumed for three periods of 

road development in Bombali - 1900. 1925 and 1955. ln 1900 

there were no motor roads in the district and since travel 

was mainly on foot, it is assumed that a man was capable 

of walking 3·5 miles per hour. By 1925 there were some 

motorable roads in the district. For example the Makeni/ 

Kabala road had gone beyond Kamabai and 17 miles of the 

Makeni/Kamakwie road had been completed. The Port Lokko/ 

Batkanu road had reached Mateboi (5 miles). It is estimated 

that on such roads the average speed was about 25 m.p.h. 

Major road construction in Bombali had been completed by 

1955 and the present network has had little modification 

since then. By this period speed on those dusty roads was 

limited to 30 m.p.h. 

These speed rates for 1900, 1~25 and 1955 are applied to 

chiefdom town distances to estimate the respective travel 

times (Tables 5.4. 5.5. 5.6). ln 1900 when travel by foot 

was common, variations in the accessibility of settlements 

were the same as distance sums ~Table 5.3); but in 1925 

changes were apparent. There was a general decline of'trav

el time which was further reduced by 1955. ]'or example the 



Table 5.4 Travel times £or Inter-Chie£dom centres, 1900 

~ 
d (I) 

~ ~ d 0 
~ oM CD g ..-l ,0 

~ 0 J::: 

~ 
0 S-4 S-4 d bo oM r-4 OM 0 ..-t S-4 d 0 tIS ,0 ~ a ~ 0 J::: +> d a ,0 ,0 ~ d 0 ~ Q) J::: ~ a b.o tlO +> {i ..-t (I) p.. $::l ~ ..-l d 0 ct! d ct! tIS oM I%. ~ ~ ~ ~ p:l !Xl ~ ~ ::;;: ::.:: !Xl ::;:: 

Fintonya 3.71 6.0 8.57 12.57 11.71 17.71 24057 15.14 20.86 23.43 20.29 19.43 
Kamakwie 3.71 2.29 4.86 8.86 8.0 14.0 20.86 11.43 17.14 19.71 16.57 15.71 
Kamalo 6.0 2.29 2.57 6.57 5.71 11.71 18057 9.14 14.86 17043 14.29 13.49 
Kamaranka 8.57 4086 2.57 4.0 3.14 9.14 16.0 6.57 12.29 14.86 11.71 10.86 
Kagbaray 12.57 8.86 6.57 4.0 2.57 8.57 15.43 6.0 11.71 14.29 11 .14 10.29 N 

~ 

Rogbore 11.71 8.0 5.71 3.14 2.57 6.0 12.86 3.43 9.14 11.71 8.57 7.71 
+=" • 

Batkanu 17.71 14.0 11.71 9.14 8.57 6.0 7.14 7.71 13.43 16.0 12.86 1200 

Kamabai 24.57 20.86 18.57 16.0 15.43 12.86 17.14 9.43 7.71 10.29 4.29 6.29 
Kalangba 15.14 11.43 9.14 6.57 6.0 3.43 7.71 9.43 5.71 8.29 5.14 4.29 

J 

Masomgbo 20.86 17.14 14.86 12.29 11.71 9.14 13.43 7.71 5.71 5.43 3.43 1.43 

Mapaki 23.43 19.71 17.43 14.86 14.29 11.71 16.0 10.29 8.29 5.43 6.0 4.0 

Binkolo 20.29 16.57 14.29 11.71 1'014 8.57 12.86 4.29 5.14 3.43 600 2.0 

Makeni 19.43 15.71 13.43 10.86 10.29 7.71 12.0 6.29 4.29 1.43 4.0 2.0 

Total(in 183.99 143.14 122.57 104.57 112.0 90.55 146.27 163.54 92.28 123.14 151.44 116.29 107.44 

hours) 



Table 5.5 Travel times for Inter-Chiefdom centres. 1925 

QS 
QS CD § ~ QS a 
~ -S CI> :1 OM .0 ~ a a J..4 J..4 ffi d bO ..-i rl ..... 
0 ~ rl J..4 QS 0 p 

~ a ~ 0 s.:: ~ QS QS 
~ .0 ~ d 0 ~ OJ s.:: m ~ ~ tlO +> m rl rn p. s.:: ..!4 ..... QS 0 QS QS QS QS ..... QS P<t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j:Q ~ ~ ~ ::;: ~ ~ 

Fintonya 3.71 6.0 8.57 12.57 11.71 16.49 16.46 15.14 17.17 19.7 15.86 15.74 
Kamakwie 3.71 2.29 4.86 8.86 8.0 12.57 12.75 11.43 13.46 16.03 12.15 12.03 
Kamalo 6.0 2.29 2.57 6.57 5.71 11.34 10.46 9.14 11.17 13.74 9.86 9.74 
Kamaranka 8.57 4.86 2.57 4.0 3.14 7.9 7.89 6.57 8.6 11.17 7.29 7.17 
~agbaray 12.57 8.86 6.57 4.0 2.57 7.34 7.32 6.0 8.03 10.6 6.72 6.6 
Rogbore 11.71 8.0 5.71 3.14 2.57 4.77 4.75 3.43 5.46 8.03 4.15 4.03 
Batkanu 16.49 12.57 11.34 7.9 7.34 4.77 7.81 6.49 8.51 11.09 7.21 7.09 
Ka.mabai 16.46 12.75 10.46 7.89 7.32 4.75 7.81 1.32 4.03 4.88 0.6 0.88 
Kalangba 15.14 11.43 9.14 6.57 6.0 3.43 6.49 1.32 0.8 4.6 0.72 0.6 
Masomgbo 17.17 13.46 11.17 8.6 8.03 5.46 8.51 4.03 0.8 5.43 1.7 1.43 

Mapaki 19.7 16.03 13.74 11.17 10.6 8.03 11.09 4.88 4.6 5.43 4.28 4.0 

Binkolo 15.86 12.15 9.86 7.29 6.72 4.15 7.21 0.6 0.72 1.7 4.28 0.28 

Makeni 15.74 12.03 9.74 7.17 6.6 4.03 7.09 0.88 0.6 1.43 4.0 0.28 

Total (in 159.12 118.14 98.59 79.73 87.18 65.75 108.61 79.15 66.24 85.79 113.55 70.82 69.59 

hours) 

N 
I-' 
\J\ • 



Table 5.6 Travel times for Inter-Chiefdom centres. 1955 

as 
CIS CD ~ ~ ctI 0 >. .... s:: CD § .... ~ ,0 0 s:: :c 0 as ~ F-t ctI ~ 

~ 
...... .... 0 ~ ...... ~ 0 ,0 § a 0 s:: .... ! .0 ,0 ~ CIS 0 ~ CD s:: it ~ bD bD .... fa ...... til Po ~ ..... ctI 0 as ctI as as .... 

"'" 
t:.4 t:.4 t:.4 t:.4 0:: ~ t:.4 t:.4 ;:E: ~ ~ ;:E: 

Fintonya 0.43 0.7 1.0 1.47 1.37 2.07 2,87 1.77 2.43 2.73 2.37 2.27 
Kamakwie 0.43 0.27 0.57 1.03 0.93 1.63 2.43 1.33 2.0 2.3 1.93 1.83 

Kamalo 0.7 0.27 0.3 0.77 0.67 1.37 2.17 1.07 1.73 2.03 1.67 1.57 
Kamaranka 1.0 0.57 0.3 0.47 0.37 1.07 1.87 0.77 1.43 1.73 1.37 1.27 N 

t-J 

Kagbaray 1.47 1.03 0.77 0.47 0.3 1.0 1.8 0.7 1.37 1.67 1.3 1.2 ~ • 
Rogbore 1.37 0.93 0.67 0.37 0.3 0.7 1.5 0.4 1.07 1.37 0.1 0.9 
Batkanu 2.07 1.63 1.37 1.07 1.0 0.7 2.0 0.9 1.57 1.87 1.5 1.4 
Kamabai 2.87 2.43 2.17 1.87 1.8 1.5 2.0 1.1 0.9 1.2 0.5 0.73 
Kalangba 1.77 1.33 1.07 0.77 0.7 0.4 0.9 1.1 0.67 0.97 0.6 0.5 
11asomgoo 2.43 2.0 1.73 1.43 1.37 1.07 1.57 0.9 0.67 0.63 0.4 0.17 
Mapaki 2.73 2.3 2.03 1.73 1.67 1.37 1.87 1.2 0.97 0.63 0.7 0.47 

Binkolo 2.37 1.93 1.67 1.37 1.3 0.1 1.5 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.23 
Hakeni. 2.27 1.83 1.57 1.27 1.2 0.9 1.4 0.73 0.5 0.17 0.47 0.23 

Total 
{" h } 21.48 16.68 14.32 12.22 13.08 9.68 
1n ours 

17.08 19.07 10.78 14.37 17.67 12.67 12054 
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travel time for Rogbore declined from 9u-6 hours in 1900 

to 9-7 in 1955. That of b'intonya from 184 hours to 21· 5. 

The centrality of settlement location is ot similar 

consequence to settlement growth especially in unplanned 

economies where the distribution of larger centres of pop

ulation is a function of physical and cultural factors. 

This is clearly illustrated in the first stage of transport 

innovation (1YOO-19~5) where the time-space convergence 

rates are highest for Kamabai (211·2}, Binkolo {109) 

Masomgbo {106-6)_ These are followed by mapaki (90-9), 

Makeni (90-9), Batkanu (90-4) and Kamakwie .{86-7). Rogbore, 

which is most accessible with respect to the present trans

port network has a low value of 59-5 for this period 

(Table 5.7). Most of the chiefdom towns with higher time

space convergence values are early missionary and administ

rative centres_ it would appear that in Bombali tne slight

est variations in levels of geographic momentum in settle

ments tended to increase diversities in rates of population 

growth. 

In the long run more remote 'centres would have higher 

convergence values which merely indicates the progress in 

road construction and inter-settlement oonneotivity. For 

example, for the period between 1925 and 1955 (Table 5.8) 

Fintonya had a time space, convergence rate of 275-3, which 

is double that of Rogbore (112·1) and 1-7 times that of 

Makeni (114 -1) _ For this whole period of 5'5 years the rate 

for Fintonya is about 2-5 times thato! Rogbore and Kalangba 



Table 5.7 Time space convergence for Chiefdom centres 1900 1925 

'" '" CD 

~ ~ '" 0 >, ..-4 CD 

~ 
..-4 fa ,.0 0 s:: :;.: 0 ~ J..t '" ~ ..-4 ..... -.-I 0 ~ .-4 f.4 0 .a ~ a ~ 0 s:: ~ '" '" ,.0 

~ ~ '" 0 ~ CD s:: fa m m b.o ~ m ..... Ol P, 
~ ..-4 '" 0 '" '" '" '" -.-I I'q ~ ~ ~ ::.:: ~ !Xl ~ ::.:: =0:: ::<: p::) ~ 

Fintonya 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.93 19.46 0.0 8.86 8.95 10.63 8.86 

Kamakwie 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.43 28.37 8.9 17.76 8.83 10.61 8.83 
N 

Kamalo 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.89 19.46 0.0 8.86 8.86 10.63 8.86 I--' co 
• 

Kamaranka 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.98 19.46 0.0 8,86 8.86 10.61 8.86 

Kagbaray 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.95 19.46 0.0 8.83 8.86 10.61 8.86 

Rogbore 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.95 19.46 0.0 8.83 8.83 10.61 8.83 

Batkanu 2.93 3.43 0.89 2.98 2.95 2.95 22.39 2.93 11.81 11.78 13.56 11.78 

Kamabai 19.46 28.37 19.46 19.46 19.46 19.46 '22.39 19.46 8.83 12.98 8.86 12.98 

Kalangba 0.0 8.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.93 19.46 11.78 8.86 10.61 8.86 

Masomgbo 8.86 17.76 8.86 8.86 8.83 8.83 11.81 8.83 11.78 0.0 4.15 0.0 

Mapaki 8.95 8.83 8.86 8.86 8.86 8.83 11.78 12.98 8.86 0.0 4.13 0.0 

Binkolo 10.63 10.61 10.63 10.61 10.61 10.61 13.56 8.86 10.61 4.15 4.13 4. 13 

Makeni 8.86 8.83 8.86 8.86 8.86 8.83 11.78 12.98 8.86 0.0 0.0 4.13 

Total (in 

minutes) 59.69 86.73 57.56 59.63 59.57 59.51 90.38 211.17 71.4 106.57 90.94 109.14 90085 



Table 5.8 Time space convergence for Chiefdom centres 1925 - 1955 

~ 
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Fintonya 6.56 10.6 15.14 22.2 20.68 28.84 27.18 26.74 29.48 33.94 26.98 26.94 
Kamakwie 6.56 4.04 8.58 15.66 14.14 20.98 20.64 20.2 22.92 27.46 20.44 20.4 
Kamal 0 10.6 4.04 4.54 11.6 10.08 19.42 16.58 16.14 18.88 23.42 16.38 16.34 
Kamaranka 15.14 8.58 4.54 7.06 5.54 13.66 12.04 11.6 14.34 18.88 11.84 11.8 ~ 

'-0 

Kagbaray 22.2 15.66 11.6 7.06 4.54 12.68 11.04 10.6 13.32 17.86 10.84 10.8 • 

Rogbore 20.68 14.14 10.08 5.54 4.54 8.14 6.5 6.06 8.78 13.32 8.1 6.26 

Batkanu 28.84 20.98 19.42 13.66 12.68 8.14 11.62 11.18 13.88 18.44 11.42 11.38 

Kamabai 27.18 20.64 16.58 12.04 11.04 6.5 11.62 0.44 6.26 7.36 0.2 0.3 

Kalangba 26.74 20.2 16.14 11.6 10.6 6.06 11.18 0.44 0.26 7.26 0.24 0.2 

Masomgbo 29.48 22.92 1~ 14.34 13.32 8.78 13.88 6.26 0.26 9.6 2.6 2.52 

Mapaki 33.94 27.46 23.42 18.88 17.86 13.32 18.44 7.36 7.26 9.6 7.16 7.06 

Binkolo 29098 20.44 16.38 11.84 10.84 8.1 11.42 0.2 0.24 2.6 7.16 0.1 

Makeni 26.94 20.4 16.34 11.8 10.8 6.26 11.38 0.3 0.2 2.52 7.06 0.1 

Total (in 

minutes) 275.28 202.02 168.02 135.02 148.2 112.14 181.64 120.16 110.92 142.84 191.76 r16.3 114.1 



Table 5.9 Time space convergence for Chiefdom centres 1900 - 1955 

oj 
(Ij Q) ~ ~ as 0 
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s:I m fit m b.O +" m r-i III p.. 
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Fintonya 3.58 5.78 8.25 1201 11027 17.05 23.65 14.57 20.09 22.56 19053 . 18.7 
Kamakwie 3.58 2.2 4.68 8.53 7.71 13.48 20.09 11.00 16.5 18.98 15.96 15.1 N 

5.78 2.2 2.47 6.32 5.49 11.27 13.76 
0) Kamal 0 17.88 8.8 14.31 5.89 12.93 0 
• 

Kamaranka 8.25 4.68 2.47 3.85 3.02 8.8 15.4 6.32 11.84 14031, 11.27 10.4 
Kagbaray 12.1 8.53 6.32 3.85 2.47 8.25 14.86 5.78 11.27 13.76 10.73 9.91 
Rogbore 11.27 7.71 5.49 3.02 2.47 5.78 12.38 3.33 8.8 11.27 9.23 7.42 
Batkanu 17.05 13.48 11.27 8.8 8.25 5.78 16 0 5 7.42 2.03 15.59 12.38 11.55 
Kamabai 23.65 20.09 17.88 15.4 14.86 12.38 16.5 9.08 7.42 9,91 4.13 6006 

Kalangba 14.57 11.0 8.8 6.32 5.78 3.3 7.42 9.08 5.49 7.98 4.95 4.13 

Masomgbo 20.09 16.5 14.31 11.84 11.27 808 2.03 7,,42 5.49 5.23 3.3 1.37 

Mapaki 22.56 18.98 5.89 14.31 13.76 11.27 15.59 9.91 7.98 5.23 5.78 3.85 

Binkolo 19.53 15.96 13.76 11.27 10.73 9.23 12.38 4.13 4.95 3.3 5.78 1.93 

Makeni 18.7 15.1 12 .. 93 10.4 9.91 7.42 11.55 6.06 4.13 1.37 3.85 1.93 

Total (in 

minutes) 177013 137.81 10701 100061 107.83 88.14 130.1 157.36 88.82 107.65 135.11 112.95 103035 
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GRAPHICAL ILLUSTRATION OF THE TRANSPORT NETWORK 

Fig 5·3 . 

SAMAYA 

KAMAKWIE 

• EDGES WITH A POPULATION )1000 
• EDGES WITH A POPULATION) 450 
~ EXTERNAL LINKS 
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and double the rates for Kamabai, Kamaranka, Binkolo and 

Makeni ,(Table 5.9). For the two periods (1925-1955, 1900-

1955), time space convergence values are inversely related 

to geographic momentum as they decrease with the increasing 

age of the innovation at the respective settlements. 

NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS AND ACCESSIBILITY PATTERNS 

The structure of the transport network (see note a.1) 

in the district is illustrated by a graphical diagram of 

major links and edges in the system (Fig. 5.3). There are 

24 links and edges in this network. It is thus a simple 

connected graph of one circuit (Table 5.10) with an e/v 

ratio of 1·0 and a cyclomatic index (~) of 1·0. The level 

of interconnection of various edges within the network is 

very low. The upper limit of the alpha index (~) for 

completely interconnected networks is 1'0, but in the Bomb

ali network it is as low as 0-004. The gamma l~) index for 

a completely connected network has a value of 100%. ln 

Bomba1i, this value amounts to 8'7%. The maximum number of 

edges for the district's transport network is 276. Theoret

ically its minimum connectivity should be 1~'0, the actual 

value from this network is 11'5. 

One is probably dealing with a network of minimal connect

ivity; but the problem of improving it will largely depend 

on population sizes at the various vertices. Makeni had 

a population of over 1~.OOOin 1963. Kamakwie is about 4,000. 
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Table 5.10 structural characteristics of network 

Index 

No. of ed~es 

no. of vertices 

Cyclomatic number 

where P= subgraphs 

Alpha Index, Degree 

of Interconnection 

y Index 

Maximum Connectivity 

Minimum Connectivity 

Degree of network 

Description 

e I = ~ :: 1 

v 24 

~ ::e-v+P 

:: 24 -24 + 1 

a :: _--:~ ___ _ 

v(v-1)-(v-1) 
2 

Remark 

simple connected 

graph. 

One circuit. 
= 1 

very low compared 

to upper limit of 

:: 1 ::0.004 1.0. 
24(23)-23 

2 

2 

:: 24 

24(M:.l.) 

2 

=.2! =.087 i.e. 8.7% 
276 

emax = v(v-1) = 24(23) 

e min 

2 2 

= 276 

= v(v-1) =24(23) 
2 2 ----v-1 23 

=12 

.~ v'(v-O ==24(2~) :: 11.5 
2 2 
e 24 

very low compared 

to upper limit of 

1.0 or 1rofo. 
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Only four other vertices had a population of over 1,000 by 

1963: Binkolo {1,482), Bendembu (1,182} Kamala (1,122) and 

Masomgbo (1,038). Three of these are within a radtus of 22 

miles from Makeni-- Bendembu (22 miles), Binkolo (7miles) 

and Masombgo (5 miles). The other two are over 47 miles 

from Makeni - Kamalo ~48 miles) and Kamakwie (56 miles). 

Indices of circuity and accessibility can be derived from 

variations in lengths of edges (distance) and in the size 

of population at the vertices. Three indices of accessiblity 

used in this study are - a) the sum of all distances of 

other vertices from a given vertex; b) the sum of distance 

times population at all vertices, that is: 

" ~ 
d(ip, jp) i :: 1 t where ip, jp are populations at 

vertex i and j. These two indices are rather crude measures 

based on factors of simple relations of distance and popul

ation size; c) a third and more interesting index which is 

the "link demand" (Janelle, 1969) or "intersettlement inter

action" (Kolars, 1970) in which the sum of the product of 

population at a vertex Ii' and all other vertices is divided 

by the sum of the square of distance separating i from all 

other vertices:-
1"\ 
~ 

i ::j 

Pi, Pj 
2 

dij 
• 

The index of circuity is "used to compare differences 

between the existing transportation system which contains 

routes connecting all vertices by the shortest possible 

path" (Kat1sky, 1969). This index is shortly stated as: 
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ACCESSIBILlTY- PATTERNS OF CIRCUITY 

~ VERY LOW 

~LOW 
~ MODERATE 

~HIGH 
o , 

KMS 
10 , 

N 

1 

20 , 
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• where E is,the existing routes in miles. 
V 

D the length of the shortest possible path; and V the number 

of vertices. Three levels of analysis have been used in this 

study - a)the vertex as an individual locationa1 pOint 

within the network, b) the chiefdom town as a growth pole 

within the chiefdom, and c) the chiefdom as a sub-administ

rative unit within Bomba1i. 

As a measure of accessibility total sums of distances of 

all vertices from a given vertex barely indicate the most 

central pOints within the network. ln Bomba1i this area of 

greatest accessibility is described by vertices with lowest 

mileage (Table 5.11) enclosing Rogbore, Roku1an, Bendembu 

and Rogbin. ~ext are Ka1angba, Kamaranka, Kunsho and Gbanti 

(Fig. 5.4). The third group encloses Makeni, Kama10 and 

Makama; the fourth - Binkolo, Mateboi, Kamakwie and Maaomgbo. 

The Kamakwie to N.akeni road is evidently most central in the 

whole network; but this means that Makeni does not have any 

great advantage of centrality in this network, located 20 

miles south of the area of greatest accessibility. 

When distance is related to population - ~dllP. jP) -

values tend to decrease with an increase in size of populat

ion ~Tab1e 5.12). Makeni has an index of 414144 which is 

trebled by that of Fintonya (1334040). Even where all vert

ices are analysed it is the centre of greatest population 

that has the highest index value (Table 5.13). When ohief

dam populat~on is used, with chiefdom towns as paints of 



Vertex. 

SamaJ'& 

Mabunyele 

F1ntonya 

Kamekw1e 

Kamalo 

Le.ia 

Kemaranka 

Gbanti 

Rogbin 

Kagbaray 

Rokulan 

Rogbore 

Matebo1 

Batkanu 

Bend.embu 

Kamabai 

Bumban 

Kalangba 

Kunsho 

Masomgbo 

Makama 

Map ski 

B1nkolo 

Makeni 
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Table 5.11. Aotual Intervertex Sums of' 

Distances. 1 

Sums of distanoes(miles) 

1,142 

1,076 

1,162 

876 

7413 

1,012 

642 

692 

598 

698 

562 

558 

818 

928 

566 

1,120 

1,098 

608 

672 

864-

774-

1,060 

812 

754-

1. See Appendix 5.2. 
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Table 5,12. Aooessibility ot Ohietdom 

Towns Sums ot Distance X Population. 1 

Chiefdom Town. Ac'Oessibilit;y. 

Finto~a 1,334,040 

Kamakwie 1,040,058 

Kamalo 905,315 

Kamaranka 781,57~ 

Kagb~ 819,308 

Rogbore 644,378 

·Batkanu 1,027,~18 

Kamabai 84lt.,806 

Kalangba 522,797 

Masomgbo 518,273 

Mapaki 610,318 

Binkolo ',,511,191 

Makeni ~14,1lJt. 

1. See Appendix 5.3. 



Veri ex. 

SamqA 

lr1a~le 

F1nt;o~a 

Kemalarie 

Kamalo 

La1a. 

Kamaranka 

_ Gbenti 

Rogbin 

Kagbarq 

Rokulan 

Rogbore 

Mateboi 

Batkanu 

Bendembu 

Kamabai 

Bumben 

Kalangba 

Kumsho 

Kasomgbo 

Yakema 

Uepald. 

Binkolo 

Ueken1 
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Table 5.1~. Total vertex acoessibility : Sums 

or Distances or Population x the Population at 

all yert1oe •• 1 

vertex Aooe.aibility. 

1,676,855 

1,586,117 

1,6az..,lt-51 

1,292,657 

1,123,255 

1 ,It-9lf., 34.3 

961,170 

1,011 ,069 

87lt-,215 

1,008,179 

813,677 

787,625 

1,117,8la-7 

1,268,34-7 

732,887 

1J,167,611 

1,139,617 

685,175 

643,159 

778,857 

654,095 

1,0lt.7,293 

745,349 

621,735 

1. See Appendix: 5.4. 
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Table 5.1lt. Total Aooessibility of Ohiefdom 

1 
Populations from Chiefdom ToWU§. 

Ohiefdom Town. Total A008ssibilitZ. 

FintOn-YA 10,571,410 

Kamakwie 7,ltl+4,630 

Kamalu 7,108,250 

K.ama.ranka 6,058,616 

Kagb~ 6,z..67,512 

Rogbore 5,118,736 

Batkanu 8, 242, 8()4. 

Kamabai 7,623,558 

Kalangba 4,661,344-

}!asomg'bo 5,778,266 

),{epald 7,227,674 

Binkolo 5,378,298 

),{akeni 4,924,865 

1. See Appendix 5.5. 
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ACCESSIBILITY: SUMS OF POPULATION TIMES ROUTE MILEAGE 

Fig. 5·5 
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origin, Kalangba (Gowahun chiefdom) replaces Makeni (Sebora) 

as the most accessible (Table 5.14). 

Among chiefdom towns therefore, Makeni, the district 

centre is twice as accessible as Kamakwie or Batkanu" which 

was a former district centre. The only chiefdom towns with 

values closer to Makeni are within 15 miles of it -

Kalangba, Masomgbo and Binkolo (Fig. 5~). The road towards 

Kamakwie attracts more population and larger settlements. 

It is relevant at this point to observe some differences 

between travel times and present accessibility characterist

ics of some vertices. While travel time for Kamabai was 

fifth best in 1925 (rable 5.5), by 1955 it was about the 

least and next to the remotest chiefdom town of Fintonya 

(Table 5.6). Kamabai ranks 8th in chiefdom town accessibil

ity (Table 5.1~), 17th 1n all vertex accessibility ~Table 

5.13), and 11th in chiefdom accessibility lTable 5.14). 

Makeni and Kamakwie have tended to increase their access

ibility even though they are not necessarily located at 

most central areas. lt is probable that oasic services and 

other generators of settlement and population growth have 

not been directed towards such locations of greater access

ibility. lt is further probable that settlements like 

Kamabai, ~umban or ~atkanu which had the early advantage 

of the motor road have not grown faat enough to attract 

much attention. So that by 19,5 wnen the distance factor 

in accessibility tended to be more constant than that of 



Table 5.15a. Intel"-Vertex Desire Line. 

!l~ijjlj jJiiIjj]J Ij flli J 
S~a 
Mabunyele 2.0 
Pinton,ya 1£..5 13.5 
Xamak:wie 10.5 8.0 11.5 N 

Xamal.o 13.0 11.0 18.0 6.5 ~ 
Lei& 19.5 16.5 17.0 9.0 8.5 • 
Kamannb. 20.0 18.5 26.0 14..5 8.0 12.0 
Gbant1 21.0 20.0 30.0 18.0 12.0 18.5 6.5 
Rogbin 25.0 23.5 32.5 20.0 14..0 18.5 6.5 4..0 
lC.agb~ 27.0 25.0 31.0 20.0 14..0 14.5 7.0 10.5 7.0 
Rolculan 27.0 25.0 34..0 22.0 16.0 20.0 B.O 6.0 2.0 7.0 
Rogbore 27.5 25.5 34..5 23.0 16.5 20.5 9.0 7.0 2.5 7.5 0.5 
Matebo1 29.5 29.5 4.1.0 29.0 23.5 30.0 18.0 11.5 12.5 19.0 12,0 11.5 
Batkanu 31.5 31.5 44.0 32.0 26.0 33.0 21.0 14..0 15.0 22.0 15.0 14..0 2.5 
Bend&mbu 32.0 30.5 39.5 27.5 21.0 24.5 13.5 11.0 7.0 10.0 5.0 5.0 12.0 14.5 
Kamabai 4.0.0 3B.0 41.5 32.0 27.0 24.5 20.0 23.5 19.0 13.0 18.0 18.0 28.0 30.0 16.0 
Bumban 43.0 40.5 43.5 34..5 30.0 26.5 23.5 27.5 23.0 17.0 22.0 22.0 32.0 34.5 20.0 4.0 
Kalangba 38.0 38.5 45.0 33.0 27.0 29.5 19.5 17.5 13.5 14.0 11.5 11.5 16.0 1B.O 6.0 15.0 14.5 
Kunsbo 44.0 42.5 50.0 39.0 32.0 33.5 24.5 23.5 19.5 18.5 17.5 18.0 22.0 23.0 1~0 14.0 13.0 7.0 
Jlaaocgbo 50.0 48.0 56.5 45.0 39.0 40.5 31.0 29.0 25.0 25.5 23.0 23.0 24.5 25.0 1B.0 20.0 22.5 12.0 6.5 
t:::Jta::l& 51.0 49.5 57.5 46.0 40.0 41.0 32,0 31.0 26.0 26.0 24.5 24.0 27.5 28.0 19.0 19.0 2e~' ".0 6.5 '.5 
Kapaki 61.0 59.5 57.0 54.5 48.5 48.0 4.1.0 "'.0 36.5 .34-.0 34.5 34.5 38.5 40.0 ,0.0 21..0 2,.§ 2'.5 16.5 1 .... 0 ".5 
B1nlco1o 48.0 43.5 51.5 40.5 35.0 34.5 27.5 28.5 24.0 21.0 22.0 22.0 29.0 3t.0 18.0 to.5 ".5 ".0 8.0 11.' 7.' 14.0 
Kalceni SO.O 4.9.0 56.0 45.0 39.0 39.0 3'.0 30.0 25.0.25.0 24.0 2.3.0 27.0 28.0 ,a.o 17.0 ' .... 0 12.0 6.0 .... 0 0.6 12.0 '.0 
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Table 2112b. S guared differenoes bet.een Aotual 

and peaire Line distanoea. 1. 

yertU. Total. Network Indes ( -;- 24) 

SaDlqa 10,071.5 419.65 

)(a.b~le 9,333.75 .388.91 

Pintol\Ta 7,534.75 313.95 

Kamakwie 5,132.00 213.83 

Kamalo 4,072.25 169.68 

Laia 11,113.75 463.07 

Kama.ran1ca. .3,463.00 144.29 

Gbanti 4,027.25 167.80 

Rogbin 2,856.25 119.01 

Kagbaray' 5,709.25 237.89 

Rokulan 2,314.25 96.43 

Rogbore 2,079.75 86.66 

Kateboi 4,890.5 203.77 

Batkanu 6,751.25 281.30 

Bendembu 1,822.50 75.94 

Kamabai 21,416.00 892.33 

B\IIlban 17,010.00 708.75 

Kalangba 1,696.00 70.67 

Kunsho 1,878.50 78.27 

Masomgbo 4,190.00 174.58 

Kaleama 1,957.41 81.51 

Kapald. 4,565.00 190.21 

Binkolo 4,181.25 174.22 

Uakeni 2,319.16 96.63 

The network • 243.73 

1. See Appendix 5.6. 



vertex. 

Samaya 

Mabun.yele 

FintoDJ"'8. 

Kamakwie 

Kemalo 

Laia 

Kams.ranka 

Gbent1 

Rogb1n 

Kagbar~ 

Rokulan 

Rogbore 

ld at eboi 

13atkanu 

13endembu 

Kama.bai 

13umban 

Kalangba 

Kunsho 

Yascmgbo 

Kakama 

Mapak1 

131nkolo 

Table 5.16. Interverte-x: L ink Demands in 

Bombali.1 

Link Demand • 

.36,864.81 

41+,.376.88 

16,477.03 

149,458.13 

97,589.06 

12,860.19 

36,237.82 

25,297.48 

8lt,421.46 

26,982.<;4 

121,011.38 

107,776.76 

47,626.11 

30,651.19 

120,165.50 

52,769.09 

47,347.82 

90,343.17 

142,002.28 

559,596.86 

9,643,982.37 

36,480.39 

434,895.29 

10,799,88lt..83 

1. See Appendix 5.7 
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population it 1:s' cthe very dynamics of population and settle

ment growth that ,'now determine accessi bili ty. Areas of low 

population would tend to be less accessible while those of 

rapidly growing ,towns become increasingly 'accessible. 

A further proof of this assumption is observable in the 

analysis of indices of circuity and demand links in the 

chiefdom vertices. Actual intervertex distances are shown 

in Table 5.3, and desire lines or shortest possible inter

vertex distances in Table 5.15a. Differences in distance 

between the two are squared (Table 5.15b) and sums of indiv

idual vertices are divided by the total number of observat-
" 

ions to obtain a circuity value. The index itself decreases 

with increasing circuity. For the whole network this index 

of circuity has a value of 243-7. This is a mean value of 

a network in which 17 of the 24 vertices have lower values_ 

Three chiefdom towns have higher values~an the network's 

mean - Fintonya (313-95), Batkanu {281-3) and Kamabai l892-3). 

In other words, some vertices which are not chiefdom towns 

are more favourably located than some of these administrat

ive centres. In fact the vertex with the lowest circuity is 

Kamabai with a value of 892-3. Makeni comes out well with 

a value of 96-6; but there are other vertices with greater 

circuity - Kalangba (70-7), Bendembu (75·9), Makama l81-6) 

and Rogbore (86·7). Thus Makeni, the major growth pole in 

the district is less in oircuity than a few others, but its 

population factor reverses this situation in the case of 

inter-settlement interaction. {Table 5.16). 
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The link demand for Makeni is highest ~10,799,884·8), 

followed by Makama 19,643,982·4), Masomgbo l559,596-9) 

and Kamakwie (149,458-1)- Masomgbo and Makama are within 

5 miles of Makeni and the relatively short distance accounts 

for the higher values of interaction for these two centres. 

Kamakwie on the other hand is dependent on its relatively 

high population even though it is 55 miles from the centre 

of greatest population conce~at10n. 

TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS 

A few problems emerge in this stpdy of motor roads in 

Bombali. Besides the generally poor conditions of roads 

there are too few feeder roads for large areas in the dist

rict. The hinterlands still have to depend on footpaths and 

head porterage for most agricultural products reaching 

chiefdom centres. Consequently food products reaching markets 

in larger townships are usually those that do not easily 

rot: rice, palm oil and nuts, dried pepper, kola nuts and 

groundnuts. Fruits like oranges.' bananas, mangoes and toma

toes still have to be provided with improved storage facil

ities. 

Motor transportation itself is still in an early stage 

of development in Sierra Leone. The Central Statistics 

Office's survey of means of transportat1on of agr1cultural 

products in Sierra Leone describes nothing short of under

development (Table 5.17). One wonders how agricultural and 

rural development can be effected without resolving the 



Table 5.17 Means of farm produce transportation in Sierra Leone, 1965-1966 (by Province)· 

Means of Transport Northern (%) Southern (%) Eastern (%) Sierra Leone (%) 

Foot (head load) 61.4 68.8 62.7 64.1 

Canoe, boat, launch 16 0 1 ,.1 0.0 7.0 

Train 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.2 

Lorry 22.0 27.5 36.9 28.4 

Bicycle 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.3 

Source: Muthi, 1967 an Abstract from Central Statistics Office 

"Agricultural Statistics Survey of Sierra Leone", Table 39, 1966. 

N 
v.> co 
• 
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pressing need for efficient means of communications_ By 

1966, 64·1% of all farm produce in the country was most prob

ably transported by head load. In Bombali the percentage 

was most likely higher because there is little transportat

ion by canoe, boat, launch or train. The lorry which happens 

to be the most efficient means of communication in the 

country accounted for only 28-4% of the farm produce trans

ported between 1965 and 66. In the ~orthern Province this 

percentage was lower than the national average by 6·4%. 

Today the main problems of transportation in the district 

are structural and economic. The transport network that has 

evolved is the result of little planning at its inception. 

There are few alternate routes and the more populated centres 

continue to grow at the expense of more centrally located 

villages. There is a low level of complementarity between 

major roads in the country and district roads in Bombal!. 

The road linking Kabala and }~ak~n! passes through Kamabai 

and Binkolo which are far south ot; Eornbali. Makeni's link 

with Lunsar, Freetown and Port .Lokko is at the expense of 

the road from Batkanu. 

The road pattern has tended to attract population towards 

the Makeni/Kamakwie axis and today most of the larger vill

ages are found along this route (Fig. 5.5). The distance 

factor ism important element in the distribution of centreS 

and this is especially true of a case .like Bombal1 where 

the largest centre is not centrally located. The result of 
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INTERVERTEX LINK DEMANDS IN BOMBALI 
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this situation is a total reduction of the accessibility 

effect in settlement growth for places more distant from 

the main administrative centre. In Bombali the zone of 

greatest accessibility is about 15 miles south of Kamakwie 

(Fig. 5.4) even though in terms of distance alone this zone 

extends to about 1 mile from it (Fig. 5.6). Levels of 

settlement interaction ~Fig. 5.7) describe roughly similar 

patterns as in ~'igures 5.5 and 5.6, but the population fact

or in Aamakwie indicates an inoipient stage of an important 

pole of interaction. Beyond 13 miles from Makeni the rest 

of Bomball ,suffers from problems of accessibility and this 

accounts for about four fitthsof the district area. 

The~e is at present no mining indu~try in Bombali; hence 

this normal index of economic potential from which road 

construction priorities tend to be based does not favour a 

short term road development scheme ~or this part of the 

country •. The problem therefore entails a definition or rura! 

development, because it so happens that while all governments 

in Sierra Leone place a high priority on agricultural devel

opment, it is probably mining and administrative centres 

that have had greater attention. ~he greatest testing ground 

in the process of economic change in the country is perhaps 

in districts like Bombali where known resources are limited 

to human beings and agricultural land. 

BASIC SERVICES 

The limited number of services in Bombali is indicative 

of an area of immense rural pover~y. A survey of service 



distribution in the district was carried out by the author, 

in which settlements with a population of at least 450 by 

1963 were studied. There were thirty such settlements, 

most of which were little more than small villages. One 

problem exper.enced in the field concerned" the level of con

trast between the services in Makeni and those in other 

settlements. ,Makeni as a small urban centre is gradually 

absorbing a host of urban services and can hardly be comp

ared with any other centre in-Bombali. As a rapidly growing 

town there seems to be an immense combination of various 

functions within single establishments and this creates a 

problem in the identification of service types. For example, 

the Lebanese trader is all too often a retailer and whole

saler with no real'specialisation in goods. While selling 

all sorts of merchandise he can be the barber, watch repairer, 

jeweller, transport agent selling pe'.trol and trucks and oper

ating passenger transport. In settlements of missionary 

establishments one has partial electricity limited within 

the confines of mission grounds and operated at the conven

ience of private owners. This is related to electricity 

supply for mission high schools, hospitals,- reSidence of 

missionaries and in some cases, churches.:lt cannot be said 

that such settlements have no electricity supply even though 

only a minor, segment of the community has access to it. 

SERVI CE TYPES 

The classification of services in this study entailed 

a careful generalisation of a host of interrelated activit

ies, most of which are in some early stage of development. 
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There were about 20 service types identified in the field 

and these were put into 8 main categories:~ 

a) Education - primary, secondary, vocational and 

teacher training colleges; 

b) Medical - hospitals, dispensaties, special disease 

centres like leprosy, and maternity clinic centres; 

c) Communications - telephone services and general post 

offices; 

d) Commerce - banking serVices, retail stores; 

e) Administration - the status of centres, types of 

court services in centres, central government, and 

chiefdom police establishments; 

f) Special government and missionary development serv

ices, pipe borne water supply, electricity, agricult

ural and veterinary services; 

g) Recreation - mainly cinema theatres, mobile cinema 

units and soc1al clubs; 

h) Religion. 

The aSSignment of weights or scores for services was 

a particularly difficult problem partly because of the in

fant nature of central functions and the fact that the eff

iciency of a central function in an urban area can hardly 

be equated to that at a viIBge. The problem was hopefully 

resolved by an assessment of the sizes of service areas for 

functions. For example, the district centre has a higher 

administrative status than any other town in Bombali. A hieh

er weight was aSSigned to it .than all other centres but the 

." 
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weighting ~ystem minimizes its absolute importance (Append

ix 5.1). An upper limit of 2·0 was ascribed to any service 

with. the highest service area and there is a gradation to 

a lower level bf- 0·25. Two efforts aimed at some objectivity 

are implicit in this apparently arbitrary system - the occ

urrence of a service type at_a given lopation is itself 

important, but limitations imposed by traditional norms, 

accessibility and poverty limit~possible variations in ab

solute sizes of serv!c~. areas. 

A brief study of, service areas for some selected funct

ions (Table 5.18) illustrates the nature of this problem. 

The number of persons served by individual service types 

was generally small. Most settlements at which the services 

were located acoounted for the_ bulk of persons served. Over 

40% of primary school children in 5 settlements come from 

these centres themselves. Excluding courts, there is hardly 

any other service that has a reasonably Wide service area. 

In 1971, 99% of all attendance at the health centre in 

Bendembu was by residents of this township. In Makeni, res

idents accounted for 90% of hospital serVices, and at the 

health centre at .Binkolo, 66%. Maternity services were 

equally of limited service areas; the local residents acc

ounting for 94-5% in Maken1, 85'1% in .Hinkblo, 39'9%1-,1n 

Kamakwie and 39·6% in Fintonya. Services like higher educ

ation have wider service areas but there is a generally 

small size of population served. T~e teachers' training 

college at Makeni had only 84 students, 44 of whom come from 

areas within Bombali. Even in a case like this Makeni aoc

ounted for 26% of the total intake (Table 5.18). 



SERVICE DISTRIBUTION AND USE 

Probably most services are underutilised and one tends 

to question the need for such establishments. ~he limited 

use of services possibly stems from problems of transportat

ion and tradition. The latter is truer with educational and 

health services. For example, the local peasant still tends 

to be more confident of his herbs and witch doctor than the 

modern doctor. As Clarke puts it, the witch doctor is still 

too powerful (1966, 29). Education is still viewed with 

some suspicion in many quarters because of the feeling that 

the educated tend to have little regard for traditional 

practices. It is as big a threat to the break-up of the ex

tended family as family planning II sermons II from health and 

social welfare officers. In any case, the peasant w~ll always 

justly complain that he has no money to send his children 

to school or pay medical bills from mission or government 

hospitals. 

The more important economic services like banking, comm

erce, communications, higher education are largely concent

rated in Makeni \Appendix 5.~). Because of their administ

rative ~tus, chiefdom towns are the second most important 

service locations in Bombali. Here one -, finds the small 

missionary dispensary, primary school, chiefdom police stat

ion and the weekly mailbag. Makeni has 19 of the 20 services 

enumerated while Kamakwie has 17. Some chiefdom towns have 

less than 10 services - Fintonya, Kamaranka, Kalangba and 

Mapaki have 9 each, Rogbore and Kagbere have 7. Most settle-
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ments have some measure of administrative status being 

either sub-chiefdom towns or villages_ Religion is common 

to all centres_ Two other services of widespread occurrence 

are primary schools and wholesale stores. Maken1 has a serv

ice score of 26-5, Kamakwie 18-75, Binkolo 14-0, Kamabai 

13·25, and Masomgbo 10-5 (Appendix 5.1). The rest have 

scores of less than 10-0. These low service scores for most 

settlements indicate the essentially rural and poor nature 

of the district. Ot the 30 settlements, only two can be 

claSSified as towns,-(Fig. 5.8); and these are Makeni and 

Kamakwie. The rest are assor±ed types of glorified villages 

which are not yet capable of attracting commerce and other 

urban functions. 

Settlements covered in the survey were grouped by chief

doms to estimate total chiefdom service scores (Table 5.19). 

Administration and religion have the biggest proportion of 

service scores in the district with percentage scores of 27 

and 23 respectively. In other words 50% of all services in 

Bombali are connected with administration and religion. Ed

ucation is next with 14-1% followed by medical services 

with 11-3%. Commerce, communications, agriculture, electric

ity and other elements in economic development have scores 

of under 10%_ 

Sebors chiefdom alone accounts for 25% of services like 

posts and telecommunications, commerce and banks, govern

ment and misionary development services. Ohiefdoms like 

Magbaimba, Tambakha, Sanda Lokko and Gbanti Kamaranka do 



Table 5.19 Chiefdom service scores 
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not have any health centres, let alone treated drinking 

water. On the other hand Sella Limba and Sebora chiefdoms 

together account for about 20% of the educational services, 

32% of the health services, over 33% of the commercial serv

ices and about 50% of the government and missionary devel

opment services. The unevenness of service distribution is 

apparent even at the chiefdom level; but it must be rememb

ered that the larger administrative towns or villages acc

ount for the majority of service locations in Bombali. 

These administrative centres are ther.efore small growth 

poles or at least points of service concentration in the 

district. 

SERVICE DISTRIBUTION AGENCIES 

Three main public sectors tend to be responsible for the 

pattern of service distribution in Bombali - the government 

or administrative sector, missionary agencies and foreign 

businessmen. Of these three, missionary activity is probably 

the most important. The educational service sector is 

mainly a religious operation. Out of about 65 primary schools 

in Bombali, 1971, 6 were under district council supervision, 

55 were catholic and Wesleyan Methodist lTable 5.20). The 

government technical school at Batkanu is the only one of 

its kind in the district. The only teachers' college is 

under the Catholic mission. There are five secondary schools, 

two are Catholic and three are Wesleyan Methodist. 

Impressive though missionary efforts at mass education 

may seem, there is a preponderance of illiteracy in Bomba11 



Table 5.20 The distribution of Educational Institutions, 1972 (by Educational Authority) 

Educational Authoritv Primary Vocational Teachers' College Secondary 

Technical Religious 

Central Government 1 

District'Council 6 N 
\J\ 
N • 

Wesleyan Church 27 1 3 

Roman Catholic 28 1 2 
'0 <,,';: -""",, ' }-'~ 

Others 4 

'rotal 65 1 1 1 5 



Table 5.21 Literacy in English of population 10 years and over, 1963 

Chiefdom Total .L ~ Female 

Biriwa 275 1.7 225 50 

Sebora 1,605 11.2 1,113 492 

Gbanti Kamaranka " " ,183 2.1 132 51 N 
\J'\ ....., 
• 

Libeisaygahun 84 1.4 71 13 

" ' 

Magoatmba 61 1.5 53 8 
<',:., ""' 

,~ ~ '/ 
- • ~,.t 

Makari', Gbariti 244 1.9 193 51 
1 

t '."~: ': 

PaJd,Masab~ng " 139 1.9 111 28 
• ~, f , 

"',- --." ~,~ 

'" Gowahun , .... 301 2.1 225 76 

Saf'roko Limba 156 1.4 118 38 

Sanda Tenraren 292 3.7 204 88 

Sanda Lokko 105 1.3 88 17 

Sella Limba 294 2.5 231 63 

Tambakha 43 0.6 39 4 

Souroe: Central Statistics Office, 1964, Census of Sierra Leone, Freetown. 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
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lTable 5.21). Only 1'9% of the distriot population aged 

10 or over was literate in Gnglish by 1963. Six chiefdoms 

had a lower average - Tambakha (0-6%), Sanda Lokko (1-3), 

Safroko Limba l1'4), Libeisaygahun (1-4), Magbaimba (1-5) 

and Biriwa (1-7). The male population accounted for 74-1% 

of this literate sector. The chiefdom with the highest 

percentage of literacy was Sebora (11-2), but Makeni alone 

has over 50% of the total chiefdom population_ 

The situation is hopefully changing since 1963 because 

of the increase in primary schools_ The pattern of liter

acy in the district in 1963 placed Sanda Tenraren ahead of 

Sella Limba chiefdom (Fig. 5.9), this is most likely a 

result of the more rational distribution of primary schools 

in Sanda Tenraren (Fig_ 5.10). Tambakha chiefdom is likely 

to have the least percentage of literacy for a long time, 

followed by Libeisaygahun and Safroko Limba. Une obstacle 

to the speed of mass literacy is the fact that like most 

essential services more schools are located in chiefdom 

towns than all other villages put together (Table 5.22). 

For example, in Sebora chiefdom 1~ of the 16 primary schools 

are at Makeni. In Sella Limba 4 of the 6 primary schools 

are at Kamakwie. 

During the past eight years the government succeeded in 

providing treated pipe borne water for four settlements -

Makeni, Kamakwie, Batkanu and Mateboi. All other settle

ments depend on wells and streams for drinking water. There 



Table 5.22 The distribution of Educational Institutions at Chiefdom towns. 1972 

Chiefdom Total At Chiefdom Town 1- Other centres .L 

Biriwa 8 3 3105 5 62.5 

Sebora 16 12 7500 4 25.0 

Gbanti Kamaranka 8 1 1205 7 8705 

Libeisaygahun 2 2 100.0 
N 

Magbaimba 2 1 5000 1 50.0 ~ 
• 

Makari Gbanti 5 2 40.0 3 60.0 

Paki Masabong 4 2 50.0 2 50.0 

Govahun 8 2 25.0 6 75.0 

Safroko Limba 2 1 50.0 1 50.0 
, 

Saida Tenraren 4 4 100.0 

Sar..da Lokko ~~". 6 1 16.7 5 8303 

Sella Limba 6 4 66.7 2 33.3 

Tambakha 2 1 50.0 1 5000 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF SOME SERVICES IN BOMBALI 1972 
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are two hospitals in the district. In good times each of 

theSe hospitals is manned by two medical doctors. With a 

district population of 198,726 in 1963 the number of persons 

per doctor was 49,681, a figure over three times higher than 
• 

the national average,' 14,800 for the snme period (Clarke, 

1966; 29). Much responsibility for the provision of health 

services has been born by missionary agencies lFig. 5.11) 

who operate one of the two hospitals and three of the seven 

dispensaries. The Catholics have a dispensary at Masomgbo, 

the American Wesleyan Methodists are in charge of those at 

Kamabai and Bendembu. Kagbane and Rokulan dispensaries were 

built by local individuals who later asked the district 

council to man them with dispensers and medical supplies. 

Binko10 and Batkanu are old established government dispens

aries. One great improvement in the health sector is the 

establishment of maternity clinics and centres in Bomba1i. 

Today there are 14 maternity centres manned by local mid

wives who have the advantage of speaking the tribal languages 

(Fig. 5.11). Leprosy is treated in two main centres -

Kamakwie and Blnkolo. There is a fairly widespread occurrence 

of this disease, but efforts are being made by mission 

health officers to reach remote villages. 

For most settlements in Bomba1i firewood and kerosene are 

the main sources of fuel. Makeni is the only town provided 

with electricity by the government controlled electricity 

corporation. In settlements like Kamakwie. Kamabai, Bendembu 

Masomgbo and Binkolo, missionaries have small electric 

generating plants mainly for their establishments. The lack 
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of electricity supply for most settlements is a severe 

limitation to the introduction of multiple services which 

are dependent on electrical power. It is also the most 

attractive factor in modern living. The progressive business

man is usually reluctant to establish his operations in 

places where this source of fuel has not yet become a common 

domestic commodity. 

One advantage in Bombali is that development is probably 

moving at a Similar rate to most other districts in the 

north. Future changes in the infrastructure cannot eaSily 

be disturbed by the inertia of settlements with faster 

growth rates. One however still regrets the lack of my ser

ious effort at planning for development at all levels in the 

country. For example it is difficult to explain why treated 

water for certain townships comes from 7 miles away and yet 

larger villages within that radius are not provided in the 

same way, or why primary educational establishments continue 

to be instituted at townships at the expense of the hinter

land which needs schools most. 
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Note 5.1 

Kansky's study of transport networks l1963) remains one 

of the most straightforward explanations of transportation 

in quantitative geography. The nature of transportation 

routes in Bombali has been described by use of his indices 

together with those of workers like Janelle and Haggett. 

The special advantage of Kansky's explanation probably rests 

upon its global applicability, while Janelle's model of 

transport innovation needed only minor modifications to fit 

conditions in Bombali. For example measures of time-space 

convergence were fitted later in a matrix with other vari

ables in an attempt to describe patterns of underdevelopment 

in the district (Chapter vi ). 
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CHAPTER VI 

PATTERNS OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT IN BOMBALI 

INTRODUCTION 

Chiefdoms as administrative areas in Bombali are sub

regional units containing a variety of peasant economies 

which have minimal external trade, Conditions for develop

ment in such economies have been diacussed by several schol

ars in this field - Logan. 1Y70; Church, 1969; Dickson, 

1968; Clarke, 1966 • The main limitations to conclusive 

and objective decisions on regional planning for development 

probably stem from the paucity of detailed local studies at 

levels as small as chiefdoms. Conclusions reached by most 

workers in development studies and related fields tend to 

be of a general nature; but it is important to note that 

such studies serve a vital role of indicating important char

acteristics that obtain in such regions. 

Logan, for example, desribes a development model dominat

ed by small-scale peasant farmers in which some regional 

centres prosper from the tradi~g services they perform for 

the rural areas ~118). For him, these regional centres are 

small growth poles; and for benefits of growth to spread 

outwards, the peripheral areas have to be more thoroughly 

integrated with the centres (119). In this first study of 

a ~igerian example. Logan was probably impressed by a baSic 

problem of the tremendous contrnst between the town and the 

village. patterns of service distribution and nccess to 

such services from more remote arena. Olarke and others out

line a similar situation in Sierra Leone (1966). 



In a later study, however, Logan concluded: 

••• "the effectiveness of the organisational struct

ures is probably the most critical variable in the 

whole development process." {1972, 244). 

Earlier studies in aspects of underdevelopment have tended 

to transcend this stage of investigation; but at the same 

time presenting a fairly accurate description of objectives 

for development. For example, Church and Dickson stress 

the human element in these economic systems. The recomm

endations of scholars of this stature in West African Dev

elopment studies are worth mention in this context. For 

Church: 
"Realistic aid and true development of state and 

nation, of the town and countryside, is by helping 

people to help themselves, from the villages upwards 

and outwards, and especially in the transition from 

country to town," l1969. 62). 

Dickson, in his study of economic development in North

ern Uhana {196B) observes that not much improvement can be 

expected from a population living at 8ubsiattence level and 

obliged, because of the rudimentary techniques in use, to 

devote nearly all its energy to the basic task of food 

production l696). Both Dickson and Church have much regard 

for the role of traditional rural mant·in development -

problems connected with looal traditions, mass communicat

ion in multi-tribal areas. 

There are oertainly no short term solutions to problems 

involving human attitudes in traditional society, no matter 
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how .these problems are .pproached. When Sierra Leone be

cam~ ,independent, substantial economic development was en

visaged. Achievements have tended to fall short of expectat

ion because,ot a) polit1c~l instability. b) lack of indig

enQus expertise, and c) government emphasis on increasing 

agricultural output without changes, in in+rastructure re

quired to achieve greater agricultural production and rural 

dE3 velopmen t •. 

,Olarke's conclusion on development trends for Sierra 

Leone is rather plausible: 

. "We are likely to witness profound changes in fut

ure decades partly because the independent government 

of Sierra Leone views its country through different 

eyes ••• the accent is on development more than export 

••• ".:(1966, 113). 

There is hardly arty contention that. as Clar~e observes. 

the north has suffered :t'rom insufficient attention and is 

consequently least developed (113); but the changes hoped 

for may not have been as rapid as they should be. As in 

colonial times. Sierra Leone is'still concentrating on 

increased primary production to improve a relatively unstable 

economy. From the study of Bombali it is apparent that the 

structural framework for increased productivity is weak 

and the local variations one has to contend with are immense. 

Individual case studies of underdevelopment vary in 

depth of information and can be ot limited npplicabllity. 
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These ~ariations somehow reflect the multiplicity ot trib

al 'worlds in this part of the globe, let alone physical, 

cultural and environmental differences. The study of Bombali 

is no exception to such limitations - even at an inter-dis

trict level within Sierra Leone. The relatively small size 

of the study area, however, provides the aqvantage of exam

ining and determining more relevant aspects ot underdevel

opment. Moreover, it has been possible to describe patterns 

of underdevelopment and probable priority areas for devel

opment within the "district. 

VARIABLES 

The study of patterns of underdevelopment is baaed on 49 

variables (Appendix 6.1) some of which are conventional 

measures of regional characteristics. It is difficult to 

group these variables into rigid categories simply because 

of their broad similarity. However, 25 of them are probably 

economic, 14 are human and 10 are 'physical characteristics. 

Variables related to structural and physical characterist

ics include chiefdom areas, land over 500 teet, land under 

200 feet (lowland) and iand betwe'~n 200 and 500 feet above 

sea level (upland). In'dices of' chiefdom shapes discussed in 

Chapter 4 are also include'd - dr IdA' dA / dp• rI!rE and 

the boundary length of a chiefdom divided by its area. 

Human characteristics involve measures of crude activity 
~. t " 

rates by chiefdom and by sex, literacy in !ngliah of the 
';<' • ' 

population aged 10 years and over, the number of settlements 

with a population of over 500, by chiefdom; and the agri-
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cultural population in. 1963. Othe41ndic~a include service 

Bcores for religious and administrative services, the pop

ulationof chiefdom towns in 1Y63, densities of population 

in t~o one~mile radii from chiefdom town centres. Other 

variables are mainly economic and related to servioes, 

intervertex travel times, motorable route mileage. measures 

of circuity,~oceasibility and intersettlement interaotion 

(li;nk demand~). 

It is noticeable from this list (Appendix 6.1) that S9me 

common measures of,economio.and physical characteristics 

are omitted. For example. one thinks of aspects like per 

capita income, variations in climate, land potential, demo

graphic growth trends and migration. The omission of these 

characteristics is partly due to minimal reliability of 

data; but even more because of the sparseness of variability 

at this level. Certain variables in the matrix are closely 

related to characteristfc's' for which no accurate data ex-. 
ist. Such variables have been used to describe the latter. 

For example, the height different{al is a fairly reliable 

index of peasant farm regions. Most swamp land areas in the 

district are below 200 feet ~ the swamp rioe regions. Upland 

farming is between 200 and 500 feet. above which hilly cond

itions limit constant cultivation. 

Income differences are minimal among peasantry. and ln 
, , 

Bombali, areas of possible variations are related to oize 

of settlement. For example, the income level for Makenl 

may be higher than Kamakwle, but these are the only two 
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settlements with a population of over 2,000. Even in this 

case, higher incomes are mainly indicative of higher costs 

of living, a greater possibility for earning and spending 

wages rath~I" than a capital saving index. ~he variation" of 

service scores in settlements is probably most represent

ative of this characteristic. ~he variables selected were 

therefore a deliberate effort to analyse characteristics 

which can produce greatest sub-regional variability. 

Logan seems more conclusive about the approach to devel

opment studies of this nature: 

"Probably the greatest need in regional planning 

in developing countries is temporarily to divert 

attention away from spatial structures to a system

atic study of organisational systems that bind togeth

er people and economic activities."(244). 

This 'need' seems to be appropriate especially if one acc

epts that for constructive development~the present patterns 

of rural economies and infrastructures must be the basis 

for innovation. It must, ',however, be remembered that devel

opment is at various rather than eVen stages in moat devel

oping countries, and it is difficult to determine methods 

of study. 

ANALYSIS OF CORRELATIONS 

A Spearman rank correlation matrix was derived from the 

49 variables (Appendix 6.2) and a value of 0-500 1s consid

ered s:lgnificant at a 5'~ level of confidence _ Only 12 vari

ables have between 21 and 30 correlations above 0.5, 22 have 
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siBnificant ,correlations between 11 and 20.whil~ 13 have 

between 1 and 10. One variable. the percentage of the dom

inant tribe in the chiefdom, has fairly low correlations, 

none of which reaches a 0-5 level.,Varlables like religion. 

administration, posts·and telecommunications, li~racy and 

commerce have at least 25 significant relationships with 

others. These are measures of human and ,economic character

istics.Measures of shape and tormso! administrative areas 

have.,few significant correlations. 

Interest cannot, however, be, limited to relationships 

that are significant, because, it is eVident from the correl

ation matrix that variables of lower Bcores have some 

weight. An attempt was made to"rank individual variables by 

size of correlation, to determine the level at which all 

of them are linked. A linkage of this nature tends to des

cribe the nature of relationships under study_ The var~ables 

are completely interconnected at the sixth hiGhest correl

ation (Appendix 6.3). 

A diagrammat1c representation of this interconnection 

shows that variables tend to be divided into two main 

groups by variable 40, the mean distance of chiefdom area 

from the administrative ,centre ( dA ). From,Figure 6.1 and 

Appendix 6.3 variable 40 is negatively correlated with moet 

measures of aocesslbllity,crudenotivity ,rates and liter

acy in ~ngllsh, (r = -0-368) and positively oorrelated 

~wi th all other variables (r = 0 ··368). Characteristics with .. 
low correlations and weak relationships tend to occupy 
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fringe locations in the diagram and it is possible to des

cribe sets and sub-sets of correlation clusters. 

A major characteristic underlying these associations is 

probably the relationship between the administrative or 

growth centre and its hinterland. While on one hand there 

can be a closer association of growth, forces within certain 

locations in administrativ~area~, such an association 

contends with problems of access, economic activity and, 

in this case, l,iteracy., These negative forces are of an 

historical nature and tend to,be closely linked. The upper 

part of the diagram largely depicts functional elements of 

economic growth operating within this set ot problems. It 

is possible to identify 3 sub-sets of elements in this port

ion of the diagram. Variable 7, the link demand of chiefdom 

towns with respect to all vertices in the transport network, 

contains one sub-set. Variable 8, the total link demand for 

chiefdom vertices, contains a second, while the third sub

set is centred on variable 32, the total chiefdom score on 

administrative services. 

The close association of motorable route mileage and 

educational services to administration is probably a funct

ion of accessibility. The close relationship of variable 18 

l upland area 200-500 feet) and 30 (,telecommunications and 

posts), 29 (medical services) , 14 (the chiefdom agricult

ural population) and 28 (educational services), puts emphas

is on the predominantly rural nature of the environment in 

which these services operate. Variable 8 haa an equal correl-
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ation at the 6th rank to variable 32 (r = 0'823), so too 

are variables 7 and 20, the total chiefdom score on services, 

(r = 0'830). 

Some important associations are observable between links 

of variables 8 and 20. For example, there is a close relat

ionship between an index of shape (38, r 1/ rE ) and lowland 

(17, land ~OO feet); chiefdom area (15), the crude activity 

rate of the ohiefdom as a percentage of that of the dist

rict l2); the chiefdom score on government and missionary 

development services (34) to variable 12, the density of 

population at one mile radius from the chiefdom town centre. 

There is also the convergence of variables 13 (number of 

settlements with a population over 500), 10 (chiefdom pop

ulation), '35 (religiousy"services), 21 ( service score for 

chiefdom towns) on '31 (commercial and banking services). 

This eet of services tends to describe the essential 

nature of more. developed chiefdoms or growth pole locations 

in Bombali - administrative areas where early government 

and missionary efforts designated early locations for human 

organisation. Some of these locations may have had an early 

advantage of spreading services to lmmediate~. hinterlands. 

The subsequent growth of pettlements. population and comm

erce accelerated intersettlement interaotion; but further 

growth is currently moderated by some major problems. ~heae 

are mainly related to shapes of administrative areaa ('39. 

boundary length/area), the size of possible centres of eco-



nomic growth (43, population density at second mile radius 

from a chiefdom town centre), the compactness of population 

with respect to area (37, dA/ dp ), the availability of 

feeder roads (6) and the unbalanced impact of early motor 

road constructions (22, time-space convergence for 1900 -

1925). 

One common characteristic of all chiefdoms is the presence 

of some functional centre, which, in this case, is the admin

istrative town. There is the natural hierarchy between one 

such centre and others in Bombali. A classification of 

chiefdoms based on this factor alone may produce a simpli

fication of complex associations between the chiefdom town 

and its hinterland, the district centre and the rest of 

Bombali, or the pattern of growth pole development. For this 

reason, more sophisticated methods of classifying chiefdoms 

have been used. For example, the patterns of underdevelop

ment identified in administrative areas of Bombali are hard

ly delimited without the application of factor analysis and 

grouping algorithms. 

FACTOR ANALYSIS 

The 49 variables are subjected to a Q-mode factor analysis 

to obtain a principal component matrix (Table 6.1) account

ing for 89% of the total variance. At the sixth factor the 

total variance explained is 98%. The percentage of variance 

explained per observation is calculated from the first 

factor rotation (Table 6.2). In factor 1 more than 30% of 
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Table 6.1 Principal Component Factor Matrix 

. Chiefdom 1 2 3 4 5 6 

'Biriwa 0.9322 0.0950 -0.1532 0.2023 0.1904 0.0715 

Sebora 0.8685 -0.3952 -0.1859 -0.1540 -0.0137 0.1679 

fGbanti Kamaranka 0.9819 -0.0026 0.1417 0.0253 -0.0574 -0.0103 

i Li be i saygahun 0.9635 0.0629 -0.0702 -0.1304 -0.0340 -0.1670 

0.9352 0.1451 0.2682 -0.1443 -0.0037 0.0601 4 rv!agbaimba 

.f Makar! Gbanti 0.9613 -0.1018 -0.0886 0.1183 -0.0956 -0.1009 
, 1 Paki Masabong 0.9503 0.0750 0.1937 -0.0482 0.1751 -0.0033 

J Gowahun 0.9885 -0.1126 0.0587 0.1773 -0.0755 -0.0075 

'i Safroko Limba 
;.j 

0.9706 -0.0987 0.0549 0.0314 0.0500 -0.0006 , 
a Sanda Tenraren 0.9631 -0.0999 0.1144 0.0337 -0.1518 -0.0004 
] 

0.9822 0.0797 0.0176 0.0625 ',' Sanda Lokko 0.0650 0.0140 , 
': 0.9470 '1 SelIe Limbe -0.0602 -0.1964 -0.1074 0.1233 -0.1316 
~ 0.8484 0.4313 -0.1312 0.0868 it Tambakha -0.2516 -0.0380 
b 
" 

variance 89.176 3.343 2.508 1.278 1.113 0.800 
cumulative 89.176 92.519 95.027 96.305 97.417 98.217 variance 
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Table 6.2 Pereentn~ o~ var1an~e ernlained in~aotor matrix 

Chiefdom. Faotor 

t 2 3 4 5 ,- 6 7 8 

13iriva 15.82 23".43 16.99 9.29 32.~ 1.75 0.05 0.07 

, Sebora 72.66 5.92 12.07 5.86 2.64 0.59 0.02 0.01 

Gbantl Xamaranka 17.40 13.91 42.71 18.13 4.64 2.06 0.15 
~ 

Liooisaygahun 20.13 24.41 27.63 9.'15 3.04 13.53 0.58 0.22 
\J\ 
• 

l1agbainba 10.22 16.63 ,63.66 4.73 2.4t 1.01 0.62 0.44 

Hala:Ir1 Gbanti 25.87 15.83 17.66 ~.72 5.36 4.51 0.06 1.38 

P2kiMasabong 12.95 12.46 54.20 6.38 7.80 3.12 2.47 

Gowahun 21.66 10.51 27.33 31.16 6.68 0.98 0.30 0.01 

Saf'roko Limba 26.05 10.32 33.91 13.17 8.73 2.17 4.94 

Sanda. Tenraren 22.96 20.39 35.27 22.01 3.64 1.64 3.29 0.03 

Sanda Lokko 17.15 2t.47 39.11 11.74 7.59 1.24 0.05 0.18 

Sella L:il:tba 32.96 18.64 17.72 5.93 8.~ 14.65 0.23 

Trunbakha 6.44 71.67 12.68 5.04 2.99 0.90 0.10 
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the variance is explained for two chiefdoms; Bombali 

(72-66%) Sella Limba (32-96%). In the second, Tambakha has 

71·67% ot its variance explained, while all other chiet

do~s have scores below 30%. 

The third factor accounts for more than one third of the 

total variance for six chiefdoms, Magbaimba (63-66) Paki 

Masabong.(54·20) Gbanti (42-71). Sanda Lokko (39-11), 

Tenraren (35-27) and Safroko Limbs (33-91). The fourth ac

counts for 31-16~ ot the variance in Gowahun, while the 

fifth 32-36~ of that for Diriwa. 

Lower scores of individual variables are eliminated to 

assess characteristics defining each factor_ Variables 

with scores of + 1-0 and over are considered significant -
indices of thereapective ;factors (Appendix 6.4). Three 

,.,/' ," 

levels of significance have been used: low (± 1-0- 1-5) 

medium (± 1-51 - 2·0) and high (> ± 2'0). Variables with 

high scores in the first factor are mainly economic and 

human. There is a oombination of oharacteristics like 

chiefdom town population, indices of link demands, special 

government and missionary developmellt services, literacy, 

conmerce and ba~ks, posts and telecommunications_ other 
.. ~ 

variables of secondary importance include sorvice scores 

and settlements with a popUlation ot ~ver 500_ This factor 

identifies the main growth pole in Bo~ball - Makeni in 

Sebora chiefdom. hence the Sebora tactor. 

The second factor puts emphasis on character1stics like 

the siie of chiefdoms, land area above 500 feet and upland 
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CHIEFDOM SCORES IN FACTOR MATRIX 
Fig.-6·2 
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(200 - 500 feet), lengths of seasonal feeder roado; all of 

which have scores of o~er 2-D. A few human characteristics, 

like crude activity rates, are of some significance but it 

is mainly .factors ot size and shape that define this factor. 

This 1s a 'rambakha factor. 

The third combines variables of shape, accessibility and 

the impact of transport innovation. It is probably a hist

orical' factor Which describes the impact of transportation 

in.a time scale; and reasonably identifies Magbaimba, Gbanti 

Kamaranka and ~aki Masabong_ The fourth is a settlement 

factor in lowland areas. ~he fifth emphasizes rural char

acteristics of uplands. while the sixth combines land above 

500 feet. with high negative values for medical, government, 

missionary development services and seasonal feeder roads. 

Factor I therefore tends to separate more developed 

chiefdoms from the less developed. The location of Makeni 

~n Sebora puts this administrative area in a higher stage 

of development than Kamakwie (Sella Limba) which is a poor 

second most advanced in Bomball (Fig.6.2a). The least dev

eloped are Tambakha and Magbaimba, closely followed by 

Sanda Lokko, Gbanti Kamaranka, Biriwa. Libeisaygahun and 

Paki.Masabong. Between these chiefdoms of least development 

and the more developed are four moderately d~veloped admin

istrative areas - Sanda Tenraren., Gowahun. ,So,froko Limba 

and Makari Gbanti. Exclud1ns Sanda Tenraren the other 

chiefdoms in this category h~ve Borne. advantage of conti 8Uity 

to Sebora. contrasting with Sella Limba which is surrounded 
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by less developed 'administrative areas. 

The second' factor eliminates Tambakha which has about 

72% of its variance explained. ~he variables describing 

it mainly relate to the size of the administrative area, 

the dispersed nature of its population and the high level 

of crude aotivity rates. Otlierchlefdoms closer to Tambakha 

include'L1beisaygahtin, Biriwa and Sanda Lokko (Fig. 6.2b). 

While Sebora ohiefdom has the least peroentage of varianoe 

explained (5-92),' Sella Limba has a moderately high value 

(18-64). This probably means that if one disregarded the 

urban or growth pole functions of Kamakwie, this chiefdom 

is as underdeveloped as the others. Even moderately devel

oped chiefdoms of Gbviahunand Sa/roko Limba have lower 

scores on this factor. Tambakha is in a category of its own ' 

and three other chiefdom types'can be desoribed in this 

factor: a) Sanda Lokko, Libeisaygahun and Biriwa: b) Sella 

Limba, Gbanti Kamaranka, Magbaimba, Makari Gbanti and Pnki 

Masabong; 0) Sebora, Safroko Limba and Gowahun (Pig. 6.2b). 

The third factor, largely a 'function' ofehapes of chief

doms and aocessibility of populations in certain areas, is 

the most important in the matrix. The absence of large areaa 

of lowland and large settlements probably contributed to 

access problems faoing some chiefdoms - Magbaimba (63'66), 

Pakl Masabong (54-20). Gbantl Kamaranka (42'71). Next to 

these three cases are Sanda Lokko (39'11), Sanda Tenraren 

(35-27) and Safroko Limbs (33'91). As in the second factor 

the score for Sebora io least (12'07), followed by Tambakha 
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(12·68), Biriwa (17·66) and Sella Limba (17'72). 

Factor IV explains only 13'12~ of the total variance 

in the matrix but 1s fairly important as it tends to elim

inate Gowahun,' Makari Gbanti and Sanda Tenraren (Fig. 6 •. 2d). 

Chiefdom scoreS of higher values describe areas where 

medical and religious services tend to be established at 

settlements which are not necessarily j:rnp6rtant service 

centres but have good road links. The score for Gowahun is 

31'16, that of Makari Gbanti, 27'72: and Sanda Tenraren 

22'01. Other chiefdoms have relatively low scores (Table 6.2), 

but it is worth noting the relatively advantageous place

ment of these three administrative units in the transport 

network of the district. They are neither too far nor too 

close to Sebora, Each of these chiefdoms had at least three 

settlements with populations over 500 by 1963, contrasting 

with other chiefdoms like Magbaimba and Paki Maaabong which 

had none. 

The fifth factor describes a situation where the early 

introduction of motor roads has not been followed by a cont

inuous development of feeder roads. The popu,l~tion here is 

predominantly dispersed and engaged in upland farming. 

Scores for most chiefdoms are low and, excluding Biriwa, 

all are under 10·07t.Magbalmba, Sabora, Tambakha. Libeisay

gahun and Sanda Tenraren have scores bulow 5'0. Blriwa with 

a Score of 32'36 is m08tcha~acteriDtic of this loading -

a large chiefdom with the largest popul~tion (24,546) which 
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is highly dispersed and stilldep,endent on footpa~hs as a 
. 

means of travel. Ohiefdoms contrasting with this situation 

are either areas of high rural densities or of greater feed

er roads'~or hinterland populations. 

Factor VI has an association of ,land above 500 feet with 

upland (200 - 500 feet) and measures of link demands. It 

descriQes upland situations where. variables like medical 

services, feeder roads, special government and mission 

develo~9ment services are.probably underuti1ised. The prob

lem here is definitely not a physical limitation but most 

likely the awkward location of service centres with respect 

to the present pattern of the district's transportation 

network. Chiefdoms with higher scores in this loading are 

either early mission or administrative outposts with de

clining or stagnating chiefdom towns. The original services 

looated at this type of town are within stagnating settle

ments. Sella Limba has the highest score for this factor 

(14-65) followed by Libeisaygahun (13-53). Chiefdom towns 

like Batkanu and Kamakwie are probably surviving through 

sh€$r inertia, Their remote locations in the transport 

network make them less attraotive and competitive with res

pect to service establishment and use (Fig. 6.2£). 

These six factors present a fairly clear basis for class

ifying chiefdoms. While the first eliminates the most ad

vanced, it is the growth pole effect of the administrative 

centre that acoounts for this; hinterland Situations being 
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fairly similar in most chiefdoms. The second ~actor des

cribes the opposite ot the f1rst,and the third, fourth and 

fifth and sixth show variations of chiefdoms between these 

two extremes. hence, in Factor IV Makari Gbanti and Gowahun 

descr1be situations where advantages of accessibility are 

not fully exploited. resulting in,"the movement of people 

from more accessible locations - ben~embut Kalangba - to 

areas of lower acoessibility where services are located. 

The third factor eliminates N.agbaimha and Sanda Tenraren -

chiefdoms where-the main transportation +outes barely cut 

across the ,short breadth of their territories. 

The fifth factor describes Biriwa, a chiefdom with few 

feeder roada reaching the chiefdom to~~. The early devel

opment of the Kalala road which links Makeni to Kamabai 

had short lived effects. The sixth tactor probably indic-

ates the location ot some services in areas that are too 
f 

distant to be fully exploited. The underlying problem here 

likely involves a reorganisation ot the administrative 

status of either of the chiefdom towns in these areas, or 

an increase in connectivity of the trans~ort network. 

Chiefdom types oannot, however. be discussed in isolat

ion because these administrative units share some common 

problems witheome degree ot variation. One way of explain

ing this overlapping effect 1s by graphioal analyses ot 

factor scores in the matrix (F1ga. 6.;a-e). For example, 

the first loading in the matrix is related to the other 

five, to illustrate chiefdom groupings on a two-factor basis, 
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The first graph describes the scatter ot chiofdoms with re

spect to factors I and II (Fig. 6.3a). Here Sebpra 'and 

Tambakha are at extreme poles; Sella Limba is a simple 

chiefdom type, while Magbaimba and Pnki M8sabong form an

other group. The remaining eight chiefdoms, are a general 

group with Borne minor variations within them. 

Factors I and III account for 54:' of the total variance 

in the matrix. These two are, therefore. very important and 

illustrate a more complex scatter of chiefdoms (Fig. 6.3b). 

Ta.mbakha and Sebora are at o:ppos1te ends. Magbaimba. 1s 

still fairly close to Paki Masabong. Biriwa 1s fairly iso

lated, and the other chiefdoms tend to group in twop -

Sanda Lokko anu'Gbanti Kamarankar L1be!saygahun and Gowahun; 

Safroko Limba and Sanda Tenrarenl Sella Limba and ~akari 

Gbanti, The third graph relates faotor I to factor IV (Fig. 

6.'0). Here Sebora and Sella Limbs form separate groups. 

There are three sets of clusters itl the graph: a) Tambakha. 

Magba1mba and Paki Masabons; b) BlrIwa, L1be1saygahun and 

Sanda LokkoJ c) Makari Gbanti and Gowahun. Safroko, Gbanti 

Kamaranka and Sanda Tenraren are more olosely assooiated 

wIth the third cluster. 

The scatter of ohiefdoms in the fourth and fifth graphs 

is along the factor I axis. In figure 6.3d there 1s a gener

al group of eight ohiefdoms. most of whioh are a sort of 

wedge separating Maken1 trom Kamakwie and Batkanu - Pak1 

Masabong. Sanda Tenraren; Gbanti ltamaranka, Libeisaygahun, 
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Gowahun. Makari Gbanti and Safroko Limba. B1riwa and Sabora 

£orm two fairly opposite types. Tambakha and l[beissygahun 

are in one group. Figure 6.3e 1s a alight modification of 

the distribution in figure 6.3d. Single-type chiefdoms here 

are Sebora, Sella Limbs and Libe1saygahun. Pakl Masabong 

is clustered with Biriwa, Gbanti Kamaranks and Sanda Tenrar

en; Gowahun with Satroko Limbs and Makari Gbanti; Tambakha 

with Magbalmba. 

The separation ot chiefdoms is easier on a three factor 

rotation (Table 6.3) Factors I and II remain Sebora and 

Tambakha determinants respectively, while factor III mainly 

describes Magbaimba. Gbanti and Masabong chiefdoms. Sella 

Limba is still second to Sebora in Factor I, Biriwa second 

to Tambakhs in factor II. Gowahun and Satroko have average 

values for both factors 1 and II. Sanda Lokko and Tenraren 

have average values in factor III and lower ones in other 

factors, while Makari has an average value in factor I alone. 

Libelsaygahun has generally low values on all factors, de

picting the stagnating characteristics ot this chiefdom and 

its administrative centre. 

A simplified pattern ot ohiefdom separation produces the 

following group typesz 

a. Bombali 8 1 Sella Limba 8 2 Makari, 

b. Tambakha b1 Biriwa, 

n 
c. Magba1mba. Gba.Jti, Maaabong, 

d. Gowahun. Safroko, 
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Table 6.3 Normalized Varimax Faotor Components 

Chiefdom Comm. 1 2 , 
Biriwa 0.9015 0.3278 0.4236 0.2486 

Sabora 0.9451 0.7923 0.0709 0.1368 

Cbanti Kamaranka 0.9842 0.283~ 0.1855 0.531rs 

Libeiaaygahun 0.9372 0.3259 0.3465 0.3275 

Magbaimba 0.9676 0.1244 0.2033 0.6723 

Makari Cbanti 0.9424 0.4836 0.2272 0.2892 

Paki I<1asabong 0.9463 0.1993 0.2041 0.5966 

Gowahun 0.9404 0.4164 0.1547 0.4289 

Se.froko Limbe. 0.9543 0.4063 0.1657 0.4280 

Sanda Tenraren 0.9507 0.3740 0.1388 0.4872 

Sanda tokko O.Q752 0.2559 0.2809 0.4632 

Sella Limbs 0.9390 0.4907 0.3089 0.2004 

Tambakha 0.9691 0.0893 0.7631 0.1476 
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e. Sanda Lokko, Tenraren, 

f. 1ibeisaygahun. 

Difficulty in this type of simplified grouping arises from 

high values of some chiefdom Boores in other factors. For 

example, Biriwa has a high score in factor II and a moder

ate one in this factor I. Sella Limba has a relatively 

high score in factor 1 and a moderate one in factor II. 

On the three factor rotation the main characteristics sep

arating chiefdoms are more cooplex: accessibility, populat

ion as well as service concentrations. 

On the principal component matrix a simpler grouping 

can be observed as the accessibility characteristic tends 

to be a singular eliminator of more developed and 10es dev

eloped chiefdoms (Fig. 6.4a) Th~' Gcntt'er 'of chiefdoms in 

Figure 6.4a clearly indicates two most dissimilar chiefdoms: 

Sebora and Tambakha. Other sirtgle type chiefdoms like Sella 

Limba, Hbanti, Libeisaygahun, Masa'bong. l:i1rlwa, Sanda Lokko 

and Magbaimba are wi thin f~lY:i~'aver~ge distances from 
, ,>'-. 

Sebora and Tambakha. Within/thIs scatter of s1ngle type 

chiefdoms are Llbeisaygahun and Masabong which are fa1rly 

clustered. Beyond Sella Limba there ls'8 large cluster of 

administrative units: Makari, Gowahun. Safroko and Tenrnren. 
- , ~. \ I ~ 

These are central cpiefdoms.1n ~th~;;, district and are more 
::~;_<:~ ,<>{. ;.;,,;t 

accessible to Sebora than any other administrative units. 

LINKAGES 
"'~" l>" 

J_ :~-;,~ 

:,~ :' 

Perhaps the separation ot ch1efdomsd.s be.tter resolved 
~ >, ~ < j ,. 

by group1n~ ,algori thros'. Individual chiefdom values in the 
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first rotation are' oomputerised in a simple'-linkage prog

ramme (Appendix 6.5) to obtain a more accurate classif

ication of chiefdom types (Figure 6.4b). As in the class-

ification obtained from the th~ee factor rotation nine 

chiefdom types have been identified by grouping algorithms. 

There are however a tew variations as four of these types 

are in groups of two chiefdoms while five are single types. 

'-iagbaimba is grouped wi tr{·4aaabong; Li beisaygahun with Sella 

LimbaJ Makari with Gowahun; and Gbanti with Sanda Lokko. 

Single type chiefdoms are Sanda Tenraren. Safroko Limba, 

Sebora, Blriwa and Tambakha. 

These variations are high consirl.ering the fact that 

Bombali only torms a small part of the underdeveloped North

ern Area of Sierra Leone. They are however an indication of 

the amplitude of the problem one has to contend with in 

rural developIlent even at this district level. A further 

generalisation at this classification provides a more Sim

plified pattern (Fig. 6.5). The central chiefdoms separ

ating Makeni, Kamakwio and Batkanu are a faIrly oontiguous 

zone. Provided present external boundaries of the diotriot 

are not modified, these oentrnlchiefdoms will continue to 

restrain the imbalance in development of Makeni. Kamakwie 

and Datkanu. 

Ohiefdoms with spooial development· ,problema are moat like

ly to be Tnmbakha, Magbaimba and Biriwa - areas with few or 

no feeder roads, few if any largo settlements, mass illit

eracy of scattered peasant cultivators, remoteness from 
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centres of higher economic activity and contiguity to, 

underdeveloped hinterlanda·of'other chiefdoms. While Tam

bakha accounts for about one third of the district area 

its population is barely 5~ of that of Bombali. On the other 

hand. Biriwa with about 11% of the district area accounts 

for 11 ·4% of its total population •. One is < thus' confronted 

with two basio problems - the organisation of human ¢ccup

ance and land exploitation, and the construction of feeder 

roads. 

GROWTH POLES 

Probable growth pole/hinterland relationships in Bombali 

can be summed up from a simple distribution map in which 

five main types can be identified (Fig. 6.6). ~ypc I i8 

Sebors ohiefdom in which Makeni. the district centre is loc

ated. Type II contains Kamakwie, in Sella Limbs ohiefdom 

which is a secondary growth pole for Bombali as a whole. 

Type III describes Batkanu in Libeisaygahun, a deoaying pole 

whose growth tends to be hampered by its extreme location 

in the distriot transport network, and by the impact of 

more centrally situated chiefdoms like Gowahun, Makari Ubanti. 

Safroko Limbs and Sanda Tenraren. 

These cen:tral chiefdoms have tertiary centres (Type IV) 

but are of considerable potential for growth, provided that 

services are established in them. The remaining ohiefdoms 

have weak or infantile growth oentres (Type V) and are 

either at remote locations - Fintonya(Tambakha), Kagbaray 

(Magbalmba), Kamabal (Biriwa) - or being hampered by contig-
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uity to more developed centres - Kamalo (Sanda Lokko). 

Kamnranka (Gbanti ~amaranka) in relation to Kamakwic. ~apaki 

(Pakl Masabong) in relation to Makeni. 

Planning for rural development in Bombali has to contend 

with considerable variations ~n chiefdoms. It is better to 

understand these variations before defining objectives for 

development. Problems of adcinistration and traditional 

values are too numerous to mention and usually have one com

mon characteristic. namely the unpredictable hu~an response 

to the challenge ot rural development. More basic structur-

al problems are related to the inadequacy of the intra-struct

ure as a whole. For example, one thinks of the immense con

centration at basic services in chiefdom towns, the inaccess

ibility o.f these towns ,to their hinterlands, the disadvant

ageous displacement of some chiefdoltlS in the transport net

work, the preponderance of the population in low income 

primary activities and the sparseness of services in the 

district as a whole. Problems. of illiteracy, traditionalism, 

and the perSistence of rural poverty are related to remote

ness of settlements from centres of innovation. 

'rhe human being that outl! ves these problems may have to 

evolve through a long pro~ess involving vital changes in 

concepts of produotion. family sizes, land ownership, looal 

responsibility. in the definition ot development objectives 

and nationhood. ~he most capable agency to speed up such 

changes is government. The objeotives at a national level 
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should involve a careful review of government priorities 

in rural development if only at a scale as low aD the 

chiefdom. 

Rural development has more often than not been regarded 

as's host of economic problems, to such an extent that local 

human and environmental factors have been neglected or 

underestimated. ~he orthodox indicators of developnent and 

economic growth are all too well known - per capita incomes, 

cost of living indices. saving potentials, marketing, the 

availibility of credit facilities and a host of other char

acteristics. In Bombali, such indicators are yet to produce 

sub-regional variations; for one is dealin6 with an envir

onment where the human resource sector is probably slow to 

fit into Borne model of eCObomic growth. 

Another common problem with national governments is rel

ated to some obsession with increased primary production to 

protect feeble currencies. The United ~ations Development 

Agencies have probably had some succeSB in improvinB the 

lot of rural masses in underdeveloped countries; but one 

doubts whether it is realised that while the fruits of mod

ern technology are being absorbed in such countries at 'a 

very rapid rate, the human being that is doing the absorption 

faces the challenge of change at a less rapid rate. Con

sequently, there are probl~ms of mass wastage of capital 

goods and these economies experience greater strains in 

reaching stages of proceSSing prima~y produce, let alone 

manufacturing. 
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A careful study of sub-administrative areas within a 

clearly defined political region can identify many local 

characteriatico which may have far reaching effects upon 

the development process. For example, the study of patterns 

of underdevelopment in Bombali stresses four principal 

objectives in development: a) the identification of problem 

areas within a politically defined reg1on, b) the definition 

of structural elements in local economies, c)the importance 

of the human factor and d) the need for a more objective 

definition of incentives for local development. 
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CHAPTER vii 

SOME h1JMAN OBSTACLES 'ro Ij)EVELOPMENT IN BOMBALI 

IN TRODUCTl ON 

The population of Bombali is predominantly rural and poor, 

The occurrence of 90% of the working population in primary 

production affords the strongest index concerning the lev

el of development in the district. In previous chapters, 

attempts have been made at describing in general terms what 

Forde calls "the visible results of economic growth "(1966, 

iii). Such results in the district closely describe situ

ations in which incomes have not reached a stage of capit

al formation. The society has not been very succesaful in 

attracting various forms of internal, le't alone external, 

investment, The district is a political rather than a geog

raphical region, and this characteristic is expre~sed by 

its displacement across three parallel geographical (phys

ical) regions of the country. 

~he present state of development in Bombali is clearly 

the result of external and internal influences which may 

have cultural, physical or structural expressions. For examp

le there is the contiguity of tribal chiefdoms within and 

outside Bombal1. The southwestern swamps form an eastern 

extent of a larger Boliland region of districts weat and 

south of Bombali. The upland region extends south westward 

across Tonkolili while a more hilly landscape merges imper

ceptibly into Koinadugu. The transportation network depicts 

a situation where structures external to this district may 

be of greater significance. 
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Interest in this chapter conoerns human responses to the 

present level of economic development, an aspeot that has 

a considerable impact in both development policy planning 

and implementation. As Spencer puts it: 

"'Development' is a complex cultural process, one 

involving time. elements of culture. learning prooesses, , 

psychological acceptances by the populations, and the 

understanding of the relations of peoples and oultures 

to environments: for no two peoples, two cultures, 

two environments can the same precise measure be applied 

as a judgement of 'deve10pedn~ss·." (1960, 37). 
, 

In other words, charaoteristics of human societies can be as 

difficult to generalise as their environments. The problem 

can be more accentuated in underdeveloped cpuntries where 

the search for the nature ot underdevelopment is at one init

ial stage at the local community level. The study of human 

obstacles to development involves a brond generalisation of 

the framework against which any suggestions for future dev

elopment planning can be made. This in itsolf is of basic 

significance especially it one accepts that economic develop

ment is "the accumulation of productfve menns to meet the 

expressed needs of a partioular population" (Randall. 1957. 

263). The definition ot particular human needs in development 

planning is not as problematic as the understanding by the 

human group involved. 

The impression one has of looal people in Bombali io 

uncertainty concerning their ability to define local needs 
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for development. It is less likely a problem of not knowing 

what one wants; rather it is probably an apathy emanatIng 

from an obsession that a land without known mineral resources 

has no bright prospects for investment and other forms of 

exploitation. The difficulty in transporting agricultural 

products to large tovmships tends to discourage any large

scale farmer. The distriot is unfavourably situated with 

respect to more prosperous townships in the country - Freetown 

and the mining areas. These larger townships have agricult

urally productive hinterlandsm shorter distances and comp

ete favourably to more d1stant sources of food supply which 

have to resolve overhead costs of transportation and storage. 

The response ot various sectors of society to development 

must be examined with a recognition of Bombali as a remote 

and fairly difficult environment for which most economies 

of scale in primary productivity tend to be unfavourable. 

Increased agricultural pr04ubt~vity may have to contend with 

problems other than transportaion, marketing or credit fao

ilities. Presently there is no processing induatry in the 

diatrict. The level of literacy is barely 2% of the total 

population and this portion of the population i8 concentrated 

in the administrative centres and engaged in non-farm serv

ice occupations. Education haa hitherto been regarded by 

many aa the primary means ot abandoning the farming prof

ession for more lucrative jobs, 80 that few it any eduoated 

people are full tine farmers in ~ombali. It thus appears 

that while agricultural development holda the key for eco

nomic growth in this part of the country, the organisational 
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basis for its smooth operation tends, to .be distu~bed by an 

inefficient infrastructure and an agricultural population, 

that is predominantly tradi t,1onal in outl,ook. 

SECTORS OF THE POMBALI COMMUNITY 

The characteristics of roles of nine sect'ors of the' 

Bombali society have' beeh atudled - a) the illiterate and 

rural mass, b) the educated local population, c) local auth

orities, d) religious agencies, e) traders, both local and 

foreign, f) foreign business enterprises engaged in agri

culture, g) external agencies involved in rurhl development 

study and work, h) the Ful1ah herd'sman and i) central gov

ernment agencies. Of these nine groups 'the sector most 

affected by any form of development should be the rural 

majority which is traditional, il.literate and poor, but 

which has control over land. From previous studies of the 

family as a unit of production it was observed that agricult

ural productivity is of a ~easant nature, land tenure and 

land use are closely associated with local concepts of fam

ily si~es and property ownership (Ohapter II). 

Illiterate peasants 

The problem posed by this,s~ctor of society is one of 

traditionalism which is expressed in various forms. The occ

urrence of group feeling i~ Bubtle but has its expression 

in associations Ike clans, tribes or membership of a secret 

SOCiety. While religion has contributed substantially in 

educating rural man. it has had'little impact on his tradit

ional beliets. Land remains the most important expression 
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of wealth 'and sacurity, for when every other source of in

come fails the peasant 'can 'always resort to farm work. For 

him therefore, poverty is not strange, it io a normal endow

ment with a perpetuity he is neither prepared nor qualified 

to change. The introduction of a cash economy to his envir

onment has only had the effect of 'earning to produce Borne 

essentials of life - cheap clothing' and shoes, para£fin 

for fuel and some house ware. It is all remote from capital 

s'aving. 

This rural sector is' tribal in outlook'snd suspicious 

ot motives of other sectors, especially those who have been 

detri balised through education', and central government 

agencies whose civil servants are composed of other tribal 

e1emente and 'cannot i speak the same language. The man who 

can read and write is often regarded as dishonest and proud, 

He is thought to have acquired tricks (education) at an 

early age and therefore'no longer has respeot for older 

members o'f the community 'who have more intelligence (common 

senae). Some of these local feelings may not be substantive 

but it is important to note a basio flaw in accepted thought 

which tends to equate the ability to read and write with 

common sense, experience and behaviour. ln other worda, if 

education erodes all'the traditional values respected in a 

given community, then in the eyes of traditional leaders, 

there is no need for it. 

What is normally regarded ao good behaviour in such co~m

unities can be mean~ngless in more sophisticated circles. 
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For example a woman 10 expeoted to bow when pase1na aoross 

a male gathering or when' serving drinks. She is not expeot

ed to discuss problems' in common with males, and if she is 

old enough to attend meetinga of male deoision makers, her 

role is one ot silence and peace making between rivals. The 

educated woman deviates from most of these aooepted practices, 

for example slie wears slacks - often ihterpreted as a ohall

enge to male supremaoy. Educated youngsters practising 

habits of cleanliness may be regarded as ~roud. The basio 

problem is not only one of ignorance, it is also a constant 

fear of breaking the society 80 it currently funotions. 

It is this fear thatoapa away locnl confidence of group 

leadership in a situation where the leader can read and 

write. A group leader is expeoted to proteot the hierarchy 

in sooiety, and upkeep tribal or clannish norma, and eduoated 

elements are too prone to target such demands of office. 

Local leaders are consequently as traditional as members ot 

their group. Those educated elements who suoceed in being 

accepted by this seotor are few and are probably lucky to 

have gone through all stages of ohi1d development in the 

locality - such asthe rituals involved at the ciroumoision 

stage and early membership in seoret sooieties. These fort

unate few are normally lesB migrant - the primary or seoond

ary school may not be tar tram home. 

The importanoe of local leadership in thoimplotlcntat1on 

of developmentpo1ioy needs no emphasis. In Sierra Leone. 

the establishment at the first boys' secondary school in 
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the provinces, at Bo, was to educate sons ot chiefs who 

would in due course become the educated elIte to rule the 

community. The hope ot the colonial administration was to 

provide broader perspectives at levels of decision making. 

For example an illiterate chief may be influenced in ways 

of thinking and decision making by,the presence of an educ

ated heir while the educated chief can provide sound leader

ship over a community. This idea was constructive but short

sighted. What was not taken into consideration was the tact 

that the appointment of a chief is based on some democratic 

practice involv1ng an election.by a local authority, from 

a ruling house whose turn it was to present a candidate. 

Some ruling eons of chiefs had the opportunity of an early 

education but other incumbents dId not. In Bombali only 7 

of the 1~~~hiefs can read or write and three of these have 

had some high school education. 

What most people still forget is the proposItion that 

literacy 1s not always a guarantee of sound leadership, 

especially when education is 11mi ted to' the Becondary Bchool 

stage, Perhaps former colonial administrators can attest 

that the implementatIon of development po11cy had better 

chances with uneducated chiefe who had eu!!lc1ent common 

sense to accept innovations. What 1s pi!!icult to explain 

in Bombali 1s that some of the chiefs are educated but this 

dobs not reflect the level of economic development 1n 

chie:t'dotnD .• There is an element of, distrust between chiefs 

and their subjects and this ariees front the role of the ,chief 

as de!end.er of land rights tor trl bal groups. 
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The present situation on land transfers' is that the 

chief, as signatory on any chiefdom land transaction, re

ceives one third of the money paid for the transfer of land. 

excluding the usual hand shake fee. rhe land owner with only 

one third of the share is hardly satisfied and therefore 

reluctant to sell land. Some chiefs go to extremes of farm

ing where they like. 'Local land owners accept this practise 

and even operate chiefs! farms with some quiet reservation. 

It is likely that this Situation, where a peasant is stent 

over domination and exploitation, breeds a lack of interest 

in local participation in development. The peasants have a 

subtle way of showing outward respect and allegiance for 

authority, although within them liea bitter resentment. 

The ultimate essence of existence hinges on a level of 

productivity that is enough to meet a family's needs for 

the next growing season. A small surplus is exchanged in 

cash or kind for other essentials of life. Excluding domest

ic food needs, there are two principal causes for agricult

ural surpluses: a) demands of ceremonial activities and b) 

the desire to increase the family size. the peasant's main 

index of prosperity and social security. ln periods of good 

harvests a farmer sella farm produce for cash or exchan~es 

for cattle. He then goes for a second, third or fourth wife. 

For the farmer, this 1s a perfectly 10g1cal move, because 

he is assured of two important in-puts in farm operation: 

a) there is more labour and b) access to other farm land. 

He reaches a point whore he can no longer increase his family 

size and it 1s at this stage that he starts saving and petty 
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trading. He does not like banking services, because he can 

neither read nor write, but more important than anything 

else, banking exposes what he considers the most secret of 

all things - his income. In polygamous families the most 

beloved wife may have access to the keys of the food box, 

out a member of the family will be lucky to know where he 

keeps his money before he gives up the ghost. 

Ceremonial activities absorb a fairly large proportion 

of farm incomes. 'rhe occurrence in the dry senson of most 

festivals related to graduation cerfnonies after initiations 

to secret societies, anniversaries of deaths of cherished 

ones is not a simple climatic necessity. It is at this time 

that money is most easily earned. Families in the upper 

sector of society tend to distinguish themselves by celebrat

ing in the rainy season when food is Bcarce. For poorer 

families, failure to respect the dead by sacrifices and 

feasts is as great a shame as the inability to celebrate on 

the occasion of graduation from secret societies and circum

ciBion.~6st of the harvest that can be classified as surplus 

over seasonal food needs is sold and there is a tendency to 

sell beyond~is surplus. 

The spiral of poverty and indebtednesa that overwhelms 

the peasant is hard to explain and the potential for saving 

is negligible. During the rainy soason when food is scarce 

rice traders sell back to villagers the rioa~ey bought 

from them at double the original cost price. If there is no 
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money to pay for rice which is badly needed in the home, 

it is usual to borrow with the hope o£ paying back at harv

est time. In a case of need fo; bulHing material like corr-

ugated iron sheets, it is a common practice to borrow build

ing materials from the Lebanese businessman for payment in 

kind in the harvest season. ~he cycle of events between 

production and income is fairly simple and involves an init

ial stage of farm work and debts, harvests, celebrations, 

payments of past debts and acquisition of fresh oommitments. 

Indebtedness in rural communities of peasants needs some 

qualitication. Certainly, the ability to acquire debts and 

resolve them is vital in econQm~c development, For the peas

ant, debts over lengthy periods are, a burden to the entire 

production unit,- the extended family. They are a form ot 

slavery ,and a shame to the head of the family. The nature of 

indebtedness in this sort of society is different from that 

involving credits for investment in agricultural productivity 

and most farmers are loath to accept the latter. An intro

duction of credit facilities for long term investment must 

be capable at providing short tern expression of these faoil

ities to attraot the ordinary tarmer. 

Levels of advancement in agricultural productivity have 

of<~en been assessed by types of farm tools, efficiency in 

management and farm operation. In Bombali the peasant farmer 

is more dependent on~e machete and hoe. The tractor is grad

ually being introduoed; Currently about six farm operators 

own tractors in Bombali, ~hree of these are owned by Fullah 



herdsmen who are virtual absentee farmers employing cneap 

labour and returning to the farm at harvest time to super

vise threshing and storage; the other three are owned by 

local politicians of national importance~ Th~ problem of 

mechanisation in Bomba1i arises from several factors -

a) the control of economia forces of production by a small 

but viable sector of society - the absentee farmers, b) the 

inability to pay in cash ~or government traotor rentals and 

fertilisers, c) the need to operate larger farms, foreign 

to the practices of shifting cultivation,and d) the absence 

of a machinery to administer other systems of resolVing 

credits on farm inputs to suit the peasant. 

The question one faces on the role of the shifting culti

vator is simple and relates to the extent to which one can 

judge agricultural productivity through levels of technology. 

Boserup's conclusion concerning this question is worth ment

ioning: 

••• "it was natural, therefore, to view agricultural 

development as determined by a process of gradual change 

to better and better tools whereby out-put per man-hour 

in food production "as increased and part of the pop

ulation made available for non-agricultural activities. 

This theory is apt to misl~ad because it ignores the 

fact that the kind of agricultural tool needed in a 

given context depends ,on the system ot land use: som~ 

technical changes cam materialioe only it the system of 

land use is modi!le,d, at the same time and Bomo ch~nges 

in land uee can come ,about only 1f they are acoompanied 

by the introduction of new tools "(1965, 23). 
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In Bombali the tractor is gradually being introduced 

without changes in systems of land tenure and land use. 

These constraints on increased productivity are a disadvant

age to the peasant farmer. The tractor may spell increased 

productivity but there is uncertainty concerning long-term 

returns of such an innovation in a situation where the peas

ant land owner is not directly partiCipant. If a government 

can finance a tractor rental scheme it should be capable of 

undertaking peasant repayments in kind for credits accrued 

from tractor rentals. This part of the tractor innovation 

has not yet been introduced. rhe illiterate peasant farmer 

continues to till the uplands and narrow valley bottom 

swamps while the open fertile bolilands are exploited by 

government operated tractors on behalf of people who can 

afford the rents. 

The peasant's hesitation in surrendering land rights 

stems from three probable factors - a) the growing awareness 

that upland areas cannot stand long periods of cultivation 

and that narrow valley bottom swamps cannot provide local 

farm land needs. b) a growing Concern that the possible 

growth of largo scale farming will disrupt traditional farm 

practices and c) a gradual development of absentee farmers 

whose exploitive operations are currently view'\ld with susp

icion. These factors tend to breed total reluctance to change 

from the present state of land holding. The absentee farmer 

naturally has no interest in a role of guiding land owners 

to appreciate the importance of changes of this nature. 

Most land transactions are local and individual deals with 
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little administrative control. Contrasts between town and 

village are accentuated because accepted practises of land 

transfers for building in towns are not applicable in agri

cultural land. 

Indigenous Literates 

The educated rural popul~tion, are too few to have much 

impact in economio change, The idea that the educated person 

can earn higher incomes in non-farm activities is still prev~ 

alent. ~he concentration of such educated elements in larger 

townships is related to some attraotion to urban living even 

at this level, and the relative ease of finding non-farm 

occupations. Most of the higher educated clemente within 

the distriot are probably, foreign to it by birth - foreign 

bUSinessmen, civil servants. lt is interesting however, to 

note that while this sector of society is least trusted by 

the illiterates, it forms the strongest protector of land 

rights. Having been exposed to urban living, such elements 

are more oonscious of their rights and aware of cash econ

omies and needs for rural development. Their migrational 

tendency is largely due to the inadequate work opportunities 

and services at their places of birth. It is from this sect

or of sooiety that the local bUsinessman and entrepreneur 

emerges. He is a product of both the modern and the tradit

ional, and apt to exploit both sectors of SOCiety. He intro

duces the foreign bUSinessman to the local market and this 

function demands a creation of trust between the financier 

and the farmer. 
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A few local examples tend to show that th1s sector of 

society may have contRbuted'considerablY towards economic 

stagnation in Bombali. When Barclay's Bank established a 

branoh at Makeni it was thought that the introduction of 

credit facilities tp potentially productive elements in 

Makeni could induce greater business and local commeroial 

enterprises. Large undisclosed sums of money were given to 

people on long term credits and most ot this money was spent 

on building houses, purchase of truoks tor transportation. 

In the end these loans were not resolved and Barolay's 

had to write them off. !he distriot counoils. in an effort 

to improve housing conditions in larger villages deoided to 

offer advance loans on corrugated iron sheets in the early 

1950's. The more enlightened sectors of society took advant

age of thia offer and 'acorued debts which also had to be 

written off. Again. Lebanese traders usually entrust their 

transport business to 100al drivers, mostly primary school 

drop-outs. It often happens thnt these lorry drivers get 

wealthy enough to buy trucks for themselves before the Leb

anese 'bosses' are able to realise the initial cost of veh

icles. Casas of embezzlement by persons in highly responsible 

pOSitions are too common to mention. 

The problems created by semi-eduoated elements have nat

ional rather than local dimensions. and thero is a low level 

of trust between the midal'eman and the finanoier. The devel

opment at local responsibility to promote eoonomio growth io 

constantly threatened-by a resultant constraint on the ex

pansion ot local enterprises. Employment opportunities 
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from foreign commercial agencies are limited to low levels 

of responsibility, and it is difficult to criticize this 

pqlicy when greater inves~ment risks .are evident. Lebanese 

enterprises have tended to become close family operatIons, 

Indian supermarkets are manned by lndians, while firms like 

PZ (Patterson Zochonis), CFAO (Compagnie Francaise de l'Afr-. ~ 

1que Ouest) and UAC (United Africa Company) have all had to 

be closed in the last ten years, 

The level of literacy of this so~called lIterate sector 

i.s ha~dly beyond the secondary school, stage: the odd drop

out, high school or teache,~.training college graduate. In 

poli tics these are the dangerous t squealers' of an "Animal 

Farm" situation •. With their li~lted perspective on national 

development they become the party political tools for moving 

the masses to aotion. They are never too sure of permanent 

jobs or large incomes and tend to exploit whatever possibil

ity arises for quick financial gains. There is hardly any 

middle manpower and some of these educated people are absorb

ed in this class - the central Native Administration Clerk. 

other chiefdom olerks, mechanics, publio works foremen and 

electric~lassistants. Universi~y graduates are tew and all 

are working in other parts of the country, By 1972, Bombali 

could boast of 30 university graduates. lncldentally. the 

number ot graduates trom Makeni, the distriot centre was 

only halt (7) that for Kamakwie (14). Local leadership io 

far from e.nlightened. Consequently the small literate sect

or with all its frailties is the main source of strong 

leadership. 
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Local Authorities 

The role of local authorities in development has otten 

been given a greater emphasis than that ot other aectors 

of society. The fact is that during early colonial periods, 

long betore the introduction of party politics, the chiets, 

apart from being natural rulers were extremely powerful. 

Their courts had absolute decision powers on most disputes 

especially those involving land or domestio issues. Their 

functions as 100al tribal leaders have been Breatly modified 

sinoe the advent of party politics. They no longer sit in 

courts as judges, In other worda there has been some decentr

alisation of power in the ohiefdom. This polioy may have 

adverse effects on local administration espeoially as the 

tendenoy is oommon for oourt preSidents to think that they 

are as important as ohiefs. On the other hand the idea goes 

through in peasant quarters that days ot unchallenged domin

ation and exploitation are disappearing. A man oan now tace 

a court, put a 0:883 through without having to aocept unfair 

verdicts. 

Chiets are ourrently ~rone to a oonsoious-ness ot a grad

ual sapping of authority. Since they still have rights to 

choose tribal authorities, those selected tor local leader

ship are often close friends sharing common views with chiefs. 

These are days when no local authority's power 1s permanent 

and chiefs are obsessed with this trend. It is probably dur

ing this period when a local authority is faced with pleas

ing central government and the masses that innovation £or 
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for development can be effected. The problems involved are 

political - local development propaganda usually has polit

ical overtones. Anti-government localities can be least en

thusiastic about central government efforts at development. 

Invariably these local authorities hold similar views to 

their subjects and central governments interpret such an 

attitude as 'not conducive to good adminiatration'. 

The greatest hopes for change in concepts of land tenure 

and land use rest on local authorities. As rulers over chief

dom sections these local authorities are members of large 

extended families whose sphere of influence is beyond terri

tories of individual hamlets, or villages. Group organisation 

for communal as well as Government sponsored projects can 

hardly be effected without their support. With some in-Derv

ice training and experimentation on large scale farming aff

ecting local leader~ it may be possible to map land propert

ies and modify land tenure praotices - a first atep towards 

the recording of individual land rights and rights of land 

sales, In other words, the channellinG of information on 

agricultural transformation is probably more effective if 

local authorities are subjected to innovations and their 

roles in society changed to development authorities. Local 

authorities have been Bubjected to party political rather 

than national consciousness, and where there is no concerted 

effort at central government level for the provision of dev

elopment planning and policies, local leadership cannot be 

expeoted to appreciate the importance of Bocial change or 

its responsibi1it,y in such change, 
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Missionaries 

Activities of religious groups in Bombali 'are mainly 

responsi ble for most of' the educat'lonal 'and medical services 

in the district. Moreover the introduction ot practical 

hygiene and health services are commendable, not to speak 

of the development of mo'ral consclousness and character. 

However, the virtual dominance of religious group control 

over important services like health and education leads to 

considerable co'nstraint concerning their distribution in 

Bombali. The usu'al competition and conflict between Catholic 

and Wesleyan Methodist have subtle expressions and stagnat

ing effects. For example, the Wesleyan Methodists have work

ed in Bombal! tor a period of 90 years and regard the dist

rict as their ·sphere of influencer. The Catholic church 

was introduced only 15 years ago but today there are more 

Catholic educational establishments than Wesleyan Methodist. 

The main difference in the effect of these religious 

groups stems from their outlook in the process of developing 
, , 

the human mind. The Wesleyan church came to Bombali with the 

express desire of winning converts and preparing souls for 

a healthier and richer heaven. The message spread like wild 

fire because the peasant who was content with his state of 

poverty welcomed the feeling that there is wealth in heaven 

for him. Primary school graduntos were lured to undertake 

biblical studies at the Wesleyan Bible School which was open

ed some 40 years ago. Graduates at this institution beoame 

the ·looal pastors sent to ~reaoh in more remote areas. 



Secondary schools were introduced as late as the early 

1960's, which implies a subjeotion of the district populat

ion either to migrate in search of higher educational fac

ilities or to'limited eduoation. The Catholics, on tho other 

hand, won converts from the primary school stage to higher 

education - secondary schools, teacher training and the 

uni verst ty, ' 

The difference in local expansion of religious operations 

has financial overtones. The Catholics with probably strong

er financial support have been more willing to invest heavily 

in education and health services, Monthly salaries for W~a

leyan lay pastors and teachero were as low as £3'SOby 1950. 

Today the salary of a lay pastor is about £10 a month; but 

£1 is deducted for tithes and another £1 may be spent on 

subscriptions. This leaves the pastor with £8 which is just 

about enough to pay for a bag of clean rice during the rainy 

season, Charges for health services at all Wesleyanmedioal 

establishments are discretionary, but generally far higher 

than in other health institutions, For Catholics indootrinnt-
by 

ion in the white father or sister, and there is no need to 

employ lay preachers, Teachers' salaries in Catholic schools 

vere higher than those in Wesleyan Methodist schoole in the 

early 1950's, Catholio health services are Bupported by 

international agencies like 'CatholiC Relief Services OVer-

eeas', 

For the 100a1 villager free health services from Cathol

ios means,·'that the Roman Catholio ohuroh 1,8 more helpful. 
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For the eduqatedworker the Catho1ios are more apprsciated 

because they do not limit an individual's chances for high

er education and inoome. The idea has hardly been under

stood that with the Wesleyan Methodists people are taught 

to help themselves in a harder way. Those who still hope 

to be wealthy through work in missions have been disappoint

ed and the result ~s a blindness to efforts at reaohing less 

fortunate individuals in remote plaoes, and a growing llate 

for some of these agenoies. 

Looal preferenoes usually favour Catho1io establishments 

even though- the aims of all religious agenoies are similar.' 

It may be necessary to find means of normalising those pref

erences. for it often happens that a village head may not 

permit one mission agency to establish a sohoo1 or health 

oentre because of a notion discrediting that particular agen

cy, For example it took Catholios a period of five years be

fore looal permission was granted for the establishment of 

Catholio primary schools in Kamakwie and Kamabai. Religious 

leaders have an important responsibility in ~liding 100a1 

leadership in decislonmaking. Care must be taken that tho 

preservation of religious spheres ot influence does not 

hinder the establishment of essential eervic~s. 

Traders 

A SUbstantial proportion of local and foreign elements in 

non-farm occupations are engaged in trade. The working pop

ulation of Bombali amounted to 70.606 in 196'. of which 

6;,620(90'1%) was oocupied in primary aotivities ot farming 
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and fishing. Sales workers aocounted for :;'2" of the work

ins population (2,250) whioh was lower than the number for 

craftsmen and labourers (3,065). In Bombali there are vari

ous types ot.people engaged in commerce of various sorts. 

1'h(l IV.andingo are mainly in cloth .. flying and sales. The ~"'Ullah 

are .enS!lged in small shanty shop operations. The Lebanese 

have larger business concerns than these local traders and 

their, distribution over the district has not been affected 

by laok ot electricity as haa that ot!niian shops and super

markets, 

A oommon characteristic of most of these commeroial enter

prises concerns the predominant one way type of trade in

volving cash payments ~or foreign. manufactured goods pur

chased from larger commercial concerns in Freetovm. The dist

rict does not have. a,strong form of any production to comp

ensate.- tor local expendi ture on manu!acture.d produce. Small

er traders in remote ~illage8.operat9 on credit terms with 

larger shops in the chiefdom towns. By the time n good reach

es the consumer at a village or hamlet it costs three times 

its original value. The range o! goods reaching more rural 

areas is limited to inexpensive commodities - rubber shoes. 

prlnta and cheap cloths !ron Hong Kong, copper necklaces, 

ear ringa, augar, salt, onions and kitchen ware. 

The nature of the market in Bombali epitomises rural 

poverty in an environment where most workers and consumers 

are engaged in low agricultural productivity. The commeroial 

community in the district can partiCipate in changing pres-
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ant levels of cash economies by some participation in agri

cultural productivity. There are five possible lines of 

action: a) direct participation in agricultural ventures, 

b) the provision of credit faalities in cash or capital goods 

for repayments in oash or kind, c) the stabilisation of 

farm produce prices, d) the aS8umption of direct entrepren

eural roles between farmer and foreign importer and e) the 

generation of capital for the establishment of proceSSing 

facilities for agrioultural produce. These Buggestions 

have a common tendency of oumulative advantages of effici

ency in business traneactions, storage, marketing and cred

ibility. Perhaps the greatest advantage is a probable, en

hance-mont of the status of farming which has hitherto been 

regarded as the last resort in the struggle for survival. 

In Bombali the most prosperous commercial enterprises 

are close concerns of Lebanese and Indians who are by law 

not permitted to engage in the marketing of local farm pro

duce. Before the country achieved independence UAC (United 

Africa Company) came closest to this role of entrepreneur 

and investor. for while providing imported goods tor local 

markets it bought agricultural produce - palm kernels, beni

seed, ginger - dp.stined for foreign markets. There is current

ly no substitute for this function and there is no process

ing industry. The implication here is that like other parts 

of the country the economy isa shade below a lovel of ex

portation of primary produce for manufaotured oommodities. 

The trade monopoly of the Sierra Leone Produce Marketing 
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, 
Board is being buttressed by local co-operative societies, 

along with development and co-operative banks. The only 

farmer co-operative in Bomba1i involves local farmers with 

in Ptakeni. 

It is probably too early to assess the effective role 

of co-operatives, credit banks or even the Produce Market

ing Board. The advantage government has from these new in

stitutions concerns a direct feed back effect from national 

investment to direct operation of marketing and control of 

returns. Government agencies therefore have a direct cont

act with farmers, but this sort of relationship modifies 

the vital element of competition in productivity. This ele

ment can Coest come from a commercial sector able to cope 

with a larBer variety of produce rather than the current 

limitations involved in aelect cash crops for foreign mark

ets and rice for local consumption. Government undertakes 

a responsibility of stabilising prices for select agricult

ural produce, but is incapable of controlling local price 

fluctuations of produce destined for local markets. The 

export oriented farmer benefits from this price stability 

but the producer for lccal markets does not and Homba1i falls 

in this category. 

Local businessmen are probably at some breakin8 point 

between peasant notions 'and broader perspeot1ves of oash 

Aconomies. In other words, they are gradually acquiring tho 

ability to save but this level of oapital formation is too 

low to permit diversified investment involving agricultural 
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and commercial enterprises, The problem here is most likely 

related to a feeling of risk in long term agricultural in

vestment, the complexity of combining farming and commerce 

when a trader has not reached a level ot Bophist1cation 

that engages technical and managerial labour; and a possibly 

limited perspective on attendant economies of scale in sit

uations where traders decide to join foroes in local food 

and commercial ventures" This lack of perspective probably 

gave birth to the absentee farmer who has enough money to 

rent government tractor services and hire cheap labour while 

he runs a business in the larger townships,' 

Foreign Business Enterprises in Agriculture 

Foreign enterprises engaged in trade and agriculture are 

few in Bombal!. There are Lebanese who operate oitrus plant

ations on a small scale and ther~ are manufaoturing indust

ries like Sierra Leone Breweries Ltd., and Aureol Tobacco 

Company, which partly depend on local tare produce. For ex

ample the Aureo1 Tobacoo Company has introduoed tobacco 

growing in parts of the Northern Province. Field observat

ions in Bomba1i indioate that company in-puts in local farms 

are so high that individual farmer incomes on tobacco arc 

very low. The company supplies technical information through 

specially trained field officers, it provides fertilisers, 

seed, nurseries and there is effident supervision in harv

esting. leaf fermentation and storage. Individual tobacco 

farms in Bomba1! average O'Snore, which makes 1t impossible 

to think of returns beyond marginal levels. 
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The problems in tobacco" farming are three fold: a) the 

tQbacco company ~ntroduced this type. of ,cash crop to a ayat

em;of shittingcultivation without considering the size of 

farms, b) it, experimented with local farmers for whom tob

acco growing ia secondary to domestic food production and 

c) i~ tolerated shifting practices in tobacco, growing. For 

many tobacco growers in Bombali the. tobacco plot is just 

one of a number of crops destined, for local markets -

groundnuts, potatoes. cassava or beans. The fertiliser in

puts in tobacco plots can be high, but this is a real waste 

because a fresh.plot.1susually selected at eacll growing 
I 

season" Original farm in-puts have to be applied at every 

growing season and there is no visibl,e sign 5Jt, progress. 

The control of farm .sizes by the. community as a Whole furth

er limits the scope, of an individual who plans to put a 

greater stake1n tobacco growing. 

W~llington Distilleries Ltd., near Freetown, depends on 

a large proportion of.imported raw materiala for its prod

uct - malt, ,sugar, hOp,s. barley. Attempts have been made 

to refine local drinks and hence reduce the level of depend

ency on foreign raw materials. For ~xample the company now 

manufacture drinks like Sierra Leone Power Bin and 'Africoco' 

which are a refinement of distilled palm or bamboo wine 

(·fomole' ). ~he company buys I omole' trom individual producers 
>.; «, 

but the palm wine tapper/distiller as well aa the distillery 
. , ~~ J ~ ,,~:, ," • 

at Wellington can further benefit from some modifioations 

in marketing and production. Looa1 palm Wine distillers use 

imported sugar in m~king 'omole' which costs 10 pence a pint, 
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while tAf'ricoco' or,tSierra Leone power gin' is five times 

as expensive. The disti1l8¥ at Wellington can undertake 

direct sales of' palm or bamboo wine, thereby gainingJa mono

poly and reducing local competition in sales of gin. Palm 

wine tapping can then become a more structured and all

season' occupation for a sector of the farm population. It 

can also reduce out-migration especially in a chiefdom like 

Safroko Limba which breeds the best wine tappers now found 

in all parts of the country. 

A few Lebanese traders own citrus plantations but these 

are small lots of under 4 acres. Most of those plantations 

are at some early stage of development, and some are already 

facing leasing problems. The presence of these small plant

ation enterprises Is most exemplary as some landowners are 

devoting attention to backyard plantation schemes. Future 

problems in citrus plantations concern limitations of stor

age and marketing. Presently there 1s no fru!t processing 

industry in the country, neither have people tried to ex

port fruit like oranges. grapes or lemons. Certain variet

les of pre-season oranges have n special attraction of be

ing green though ripe. but foreign sales have not been tried. 

Foreign Aid 

External development aid a'gencies have a limited contrib

ution in Bombali but this1imitntion 1s partly connected 

wlth government policy in dIrecting development aid. Chin

ese farmers have helped iritroduce rice varietios that can be 



cultivated two or three times in the yoar, but this innov

ation has its lim! tat!ons.' The provision ot adequate aeed

rice is a major set-back. Another problem concerns the 

distribution of demonstration farmers. For example the 

Ohinese farmers in Bomba1! were resident at Makeni and ex

pected to supervise this innovation in the Northern Area. 
I 

A team of five demonstrators is inadequate for Bombali let 

alone the Northern Area. The country now reoeives Amerioan 

Peace Oorps volunteers trained as development workers; 

there were two such workers in Bomba1i in 1971, stationed 

at Rogbin and Kama10. The development worker at Kama10 

expressed a 're1uctanoe on the part ot the farmers to oo-op

erate in experimenting with certain tarm practices. His 

pilot project on pou1t~y had to be abandoned: as it encount

ered problems of local feed shortages and disease. 

A few national researoh reports and feasibility studies 

by international experts are ot relevance to Bomba1i. While 

government i8 generally content with such studios there has 

been minimal enthusiasm about tho implementation ot recomm

endations; even in conditions where the international agency 

expresses willingness to he1p. The reasons tor this a.pparent 

apathy are: a) political instability, b) llmIta·t:iIons in 

capital and personnel requirements. c) prOblems at integrat

ing new projects with the exIsting economy and d) land 

ownership. An Israeli expert reported that thare was a strong 

potential for citrus plantations in Bombali and the Northern 

Area (1972), the FAO surveyed agricultural potentials for 



the bolilands (1969), a detailed study of food marketing 

in Sierra Leone was effected in 1967 (Mutti) and customary 

land tenure was studied on behalf of FAO in 1964 (Hussain). 

These studies are valuable contributions to an understanding 

of various aspects of development problems and prospects in 

the country. Present government opinion about such studies 

is that they are unrealistic if there is no immediate and 

direct participation in development at the expense of the 

external agency. 

There is, however, one report in which an external agency 

was willing to help, but government action has been negat

ive. Hussain's study of land tenure projected that within 

five years the country could have a machinery for land ad

ministration and adjudication (1964, 23) and the FAO was 

ready to provide experts in land tenure, a legal draftsman, 

a commissioner who would act as land policy adviser and a 

co-operative expert with knowledge of tribal land tenure and 

experience of rural reconstruction. It was willing to assist 

in the coDection and compilation of land records, the prep

aration Of land laws, the preparation of plans for cadastral 

surveys and land registration. ~hese offers have not been 

given serious consideration even though these bottlenecks 

have to be resolved before one can talk of agricultural dev

elopment. The problem here is that those roponsible for land 

policy making have strong local ethnic ties and are themselves 

unwilling to accept possible modifioation of the land tenure 

system. 



The Fullah 

The ~llah are the most successful intrusion into indig

enous Bombali. Cattle herding and Fullah settlement can no 

longer be regarded as foreign to Bombali. This herdsman is 

prone to cultivate cassava, maize and a few vegetables for 

his family needs. He normally constructs wooden fences 

around his farm plots and this safeguards crops from destr

uction by cattle, The peasant farmer with larger acreages 

can hardly afford fences. The greatest threat to peasant 

farming conoerns the unrestricted movement of cattle in search 

of pastures. There are no attempts from the Fullah at devel

oping permanent pastures and the harvest and growing seasons 

are periods of tension between herdsman and peasant. The 

Fullah have higher incomes through cattle rearing than the 

peasants whom they cannot appease by providing them with 

employment. 

Suggestions have however been made at central government 

level about means of redUCing tension between the peasant 

cultivator and the herdsman. The most popular suggestion 

concerns the introduction of cattle herder settlement schemes 

in such areas of tension. Such a scheme was proposed for 

Koinandugu district in 1965. In 1972. the Ministry of Agri

culture proposed another alternative - the establishment 

of cattle ranching Bchemes. ~ossibilities tor mixed farming 

had been studied as early ns 1949 but these studies never 
" , 

went beyond a general policy planning stage. While these 

suggestions are probably the best one can think of • graater 
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emphasis should have been direoted towards the study of 

human obstacles and methods of faoilitating the ·establish

ment of these schemes. For example the introduction of 

settlement schemes cannot be effective without well defined 

boundaries of land property. The cattle herdsman will have 
~ . 

t'o learn the art of sedentary anim'al husbandry - permanent 

~astures and the provision ot water supply and fodder for 

nattle. Emphasis has to be plaoed on quality rather than 

number of cattle~ More refined methods of tapping by-prod

ucts like milk, butter and hides may have to be introduced. 

The peasant farmer will have to accept changes involved in 

mixed farming. New forms of indebtedness will arise, for 

example there may be credit schemes for cattle. seed, fert

ilisers; and the cherished system of bush fallowing will be 

graduall~ replaced by the sympathetic guidance of agrioult

ural officers. 

Major changes of this nature are dppendent on both eco

logioal and sooial factors within Bombali. For example 

the selection of areas for permanent settlement of herdsmen 

must consider levels ot population denSity, the distribution 

of lowland area more suitable for farming and the establish

ment of a high level of understanding between the farmer 

and herdsman. These conSiderations have not yet been effected 

in Bombali and the stagnation In rural aroas is probably a 

permanent characteristic describing the confliot between 

the different forms of peasant land exploitation. 



Central Government 

The performance of central government in rural develop

ment tends to be at variance with its policy for rapid eco

nomic growth. This may be due to limited capital resources 

for the improvement of present rural infrastructures. It 

may also be a result of political instability since indep

endence. Within eleven years of nationhood there have been 

five governments, two of which have been army regimes. One 

party has had a rule of six years in which changes in lead

ership took place. The present government is about ending a 

first term of office (five years) which has been marked by 

local disturbances and a resultant concentration of govern

ment expenditure on internal security. The period that is 

most important to this study (1961-1971) is well defined 

by the ahort life-span of district councils which were well 

established by 1961 and which had been diaBolved by 1972. 

The essential role of the district councils was to co

ordinate local and central government development efforta. 

It wao thus one important area in which local participation 

in development planning and implementation was possible. The 

dissolution of councils in 1972 resulted from problems of 

mana6e~ent of council finances and the shortage of personnel. 

Present government aima are towards greater administrative 

efficiency through a greater centralisation ot power at a 

national level. Within Bombali the ~ain adainistrative sect

ora of government are concentrated at Makoni. A few outposts 

like Knmakwie. Kamabal and Datkanu are sub-statlono tor 



agricultural and veterinary officers. Such a concentration 

of 'civil service inStitutions can have the advantage of 

minimising the duplication ot efforts in development and 

the ease of co-ordinattng individual services in development 

projects. 

There is no establishment to co-ordinate efforts of ind

ividual civil service departments which are responsible to 

higher authorities in Freetown. The central administration 

is probably undergoing some changes suitable for a planned 

economy while present economio structures are the result of 

an unplanned economy. ~his perhaps explains the current 

trend of decentralising powers of local governments - chiefs 

and district councils - while central government powers are 

becoming more centralised. The response of sectors of soc

iety to this new form of administration is beyond the soope 

of this study, but there are signs of uncertainty in Bombali 

concerning rapid social changes. Local attitudes can hardly 

be modified to facilitate development without an atmosphere 

of internal stability. 
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CHAPTER VI I I . 

DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES FOR J30MBALI 

INTRODUCTIOn 

The study of underdevelopment in Bombali cannot be comp

lete without sug5estions of suitable incentives for economic 

change. Agriculture remains the most important source of 

income for a greater part of the working population. This 

sector of the gainfully occupied population is characterised 

by low incomes, mass illiteracy, traditionalism and relative 

isolation. These are economic and cultural obstacles for 

which short term solutions are not available~ Problems ot 

understanding environments with a preponderance of tradit

ional farmers are further obstacles to development planning 

and implementation. 

De Wilde aptly observed that the experience of several 

workers in development planning has been one ot success and 

failure, arising from an inadequate understanding of the 

total environment in which development must take place (1961, 

25); The study ot underdevelopment in Bombali cannot claim 

a high level of understanding considering the tact that 

studies of this nature are a novelty in Sierra Leone. Also 

the inaccessibility of data on previous district expendit

ures and estimates deprives this study ot an important index 
, ' 

of the distribution of government investment at the chief-

dom level. With the absence of detailed land capabilIty 

data this study barely satisfies a primary level of feasibil

ity studies for Bombali. Despite those l~mitations the study 
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provides some indication ot the depth trom which suggest

ions can be made for development pianning. The dangers ot 

applying teohniques and ideas suitable for'economic systems 

that are foreign to nombali are recognised; and an attempt 

1s made to find innovations that can be adjustedtothe present 

system of administration and land exploitation. 

Ther'e is the tendency to reduce all Bubsistence systems 

to a pre-take-off stage in economio models which do not find 

variations at this level. In Bombal! the economic system is 

at the lowest level of a pre-take-ot! stage where growth 

poles have not been fully developed. There is also a tend

ency to defend the essenoe ot real third world situations by 

different interpretations of present day economic theory. 

For example, Aberorombie observed that although subSistence 

farmers have a low standard of 11 ving and are more' liable to 

periodic tood shortages than those who buy and sellon the 

market, there is an appa~ent stability and security in the 

subsistence economy that contrasts sharply with the fluotu

ations ot the money economy (1966,10). Factors of stability 

and security are largely associatod with no real advantage 

other than the conservation of traditional society - a cloaed 

system implicit in de Wilde's description of African 

farmers: 

"Atricantarmers<are caught in a Yicious circio, 

for the inadequtloles"ot: the market prevent them trom' 

raising their output";t'hroush specialisation while their 

own desire tor security irihib!ta tho growjh of the 

market" (1967.22). 
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In other words, ~nherent valuesot stagnating economies 
~ . 

are not necessarily an advantage to proce8se~ of economic 

change. The problems one faces in subsistence eoonomies are 

probably beQt resolved by some torm of compromise with cond

itions necessary for econonic growth. Such a compromise 

must be localised to suit a given environmen.t. This condit

ion tends to be implied in Uakings' study of agricultural 

problems of developing countrieS in Africa (1967). I'n this 

study right holder tenure is suggested as a basis for struct

ural change. Makings envisaged a tranSitional stage from 

right holder tenure during which three conditions are sugg

ested: a) an acceptability of change to thoaewith an inter

est in land, b) the change should fac1litate rather than 

impede agricultural development and c) it should be reason

ably capable of administrative control (21). The basis for 

change is flexibility but this implies a general conscious

ness of the need for ohange and the availability ot an admin

istrative system that can control the process of change. 

Thsse implications are not satisfied in Bombali because 

people are conscious ot the tact that present obstacles to 

economic growth in Sierra Leone are more commonly found in 

rural areas. 

Efforts of governments in acceler~tlng eoonomic growth 

have presently little impact on rural areas. For example 

road surfacing schemes tend to have greater impact on urban 

expansion, Beyond a few provincial towns, develop~ent tends 

to be concentrated in productive areas tor export-oriented 

cash crops. Two attractive areas in Bombali are the bolilands 
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and the township of Makeni, the boli1ands being a product

ive area tor swamp rice while Makeni is the regional centre 

for the Northern Area. Both are located, however, in the 

far south of the district (Chapter V). 

As the country is presently being run with no development 

plan, local studies of this nature may provide clues to the 

identification ot underdevelopment. Development incentives 

suggested for the district are based on present organisation

al structures and human problems. There is evidence of local 

variations in the infrastructure, which provides an index to 

pr10rity areas for future development projects (Chapter V). 

THE DETERMItlATION OF DEVELOPMENT AUTHORI TY AREAS 

Suggested development, authority areas are based on the 

distriot's land potential (Fig. 8,1) and immediate develop

ment needs (Fig, 82). Intensive market gardening is fast 

developing around townships like Makeni,and Eamakwio. The 

bolilands to the north are more densely populated than those 

to the south. Swamp aoreages to the north are consequently 

smaller. Mixed farming with ,greater emphasis on tree orop 

cultivation is suagested for t~e central uplands. East ot 

this north/south belt arel a) Eastern Tambakha where reliet 

and forest preserve spme wildlife attraction for tourists, 
• ~ t • 

b) West!3rn Blriwa. a possible area ,for mixed farming with 
r • ::', \!" ,,' 't" 

some emphasis on cattl~ rearilT«, and c) Eastern Biriwa which 
- "~~ . 

is more suitable for ranching, 
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More immediate development needs include the construction 

of major trunk roads parallel to the main communication 

~ou~es and the establishment of cottage industries (local 

crafts) at villages along these routes (Fig. 8.2). Tambakha 

chiefdom may need dispensaries at Samaya. Fintonya and Sanya. 

To the south. villages like Laia, Kamalo. Kamaranka, Kagbaray 

and Mapaki need health centres. While more remote settlements 

may still depend on streams and wells villages along pipe 

line routes can be supplied with treated water (F1g.8,2). 

The district can be divided into three development auth

orityareas (Fig. 8.3). The northern area inoludes the whole 

ot Tambakha and Sella Limbs, and parte of Sanda Lokko and 

Tenraren ohiefdoms. Kamakwie is the central service town 

for a possible tourist industry further north, small scale 

swamp cultivation to the east, and upland farming to the 

west. 

The central area is. mainly a west to east transition from 

tree crop cultivation to ranching. The possibility of denser 

road networks is greater as none ot the larger villages -

Manjoro, Kamabai. Bendembu or Kagbaray, is centrally located 

with respeot to this development area. South-eastern and 

western Bombali are included with the more developed south 

where Makeni is an etfident servioe centre for these sectors. 

These Buggested development areas have taken into account 

the need for: a) greater tribal admixture. b) a more oomplex 

transportation .network and c) Bome form of specialisation in 

primary productivity. 
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DEVE:P0PMENT ! UOENTIVES 

In a district wherelnine tenths of the population are 

engaged in farming, the greatest task for development plann

ers concerns the classification of sources of income. This 

involves the provision of some gradual means of releasing 

labour from farming to secondary and tertiary occupations. 

The development of local consciousness concerning the neea 

to improve standards of living is an important motivating 

force in the process of releasing labour from the agricult

ural sector. It is this force that can generate the necessary 

social change to enable economic change to take place. The 

assumption in economic change for Bombali implies a more 

diversified and intensive use of local manpower in the def

inition, formulation and implementation of local development 

plans. One assumes a greater participation of the public 

sector to a level where some form of integration is visible 

between commercial and, agricultural enterprisos. In other 

words emphasiS must be placed on the direction of the total 

community towards increased productivity and incomes. 

This can hardly be achieved by an initial increase in 

prices for agricultural products and subsequent price stab

ilisation in an area where farm produce mainly caters for 

domestic markets. There is a tendency for people to grow 

their own food requirements when prices rise. This simply 

contracts the local market and reduces productivity and in

comes. The domestic ma~ket can be improved by an increaoe 

in demand for agricultural produce while the purchaoing 
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power of the non-farm population is assured by other sources 

ot income. 

'Perhaps one ot the greatest obstacles in development 

planning ooncerns the time factor in oxpectations of results 

from implemented plans. There is the tendency to explain 

failure through local apathy on the part at the publio. One 

vital lesson hardly appreoiated~elates to the long and hard 

process ot saving and capital formation. The supply ot oapit

al to people that have not undergone a prooess of oapital 

formation is no efficient solution; neither is the intro

duction ot sophisticated manufacturing industries. The prob

lem conoerns the provision of jobs suoh that incomes are 

commensurate with effort - the type of earning that is less 

lavishly spent. With regular incomes and steady increases in 

wages the tendency for individual planning for the future is 

greater than with irregular returns from tarm work. The lim

itation in Bomba1i is due to mass illiteracy and the inoent

ives suggested appreciate this obs~acle. 

Incentives suggested for Bombali may have long and short 

term returns. Most services related to in!rastructural needs 

have long te~ returns and involve heavy oapital investment -

eduoational lnstltutlons.health servioes, water supply 

and better roads (Fig, .8.2) .Suoh priorities may absorb 

manual labour but jobs will be ot n temporarY:lnature. Emphasis 

must there!or~ be placed on ~riorities.ot short term returns 

which oan assure more ,permanent sources ot inoome and effeot

ive outlets for the farm population. The Bort of incentives 
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suggested for Bombali are such,,'that maximised particiJ)ation 

of the local people is necessary in both J)lanning and the 

~an implementation. These include: a) mass education, b)the 

designation of rural development areas ~nd authorities (Fig. 

8. '3), c) the' encouragement of lessshitting practices in 

farming and animal husbandry, d)' the demarcation ot group 

or family land property wi'thin local development areas, e) 

the introduction of a taxation scheme for land holding be

yond a state-legislated acreage per individual, family or 

group, f) the introduction of large-scale farming capable 

of justifying the need for :larger farm operations by accept

ing the responsibility o/taxation. g) the encouragement of 

small scale (cottage) industries, 'h) the establishment of' 

selt-help projects and i) the creation ot a District Dev

elopment AuthorIty to supervide local rural development 

authorities. 

Plans for mass education should involve' adult education, 

the diffusion ot information related to family planning, 

government policy in agricultural development, basic princ

iples of agricultural economies and an introduction to meth

ods of farm organisation. the introduction of local develop-, 

ment authorities sho~ld modify the role of the section 

chief and village head which has hitherto been political. 

Such local leadership must be directed' towards acthsl part

icipation in systematio planning in land exploitation. Prop

erly utilized, local leadership can help clarify looal patt

erns ot land holding and current rights; the demaroation 

and de11m1tati'on of group property can be more accurately 

carried out. 
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The encouragement of farmers to adopt less shifting 

practices in farming and animal husbandry is an important 

incentive. ~rovis1on must be made, however, for subsidies 

like money payments, supplies of seed. fertilisers and con

stant supervision. Similarly, selt-help pr.ojects should be 

subsidised by token payments tor community work, The dist

rict development authority will supervise all development 

projects and co-ordinate civil service operations in Bombali. 

This will modify the current anomaly of stat~s between the . 
agricultural and district officer, Long and short term 

incentives will then have a tendency to dove-tail with each 

other. The feeling will be created that local people are 

helping to build their community which is part of the nat

ional community and the world atlarBe. 

INCENTIVES WITH LONG TERU RETURl~S 

There are tive principal development needs with long term 

returns in Bombal! - communications, water supply, health, 

education and electriCity supply, The present patterns of 

communications largely result in low levels of economic 

productivity, the dispersed nature of settlement and diffic

ulties of access to more prosperous parts ot the country. 

The importanoe otchietdom administrative centres QS service 

locations is emphaSised in the transportation notwork. TWo 

main types of roads have tended to evolve - a) feeder ~oads 

which converge on b) interohietdom town roads. ~he main 

focus of leeder roads is presently towards chiefdom towns. 

These roads are yet very !ew,in ~ombali, consequently hinter-
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lands have limited access to main roads and administrative 

centres, moet of which are stagnating. 

Feeder Roads 

Physiographic oharaoteristics of the distriot present 

some problems in feeder road oonstruotion. For example parts 

of the low land areas to the south west of Bombali are under 

seasonal floods; the north east~rn uplands are assooiated 

with steep slopes and rock outcrops along a northwest to 

south east axis. The construction of roads within such a div

erse topography oan be more cheaply done through self-help 

projects, Present feeder roads in the distriot have been 

construoted with community labour under the supervision of 

ohiefs and village headmen. Ourrent methods of implementing 

local road construotion proje~ts in Bombal1 tend to exploit 

village labour and people are increasingly diSinterested in 

such projeots. 

The chief normally asks villagers to construct roads to 

link their village or settlement with the main road. He 

supervises the work and provides food for the labourers while 

at work. The chief is oompensat~d from distriot funds tor 

this type of initiative. Villagers are aware of this gesture 

but reserve their dissatisfaction at not reoeiving part of 

this oompensation. A more reasonable method of channelling 

this compensation can be de~ised. There should be aome pre

liminary meeting of the district development authority with 

the ohief and looal development area representatives. The 

proposal for feeder road oonstruotion can then be disoussed. 
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The road engineer c~n then ~uBgest.possible help like sur

veying, bridge construction and road levellin6. The d~striot 

officer offers some financial help as an induceuent to 

village labour. while the chief and local development auth

ority are asked to organise the work and distribute the mon

ey to all workers. By this open discussion with local people 

no participant in the project is uninformed about notives 

for requesting looal help. 

Formal Education 

Most of the primary schools in the district are located . ,. 

along some line of communication but larger settlements have 

attracted more of these establishments. There is need to con-

trol the location of essential services like education esp

ecially at primary level. As new feede~oads emerse, hinter

land locations must be given priority In the future. Govern

men~s present objective is to achieve a 50% level of literacy 

in the country by 1980.' The most effec~lve level for rapid 

change is at the primary school age. There is need for a 

survey of the distribution of persons of this lower age that 

are not attending schools. Government would have to consider 

four possible measures if it hopes to raise the level of 

literacy in Bombali from 2% to 50% within a period of ten 

years. Those measures include: a) the establishment of prim

ary schools in remote villages with large proportions of 

persons of primary school age, b) the abolition ot primary 

school fees, at least in remote areas, c) the introduction 

of compUhory primary educatIon and d) ?he expansion of mass 
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education programmes. These suggestions imply Breater demande 

for teachers, more expenditure on wages and school oonstr

uction and more detailed assessments of local variations of 

literacy levels. As the establishment of schools will heav

ily depend on the rate at which road oonstruotion is taking 

place overhead costs will be subject to similar growth rates. 

Government may be inclined to increase local taxation and 

such a move can be acceptable because of one understandable 

cause - mass education. 

~. There are presently five secondary schools in the dist

rict, three are located at Makeni. It may be necessary to 

to establish one more school at nendembu to resolve one 

cause ot out-migration in an area of conSiderable accessib

ility. It the assumption is made that six secondary schools 

can serve Bombali very adequately then the problem of out

migration for secondary education may not be important, 

Observations in Bombali however show that government controll

ed schools and mission establishments with a long history 

of academic achievements are more attractive to parents as 

well as children. The oldest secondary school in Bombali 

has had only ten acaden1c sessions and the drift to other 

secondary schools in the~country continues" It may be nec

essary tor government to review its policy on educat10n esp

ecially with regard to the efficiency of hiBh schools. In 

other words, secondary schools in the district Should be 

attractive enough toi:ervo the needs of the people. Exclud

ing high transport costa, there are socio-economic problems 
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arising from reduced parental control over children. Extra 

costs are involved in the provision of olothing, text books, 

pocket money - expenditure wh1ch can be reduced if a school 

were not too far from home. 

Water Supply 

The provision of water supply for domestic use must be 

given a high priority in future planning for Bombali. There 

are only four settlements with treated Plpe-borne water sup

ply in the district - Makeni, Kamakwie. Hatkanu and Mateboi. 

Improvements in,souroes of good drinking water can be ach

ieved through combined efforts of the government and local 

communities. There is a need to educate people on the dangers 

of drinking water from stagnant ponds, and to protect sources 

of drinking water against other uses like washing clothes, 

pollution from oattle and wild animals as well as dead vege

tation, One cheap alternative to pipe-borne water is well 

water. Villagers can be encouraged to dig wells which can be 

f1tted with hand dr1ven pumps. Oocasional shortages of water 

can take plaoe· as the water level tluo.tuates seasonally, but 

this can 'be resolved by silt clearing and further deepen1ng. 

Left with sane local oommuni,ties, the. need for this type of 

water is known but this is not important with other sources 

around. -As 1n the case of roads, the looal development auth

ority has to organise community labour while 60vernment 

provides teohnioaladvioe and hand operated pumps. 
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Heal th Services' 

Health services are fairly well distributed in Bombal1, 

but the fact remains that some chiefdoms have no dispensaries, 

(Fig. 5.11) and that the number of persons per medical doct

or is far above the nntionnl average (Chapter V). With only 

two general hospitals there is need for more dispensing 

centres. There is also need for a diversifioation of diapen

aary services. Hitherto. these small health centres treated 

only minor ailments, ulcers, worms, malaria and coughs. 

Vaccinations and minor oporations could be introduced in such 

situations where qualified dispensers ,are available. Chief

doms like Gbanti Kamaranka and Tambakha, with no health serv

ices should be given priority in future health pervioe locat-

ions. 

Much of the task of reaching remote areas is resolved 

through the efforts ot missionary healt~ services. Prices 

levied for ,medicines are arb1trary decisions ot missionaries 

and some people are often too poo~ to afford the luxury of 

modern medication. Atprasent there is no national health 

roheme and central government is faced with the responsibility 

of providing health servioes and supplementing mioalon hosp

itala with little returns from consumers. ~ increase in 

small henl th units may hav,e sO~E! 1t1portant etfects in reduc

ing mortalj. ty by cheok1ns tho, aprcap. o~ oontasoouB disoases 

and by greats!! exposure ot fQo.dern ,~ed101ne . to environments 
\ 

where the witoh doptor still ha~ a Great inpaot. The health 

offioer bas to work with the sooial welfare offioer in an 

effort to explain the importance ot practical hygiene - the 



need for good water aupply, the treatnent of pit latrines 

otten too close to the house and kitchen, the maintenance 

ot clean villages, diet and hygiene praotioes in food p~ep-

aration. 

Electricity: 

The introduction of electricity supply in some larger 

settlements in Bombal! is overdue. Presently only ;Ilakeni has 

eleotricity supply. There is no better index of the variat

ion in living standards than the location of centres with 

electricity supply. The businessman or truck driver knows 

the difference between Uakeni and other settlements in Bomb-

ali; the difference between Makeni and other districts where 

more towns are now supplied with electricity, or the differ

ence between Bombali and the Freetown area. The impression 

people have is that Bombali, like other northern districts 

has been neglected, and governments which have given deaf 

ears to this fact have had little suPport ~m this part of 

the country. The problem however is related to government 

policy in introducing a national electricity corporation 

rather than an unwillingness to provide this service. 

The electricity corporation io meant to operate on an 

essentially commercial basis. It cannot supply settlements 

where returns hardly resolve coata of establishing and main-
, ' ' 

taining an electricity plant. Excluding Mnkeni, only Kamakwie 

has a population of about 4,000 inhabitants. Other chiefdom 

settlements are far below a population ot 2,000. Certain 

drvelopment in-puts like electriCity, eduoation or health 
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ahould·not be expected' to 'resolve initial costs of their 

establishment. It may be necessary for government to modify 

its policies so that the'electricity corporation functions 

as any, other public infrastructural need while expecting 

greater returns from increasing use of electricity. In other 

wo~ds the commercial outlook of electricity servicea must be 

modl:Cied to tolerate situations where long term returns can 

be favourable. 

SHORT TERM INCENl'IVES 

Masa Education 

Mass education remains the most effective incentive assur

ing short term returns in rural development. Uuch however 

depends upon a definition of objectives suitable for Bombal!. 

Mass education in this district should involve adult educat

ion,the dissemination of information on family planning. 

village planning. and organisatIon, simple farm economies 

and discuBSions on government policy on agricultural devel

opmant. These objectives can be achieved more efficiently 

by combined efforts' of all sectors of the civil servioe. 

While thee objectives bring the oivil servant into grips with 

the looal oommunities.th~Y also speed up the process of grow

th in individual motivation among peasants. 

One great attraot1on·toany ·villager oonoerns the offer 

ot an opportuni ty . to learn .. how ·"to. \, read and write. Literacy 

classes can be ors~1sed w1th the help or village teachers 

and pupils in the upper classes ot primary schools. Onoe the 
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c1asDos start, films on tarming techniqueo can be intro

duced as well as the occasional discussion on family planning, 

child care and village organisation. As time progresses 

more sensitive topics can be discussd - water supply for the 

"Tillage. maintenance of' 'pi t latrines,' the road from tho vill

age to the main motor road and the division of farm land. 

Discussions of this nature are meant to provide the teacher 

or field officer with some idea about individual attitudes 

to change. The 1iteraoy classes provide a forum where male 

and temale members ot the village can bury some at their pre

;~udices and discuss topicS of common interest. Graduates from 

such literacy classes can be deployed to other villages and 

paid as village development assistants. The motivation tor 

social change will then spread at minimal cost. 

Creation of Looal Development Areas 

The dpslgnation of looal development arens should oorne aft

er the introduotion ot mass education programmes. rrhe local 

development authority should be concerned with the demarca~n 

of group or family land holdinga. It should holp in devising 

methoda of modifying shifting practices in farming and imple

menting necessary changes towards more intensiVe agricultural 

land use. Two types of farm operation nre suggested: a) group 

farming or b) individual tarn'operat1on. In either case the 

development offioer collaborates With aGricultural assi'atants 

in finding 'what type of help 18 noeded or Buggested by tarmers 

- tractor cervices, fertilisers, Beeds. In other warda, while 

aolutions of peasant problema oan be known by the master 

farmer, individual locnlcultlvat.ofS must be given the opport-
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unity to discover and express their priorities 'in the im

provement of farm operations. 

While this level of freedom is permitted for the discovery 

of a need to change, more co-operative members of the oomm

unity shou1d'be enoouraged by 'money compensations, ploughing 

services and seed supplies. As the farmer ohanges his farm 

techniques, he tends to realise a steady increase in farm 

incomes and starts thinking of plantatIons and largo-scale 

farming. The greatest bottleneck in peasant farmine concerns 

the labour involved in upland faming and WOOdland clear

ing. The hoe and machete are more adjusted to bush exploit

ation in a shifting system. A critical point in land manage

ment is related to soil maintenance so that yields do not 

fall at drastic rates. The problem for the development off

icer is two-fold: a) he may decide to otfer plouBhing serv

ices to people opting for less shifting and more intenaiv$ 

cultivation, and b) he has to oonvinoe the peasant that 

yields oan be improved .. wi thout havtng cause to shift. ' 

In a situation where the tractor innovator 10 not sure of 

any bad effect of replacing the hoot other yroblema may em

erge. The traditional hoe 18 likely to be more adjusted to 

farming in areas of thin top soils. In suoh areas thin top 

soils are barely overturned to otfer shoots of plnnts some 

initial easy stage or boring ~hrough increasingly infertile 

layers of subsoils. Eroaion is checked by quick growth of 

grasses and tree stumps quickly develoP~,branche8 to protect 
I 



the exppsea>soils. A tractor which takes over auch a plough

ing job m~stbe fitted with ploughs pf very shallow digging 

capacity, In areas of steeper slopes ,the hoe baa nq ,special 

advantages of oheoking erosion and these should form the 

tree crop areas ot cul ti vation. ,The ~ain area ot competl tion 

between the hoe and traqtor is on swampland and tlat upland 

(Fig, 8.1). 

Government must in any case help in reducing the volume 

of farm labour if it hopas to achieve any suocess in modif

ying land use practices. The tractor is perhaps the easiest 

answer; but farmers must be acquainted with teohniques ot 

land management, uses of chemical fertilisers, compost heaps 

and mixed farming methods .• Animal husbandry may have to be 

introduoed together with more systematic metho~s of orop 
~ 

rotation. If the government can help somohow in reducing 

farm labour it will win the peasant',s confidence concerning 

policies in agricultural development. Farm acreages will in-. 

oreaSe, farm practioes will be mora adjusted to demands ot 

large-scale farming, indivl,dual land hold rights will evolve 

as well as land tnxation. 

Land Taxation 

Land taxation at this stage shOUld only atfect farms. above 

state legislated sizes per family or groUp operator. Individ

uals who are reluctant to surrender excess land holding 

rights will tend to lease 1hnd to more ambitious tarmers to 

pay land taxes. Some may combine efforts to produce on a 

larGe soale and resolve taxes. The Fullah herdsman may then 
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be offered an oppOrtunity to own or lease land for cattle 

grazing and farming. On the other hand gra!'dng land may be 

exchanged for cattle so that both peasant cultivator and 

herdsman have an opportunity to start mixed farming witnout 

incurring much expenditure. There are numerous advantages 

in land taxation at this level: a) land taxes can be trans

ferred to local development funds to provide part of the cost 

of development projects, b) taxation of excess land creates 

some incentive for increased productivity and c) it will 

provide the most acceptable form of land reform for tradit

ional farmers, since~hey do not lose their rights to land 

and still have ,the privilege of leasing taxable holdings. 

The main incentive for increased agricultural productiv-

ity is not only a matter of providing legislation on land 

rights. It is also related to some adjustment between the 

implementation of policy and the growing level of the peasant's 

confidence of government motives in changing land hold rights. 

In Bombali there appears to be no better method for such a 

change other than a gradual partioipation of government in 

peasant farm operations. The oomplex nature of land transfer 

in peasantry is better understood by the administration. 

Land capabilities will be known. limitations of the infra

structure will be felt by decision makers and the peasants 

can be more assured of other sources of soial security. For 

government. the emphasis must be on a sympathetic attitude 

towards the peasant at this transitional stage. 
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Other sources of social security may have various express

ions. but this study suggests five main trends resultina 

from legislation on land hold rights: a) large scale farming 

will be introduced in Bombali, b) agriculture will be inte

grated to commercial enterprises" c) .. less labour will be 

required in mechanised farming and d) this surplus labour 
, ' ' , 

will be absorbed in services and proceSSing while e) greater 

demands on agricultural produce will spell an increase in 

incomes. As land presently functlons as the main index of 

social security other sources of security ,must be created to 

reduce its overwhelming importance. Land itself is ot little 

consequence if it is not developed. Educatio~ can help in 

reducing the number ot people engaged in farming, but it 

takes long periods of time for it to hnve much impact on 

modifying the present system;' of .land tenure. The productive 

capacity of the peasant can be improved and this must take 

place before a capital formation level- can be reached. 

Cottage Industries 

It is likely to be at the level when agriculture starts 

lOSing its labour force that small scale industries are best 

introduced. The assumption here i8; that not all farm labour 

may be absorbed in tertiary occupations, let alone proceSSing 

and modern manufacturing industries which may still not be 

present in the district. The economies of soale in local 
,. 

or cottage industries are immense and there are commercial 

possibilities in domestic and international markets. For 

example the cloth dying industry (Igara') in the district 

can be efficiently structured to produce goods that attract 
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tourists. This may entail some large organisation invest

ing in local dyes, standardised patterns, cloth proceSSing, 

sewing of garments and marketing. Wood and ivory carving 

can be structured to similar standards of organisation. 

Local industries ot this nature may provide the required 

capital for improving produotion skills at a manufacturing 

level, the purchase of cloths and management training. 

Local ivory and hard~oods (mahogany) are obtainable in the 

district. Also there are local dyes like roots, backs of 

mango stems and kola nuts, while beeswax can be used in 

place of candle sticks. Carving ,and cloth dying are labour 

intensive industries which should absorb a considerable 

amount of the population engaged in agriculture. Some cent

ral marketing agency will be needed to stabilize price 

fluctuations of products which are currently purchased by 

individuals bargaining with small producers. 

Local Develonment Authorities. 

One of the most important conditions for soclal change 

in Bombali concerns the provision of an administration that 

can spearhead development incentives. This study suggests 

the creation of a district development authority which 

should co-ordinate all civil service efforts at rural dev

elopment. This authority should supervise development proj

ects and regulate the speed at which plan implementation 

progresses. Such an authority should be direotly respons

ible to a national d~velopment authority which i8in turn 

responsible to the cabinet (Fig. 8.4). The national develop-
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ment authority will be responsible for certifying the feas

ibility of development projects and for recctommendtng 

district development plans to central government for nat

ional o.t international aid. 

The district development authority maYt for purposes of 

efficiencYt designate'sub-deve1opment authorities with the 

responsibility of defining development needs, running of 

projects and making progress reports. The administrative 

hierarchy suggested here ranges~m local to national devel

opment authorities with a representation of all sectors of 

society. At no level should' indigenous members of the devel

opment area be excluded from planning and plan implementation. 

At the local development area level the community must be 

gi ven an ~rnple~ opportuni ty of making decisions. Represen tat

ives of these local groups attend district development auth

ority meetings with chiets who will be ao-opted. 

Sub-development areas (local development authorities) may 

cut across chiefdom boundarios especially in areas of homo

geneous physiography. The district development authority. 

rather thant"ohiefs, will be responai b1e for resolving prob

lems of int6.l'-chiefdom boundaries. It may not be necessary 

to create chiefdom development authorities because chances 

of social (tribal) friction are greater. More responsibility 

on local land development is thus transferred to individual 

groups claiming riBhts ot,freehold. The present lease system 

in which a chief receiVes one third ot the incomo trom leases 
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will be revised so that land holders have a higher share. 

Thus while land owners may have better inoomes trom leases 

they face a responsibility of limited ownership or taxation 

on excess land holding. Changes in land use practIces will 

modify present clannish or tribal aSSOCiations which are a 

hindrance to large Bcale farming. The modified role of 

chiefs in this thorny question ot land ownership should be 

a safeguard against harrassment of traditional authority. 

On the other hand, the responsibility of changing the 800ial 

structures is rooted in the looal communities. 

The civil service is not modified by any meahs. By creat

ing development areas and authorities below a chiefdom level 

the provision is made for closer contact ot politiCians, 

civil servants and local communities in development. At the 

distriot level, members of the development authority could 

include a legal expert, a road engineer, an agrloultural ec

onomist, health, sooial welfare and district officers(Flg. 

8.4). Progress reports on local development projeots would 

be prepared by field officers representing all the relevant 

seotors of the civil service rather than isolated reports. 

This will save duplioation of activities and reduce .the pres

ently rigid compartmentalisation of civil service departments. 

The role of the univeraity ~n development is primarily 

one of personnel training, research, project study and ex

perimentation. It should be able t~ provide adaptations ot 

innovations to suit local environments. Like civil servioe 

departments the utility of the university oan be maximised 



by the establ.ishment ot development areas. ,The national 

development ~uthority will have access to university res

earch on underdevelopment. It will employ university services 

in feasibility studies of loc~l development projects. There 

should be Borne combination of local and foreign based con

sUltant ~eports. The indigenous expert can then share the 

experiences of external professionals, while the latter be~ 

come better tntormed about local environments and possible 

modifications ot projects to s~t local community asp1rat-

ions. 

DETERREnTS TO CHANGES IN ORGAN1SATIONAL STRUCTURES 

Present obstacles to development mainly stem trom govern

ment policy on agrIcultural dpvelopment. While efforts are 

being made to increase productivity there is no means by 

which ·the success or tailu~e ot current innovations can be 

ascertained. Also, it the solo aim of agricultural development 

is tor increased produotivi ty then this can be achieved with

out e1fecttng great social changes among peasants in commun

ities in Bocbrill. For example the introduetion of the tractor 

rental seheme has benet! tted the· absentee farmer and rioher 

people more than poorer and more traditional farmers. 

The establishment of the rioe ~eorporat1on no a marketing 

agency for this drop is an example ot weak organisation on 

the part of government. The traotor rentnlschome is ourrent-

1y supervised by the Ministry of Agriculture whioh demands 

cash payments tor ploughing aervioes. 'rho rice corporation 

has a monopoly to buy and resell looal and imported rioe. It 
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is also responsible for fiEing local pricos. There thus 

seoms to be little distinction between the Ministry as a 

service and the corporation which is essentially a commercial 

establishment. In other words, the control of consumer pricss 

can be more ,efficiently achieved by the rice corporation if 

it had more control over factors ot increased productivity. 

This can be achieved by a transfer of the tractor rental sch

ene to the rice corporation which would be advised to devise 

more suitable maans of payments for agricultural services of 

this nature. For example a farmer interested in the tractor 

scheme but who has no money can be helped and asked to pay 

in kind or cash during.harvests. Thismeaaure could help 

the corporation in checking the growing number of absentee 

farmers who are deeply involved in the rioo trade. 

The provision of capital for local development projects 

is a heavy responsibility for government. Assur.ances for 

the viability of projects must therefore be based on detail

ed studies which could SUSBest 10oa1 sources of capital to 

supplement direct government investment. The dependence on 

foreign aid is a bottleneck to local development, and govern

ments in Sierra Leone have not yet been able to devise a 

policy th~t ohannels profits from agricultural trade to this 

type ot development. Prepently , about. 70% ot the expenditure 

on national development is derivedcfrom external loans and 

aid - The World Bank, the International Monetary ~~nd, the 

Federal Republic ot Germany and Great Britain (Crown Agents). 

These loans are mainly for prinoipal highway oonstruotion. 



Successive governments have tended to regard these loans 

und effective changes as a credit to their administration. 

For example under the French government loan scheme three 

townships have been provided with pipe-borne water within 

a period of seven years. A loan from the Federal Republic 

of rrermany for road construction between Lunsar and Makeni 

brought 14 miles of metalled road to Bo~bali. The government 

may have to find local sources of income for rural develop

ment in the district. For example some increase in local 

head taxat10n can be regarded as reasonable if government 

decides to abolish primary school fees. Female taxation may 

reduce the size of the family and the polygamous nature of 

some fam1ly units. Land taxation can be another important 

source of income while the Produce Marketing Board and tho 

Rice Corporation may be reorganised to assume some respons-

1b1lity in f1nancing development projects. 

The rate at which developmont~ill take place in Bo~bali 

is bound to be very slow. The fact that governments of indep

endent Sierra Leone have never implemented any development 

plan leaves one with no yardstick of economic change. The 

general political instability during the last eleven years 

offers little optimism for rapid ohanges in human attitudes 
, 

towards economic development. CUrrent government efforts at 

increased agrioultural produotivity may only achieve a surplus 

in foreign trade to resolve expenditure on imported food 

su~plements. The problem of providing capital for local dev

elopment must be viewa in the light of these observations. 
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One advantage Bombali has in future development panning 

relates to the possibility of incorporating local communit

ies at this level. Chiefdom boundaries can hardly be modi~d 

neither can the role of chiefs be changed Without internal 

unrest, The involvement ot local people in rural development 

seems the most reasonable approach to social and economic 

change. As people become aware of the need for development 

it becoceo easier for modifications of traditional institut

ions to be effected. 

The choice of areas to establish innovations for social 

change will depend on the ourrent location of the larger 

settlements - the chiefdom towns. At an interchie!dom level 

priority must be given to administrative areas with the most 

development problems. For example proocms of communioation 

and literacy are more accentuated in chiefdoms like Magbaimba, 

Biriwa. Tambakha and Paki Uasabong. These are special oases 

which deserve priority considerations in future planning. 

Variations in the size of chiefdoms can have little effect 

on local development provided community partiCipation i8 

assured and that local administrative boundaries are non

deoarcators of development areas. 
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CONCLUSIOH 

T!-1~ DILEMMA IN UNDERDEVELOPMENT STuDIES 

The dilemma in underdevelopment studies concerns paucity 

of data. With the availability of funds and specialists, 

physical characteristics of underdeveloped environments can 

more easily be known than the nature of traditional, tribal, 

rural man. Underdevelopment cannot be studIed without an 

assessment of human obstacles to economic change. This. how

ever 1S one of the most difficult aspects to quantify and 

'forecast: and the geographer tends to be less capable of 

objective generalisations without figures. This problem has 

been given enough consideration and the geography ot under-
, 

developmen t may have to accept th,is possIble weakness un til 

the developing world is capable of facing objective critic

ism and more willing to partiolpate in the search for the 

nature of underdevelopment. 

THF. 'PRESENT 

130mball as most parte 0; Northern Sierra Leone is of 

secondary priority in national development. Presently there 

are no known mineral resourc~s for economic exploitation, 

There, is little cash crop cultivatiOn for an export market. 

The agricultural,produotive capaoity Of the district contends 

wi th unfavourfl,ble dome.st1c market forces - the relative iso

lation of Bomba11, the presence of large proportions of 

farmers in. gaintu~ly occupied soctors·of other districts, 

family sizes, co~cepts of cash economies, trad1tionalism 

and low priceD for food products, There 10 need to Cons1dar 
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the implementation ot suggested incentives for development, 

especially those concerned with mass education. land rights, 

communications and the restructuring of the civil service. 

As a producer of domesttc food requirements the distriot's 

contribution to national eoonomio growth can mean the red

uotion of the country's dependence on imported tood. 

THE FUTURE 

Problems on land rights and land use competition will 

continue to hinder changes in land exploitation, There are 

probably no short-term solutions to land holding problems, 

There is the conflict between the Fullah herdsman and the 

shifting cultivator, A probably more explosive problem" oon

cerns the difference in land laws between the western Area -

the proletariat sector of the oountry - and the provinces, 

There are institutional differonces that go a long way/in 

splitting the country intoractions and this saps national 

consoiousness among those who should diffuse this vital 

element in nation building, 

A current testimony ot the acting Fullah tribal headman 

in Freetown on current beef shortages in Sierra Leone 10 an 

important forecast of future land problems, The tastimony is 

quoted in a recent publication of "West Afrioa", in whioh 

the chief explains: 
, 

"0ne ot the reasons tor scarcity of meat was the 

exodus of herdsmen and cattle fron grazing to barren 

areas because of molestation and heavy finea levied." 



by local administration author! tiee ••• another reaacon 

was cruelty to cattle "(West Africa •. 1972, 1706). 

Further the chief cited an instance when over 600 cows were 

slaughtered by angry people who claimed that herdsmen had 

encroached on farms and destroyed plants. Consequently, 

cattle rearers ran from chiefdom to chiefdom as their cattle 

were being nacheted by farmers. 

The problem of land rights is probably more deep rooted 

than one can imagine. Fullah herdsmen are permanently settled 

in the district and the best compromise should appease both 

cultivator and cattle rearer. There were about 65,250 cattle 

in Bombali out of an estimated 191.'378 for the northern Area 

in 1968. In other words nearly one third of the cattle in 

the north are found in Bombali. Considering the national 

total of 204,855 cattle (eSO, 1968) Bombali accounted for 

over one fourth of this total. The land problem is therefore 

a national dilemma and it is unfortunate that local administ

rative authorities who belong to farming communities are 

still entirely responsible for deoisions on land use contlict~ •• 

UNDERDEVELOPMENT 1 N BOMBALI 

Underdevelopment can be explained in terms of charaoter

istics of a defined geographical area in which the exploit

ation of resources is far from maximised. Neither r~ the 
;s 

human nor physical environmentLcapable of improvement with-

out major political. sooial and economic modifications. Such 

local chamges must be fleXible enough to fit into national 

plans and established institutions for economic change. '~he 
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development incentives suggested ~or the district are in

tended to bridge the gap b~veen sophisticated establishments 

serving modern cash economies on the one hand. and peasant 

economies on the other. Similarly planning tor the district 

can be more efficiently carried out by considering other 

administrative areas around it. For example it hna been ob

served that larger settlements in the district are not sit

uated at most central locations. Service areas of theBe 

centres probably cut across administrative boundaries, comp

eting with settlements ot similar size in the country. Future 

distributions of services must contend with this problem 

while attempts are Made at normalising inequalities at 

chiefdom levels. 
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APPENDI X 2. 1 

Questionnaire on basis of land inheritance. 

Code 

A. Head of Family's Tribe. 

B. Origin of Land Claims 1. Bought 2. Father 3. Mother 

4. Wife's Parents 5. Chief 6. Casual settlement 7. Gift. 

C. Tribe/s of Wife/Wives. 

1. A. 

B. 1, 2. '3.4.5.6.7. 

C. 1 
2 __ , __ 4 __ 5 __ 

2. A. 

B. 

C. 

3. A. 

B. 

C. 

4. A. 

B. 

C. 

5. A. 

B. 

C. 

6. A. 

B. 

C. 
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Appe;!dix 5.5 Total AooesibUity of Chiet'd.cxn Population from 
Chiefdom Towns. 
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1 TI: ! e!: -c.r;b~'~ 

z ~!5TCIl~ ('.o~7 _: 

~ PC"'CLQ -c .• 92~ 
4 "ALECAP -C.3.!i~2 

5 Ff"O,f( -0.230 
6 FEcOHS ('.1 jb"' 
7 ll'KV::I<TS {j.B73~ 

e LT"J("EA~ O.;i7c~ 

( <; T(;NACCESS 0.'45:'" 
10 DGUf'()P 0.t7":" 
11 T,-~prp G.il<;-!'.'. 

( 12 LlTEP4Cv r:.:rl'; 
13 TC .. "S o. t 71. 
14 :'(,D('P ".571·-

(' 15 U; t.A r .fj7t;':' 

IE: liP L A~;C -O.?7~::.. 

17 5 .. A"P ().(21~ 

( Ie t::'j;,.- -G.e 72;' 

19 'i,~AI)S C • .::::: .. 
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0: 23 TI)'\iT 0.-"':7 
C'- C- 24 Tl"([, (J.iJ~J (""'\ 

25 TRAVEX r.f .... 40 ,-
2t ~cAVET f'.?.::. ':>1 

( 27 TIl AVEO ( .c .,C, 1 

2g SC ... rOlS C.4~f..:: 

Li ""~ICAl G.;:'10', , 30 PSSTS o. #_ -: 4/_, 

31 IH.M<S C.1(.f,? 
32 A')"IN 1).6::f;S , 33 ;; C:C;;I;AT 10'" C.7~"~ 

34 C~VHOP o. -:;1 ~~ 
35 F. i'lIGICI.; O.'o7~ , 36 OQAO c.rl:)'5 
37 (;lSTAP 0.5<;-':2 
3!! p IKET 0.14"4 

( 39 PA 0.1.::-)4 
40 (\4 -C.!1~3 
41 DIPOP -O.L044 , 42 Df::"'RAO O.f<7~1 
43 D[~RADt. 0.73')'3 
44 CIi<TCN 0.2363 , 45 CIIIIJC'" O.B5'2 
46 TO,,"SIL 0.4'3<;0 
47 TO'lOO"l 0.3841': , 48 rlJ C.0934 
49 OE"lANC 1.OMI) 
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YU'iable 

I'I""Dt.,. .t 
4Ia1Dant tr1bo· 

2 l' Chittdoa to 
D1ahict CAR· 

3 CAR tor Chitta. . 
... c.ul (ul •• ). 
~ CAR (teaall.). 
6 SI .. OW tll&or 

roa4a. 

15 0.1029 

0.912 

5 0.962 
12 -0.60') 
3 0.962 

J7 0.511 

7 O11etdoa Town L1IIk 8 
cIaan4. 

13 

10 

379. 

" 
0.,09 10 0.", 

z... -0.9'6 27 ·0.901 2~ .0.1,6 
3 0.7"" ... 3 ·753 5 0.'65 

ZIt- -0.872 27 .0.857 25.z... .0.81.6 
31+ 0.459 23 -0.441 26 -o.ur. 

0.87" 0.81.6 

,.s -0.1190 I., 0.61..8 
,.s -0.841 
17 0."', 

0.61.1 

8 Chit tdoll L1AIc 7 
»-4. 

9 Chiet. TtIWIl 100- '" 
1u1b1l1tZ' 

0.962 42 .... 9 O.m 
0.962 ... 7 0.956 

"'9 

" 4, 
0.851. "'3 

0.8~ 44 

0.8~ 20.29. 0.8,0 
31. 

20 

'2 
',5 0.879 23 0.8'5 

(4 [j,p,1.1J ). 
10 1'0pulaUCD (1963) " 0.923 2 0.896 32 0.828 20 0.780·" 

Chi.t •• 
11 l'opulaUon (1963) u 

W.t. Town 
0.907 ,.9 0.B90 21 0.789 

12 ,. LU.no11n 
Enillob (1963)· 

1} 8'Ultlllllntl > 500 ,2 
(1963)· 

1 It- AlJ'1oul tlU"al. Pop
ulaUon (1963). 

2 

0.920 

0.912 10 0.736 

15 Ana· 
16 Lt.n4 > 500 n. 

hilh 

39 ·0.802 
18 0.846 '''' 15 

0.692 
0.620 

17 Land <.200 n. 
hip 

18 Lan4 200n. _ 
500 n. hip 

19 Motorabll roada 
(m111l) . 

19 

28 

0.588 39 -0.,.95 

0.846 45 .0.636 

0.747 2 0.""3 

20 SI"101 Stonl 
(Chid.). 

30 0.915 31 

42 

29 

47 

0.887 

21 81"100 Stonl 
(":h1.fdoa Town)· 

11 

22 T1M-Spaol OOIlY.1"- 21 
pIIOI( 1900(1925). 

23 T1IIIe-Spaol COnVlI"- 26 
genel( 1925-195~)' 

ZIt- TJJDe-Spaoe Con"1"- 25 
pIIOI( 1900(1955)' 

25 Tra"l T1M !'900~. 27,48 
26 Tra"l T1M 1925.2,,25 
27 Tra"l TJJDe 1955· 25 
28 EduoaUow SII"- 20 

0.828 

0.582 

0.99' 

0.995 24. 
0.995 4.7 
0.995 48 
0.819 19 

0.769 

0.51.1 

0.81.6 

0.938 
0.835 
0.989 
0.747 

,0 
8 

15 

16 
30 

28 

5 

10 

0.821 

0.692 

0."20 
0.592 

0.445 

0.628 

0.626 

0.876 

0.753 

20 

31 

36 0.560 
12 -0.573 

18 .0.4.27 

,.... -0.609 

20 

,2 
... 9 

0."5 

0.872 

0.731 

35 

29 

4.9 0.5'3 2.1" 0.517 

9 0.8'5 

, .0.916 

, .0.896 
9 0.819 

21. 0.933 
30 0.739 

27 0.780 

5 .0.872 

4.7 0.874. 
27 0.786 
3 .0.901 

37 0.728 

0.6a.. 29,28 

18 0.529 
45 .0.551 

30 

3 

17 

42 

33 

10 

It-B 

4.7 

0.426 

0.587 

0.588 

0.835 

0.718 

0.500 

0.775 

0.856 

5 .0.81.6 
48 0.780 
... 7 0.890 
" 0.681. 

2 ... , 
20 

30 

32 

7,8 

" 
" 4.6 
,.... 

44 
25 
5 ,2 

noll. 
29 ~t41cal. 
'0 TIllooamun1oat-

10lll, POlta. 

42 
20 

0.901 
0.915 

20 ,2 0.879 
0.860 " l5 

0.861 
0.819 

8 

" 29 

0.8,0 4.9 
0.809 7 

0.810 
0.7'4. 

30 
29 

31 COIIIIIIeI'OO, Banb· 10 
32 AWn1ltrat1.on. ,r; 
" Reoreation' " 
31+ Go"m.nt t.n4 '0 

M11110n 4t"lopmlnt. 
35 Rel1a lon. ,2 

36 dz!dA. 1 It-

37 'dld.-'p. 11 

38 'I/I'S. 39 

0.923 42 
0.929 1} 
0.780 4.9 
0.650 23 

0.929 

0.6a.. 

20 

38 

28 

0.890 
0.920 
0.71)8 
0.611 

20 0.887 
20 0.872 
:11 0.718 

20.29 0.611 

30 
10 
28 

0.861 
0.860 
0.702 
0.607 

0.876 ".8 
0.588 15 

0.8"., 7 0.846 

0.560 2.39, .0.385 
48 -

0.629 .51 0.61' 0.728 20 0.74.7 

0.615 " 0.588 " 39 Boundary/Ana. 15 .0.802 

4.1 0.615 

..., -0.698 

3t .0.6,~ 1.0 
39' .0.S68 

4. 
29 

0.648 
0.901 

19 

1.0 

0.459 
0.588 

0.470 

0."5 

19 .0.5l.1 

15 0.),6 

,., -0.6a.. 
PopulaUon 41nt1t1 11 
'11111 troa Main town' 

... 3 Population 41n11t1 7 
2 .ull tl'OII Wain town· 

44 01rouit,., Ch1ttc!oa. ...~ 
town, all .... rtlo ... 

"'5 01ro1l1t7. Ohi.tda 44 
'OWIll . 

1.6 4(1p.3p) Town 
"rt1ot1. 

9 

... 7 d(1P.3p) Chilf. 9 
PopulaUon . 

It-B 4(1.3) Town "rtlo11 25 
... 9 Link 4tawI4. 11 

Oh1.f .. 'OWIll • 

0.907 

0.929 

0.967 

8 

4.7 

9 

" 0.890 B.,., 0.879 

0.8S2 

0.890 

It- ·0.75) 20 0.74.2 , 
0.890 ... 7 

0.879 , .0.857 

0.879 4.6 0.8'7 

47 0.879 4.5 0.857 ,.,... 0.8'5 

48 0.896 27,44 0.890 ',I.' :,0.879 
1,.6 

0.99, 27 0.989 24. 0.", ... 7 0.8?& 
0.890 8,1.2 0.B79 7 0.87'" 29 0.810 

:' 
11'1 
29 
21 

,0 , 
1.2 

n.BI.9 
0.8211 
0.699 
0.563 

0.8'9 
0.)79 

0.610 

6 

" 11 
42 

31 
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APPENDIX 6.5 GROUPING OF CHIEFDOMS BY LINKAGE 

Linkage between Gbanti and Sanda~oko 
Matrix distance Bum = 348212-56 
Distance of link = 1601-16. 

Linkage between Makari and Gowahun 
Matrix distance sum = 305534·06 
Distance of link = 2214-53. 

Linkage between Gbanti and ~enraren 
Matrix distance sum = 258861-94 
Distance of link = 2357-59. 

Linkage between Gbanti and Makari 
Matrix distance Bum = 216893-81 
Distance of link. 2480·18. 

Linkage between Libeisaygahun and Sellalimba 
Matrix distance sum = 178472-31 
Distance of link • 2538-33· 

Linkage between ~banti and Safroko 
Matrix distance sum • 142381-81 
Distance of link • 2579-95. 

Linkage b~tween Magbaimba and Masabong 
Matrix distance Bum • 111720-69 
Distance of link • 3108-89. 

Linkage between ~banti and Libelsaygahun 
Matrix distance sum. 80581-69 
Distance of link a 3249-82. 

Linkage between Gbanti and Magbaimba 
Matrix distance sum = 57189-10 
Distanoe of11nk = 3247-29. 
Linkage between Biriwa and Gbanti 
Matrix distance sum = 35868-08 
Dietance of link • 4011-22. 

Linkage between ~irlwa and Sebora 
Matrix distance sum • 19441-44 
Distance of link = 5269-73. 

Linkage between Biriwa and Tambakha 
Matrix distance sum = 5772-21 
Distance of link. 5772-21 . 
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